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Locus of an author poses questions of intentionality, how intention is discovered,
expressed, hidden, revealed and interpreted. The purpose of the study is to find and apply
productive interdisciplinary concepts in intentionality detection, decoding and evaluation
in fictional texts. The investigation integrates traditions in literature, linguistics,
cognitive science and creative writing, posing a pragmatics of intent that complements
and complicates precepts in reader reception-based constructivism.

Basic to a vision of

pragmatic strategies: 1) situating effect and affect in an embodied mind; 2)
acknowledging mutual and/or oppositional intentionalities which an embodied author and
embodied reader bring to the process of fictional communication; 3) accepting language
as communication that requires cognitive translation of consensually-agreed upon
iii

symbols into private representations in an embodied mind; 4) assuming that an author’s
fictionalizing consciousness is more discernible when it is navigating tensions of
selection, proportion, intervention and perspective. Perceptual and close reading of J.M.
Coetzee’s Foe yields descriptive problematics. Analytical readings in a neglected byway
of I.A. Richards’ New Criticism provide pragmatic cues for detecting and evaluating
intentionalities in prose. Three cross-disciplinary strategies emerge to enhance
perceptual and close readings of fictional texts: 1) awareness of priming effects in form
and content; 2) identification of markedness patterns; and 3) perception of tensible
connections in prosaic language and artistic devices. The study concludes that: reading
in tensible awareness of author intentionality adds productively to critical analysis and
argument; acknowledging positioned voices in texts supports ethical criticism and multicultural aesthetics; reading to apprehend perceptual units (image structures sensed
through story) supports and contextualizes close reading of propositional units
(discourse/language). The formal element of perspective emerges as the most intensive
locus of the reader’s sense of integrated consciousness and management of effect in
fiction. Perspective can create the most ergative construction of authorial perspective,
i.e., one in which transitive energy appears equalized and the subject and patient / writer
and reader positions in syntax can pivot.
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Introduction

Faulkner was missing again.
I was speaking to a class of high school juniors who had just finished reading
Light in August. They were struggling with the elusiveness of the author, the quick shifts
in time and consciousness which Faulkner uses to render the hard alienated life of young
Joe Christmas and other characters in a Southern community of jagged realism and mixed
mores.
Which one’s the author? a student asked.
He was asking which perspectives in a novel are an author’s and which are
fictional. Literally speaking, all perspectives in a novel are fictional and all derive from
an author, but when all is relative to all, there are no distinctions. Finding distinctive
features – an edge, a gap, repetition, change – is basic to the human ability to distinguish
patterns, identify objects, recognize subjects, detect likeness and difference, i.e., to
perceive in natural and fictional space.

If we take the question analytically as invitation

to evaluate context, meaning and implication in communication, we may answer more
contingently, dependently. Perspectives occur in context, and context is a construction of
how and what we perceive.
There may be no matter of perception more risky and interesting to interpret as
deception, no more important knowledge to gain and weigh than when, under what
1

circumstances and from whom we accept the extreme peril, ambivalent concern or easy
pleasure of being led and misled. Fiction is a cultural safe space to practice. We can shift
points of view, learn boundaries, cross unmapped territory and see through one
perspective to that of an other, and return. Reading, we experience other world views
collaged against our own. Reading, we detect and process intentionalities.
The high school teacher had given students a creative writing assignment, to
compose fiction of their own in the style of Faulkner. She said she wanted them to
stretch. Notebooks on their desks were open. They had been trying. Faulkner’s style
fractures connections with a central character. Units of thought, action, dialogue and
background appear tangential to or removed from the main character. Point of view
veers from remote omniscience to internal fragments of consciousness of characters or
other proximal entities. Students wanted to know to whom to attribute a sudden streak of
exposition that seems attached to a group consciousness or ethereal figure, or how to take
a thought that seems to emanate from Joe Christmas but floats beyond him in the event or
experience itself. Is it the author, narrator or character speaking?
I gave a common answer related to deictic and perspective. Make a judgment
based on what is near and what appears remote. Suggested attachments are often
situated nearby. Look for the character reference, pronoun, linked aspect of content or
narrative point of view closest to a spate of free indirect discourse (untagged thought or
fragments of unattributable exposition). Any of those may be, indirectly, the attachment
that makes sense. What you perceive as remote is a more generalized or omniscient
consciousness which has foreknowledge and which can be viewed as an entity closer to
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that of an author’s world view 1 though it cannot be considered the presence of Faulkner
himself.
I mention Wayne Booth’s durable rhetorical model, the implied author, a reader’s
imagined figure who stands between the narrative and a flesh-and-blood author like an
opaque glass wall. An embodied author stands behind, vaguely seen but somehow
distinct from his/her implied role in writing. It’s an Advanced Placement class so I can
sprinkle Foucault and hold the Barthes. I note that there are theoretical challenges to the
idea that an author is one who actually writes the narrative, that a text is a production of
so many influences and practices in a culture, generation of it cannot be attributed
automatically to one originating entity. An author might be considered a function, a
cultural role in the network of knowledge that constructs a text. In that view, we can’t
expect to find the writer in what s/he has written.
A student glances down at the lines he’s written in a notebook. “But where’s the
author?” He is not asking where in the grip of Western hegemony, where in a thicket of
theoretic foci or stream of iterable graphemes abstracted and rounded with certainty like
pi. A young creative and critical writer wants to know: Where am I?
Putting aside complex issues of subjectivity, culture and self-negating
metaconsciousness for the moment, the locus of an author is a question about the
communicative nature of writing in general and fiction in particular. It is a question of
intentionality, how it is discovered, expressed, hidden, revealed and interpreted in
signifying acts such as language and in products of communication, such as texts. It is a
question of philosophy that plays out in daily life each time we “read” the intent in the
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facial expression, body language, image and actions of those familiar, and unfamiliar, to
us.
It is also an issue of literary dogma: Don’t confuse an author with what s/he’s
written. It is a reductive and clinical answer to the dynamics of motivation, creativity,
selectivity, judgment and hard, very hard, work of trying to write and read well and truly.
No wonder students keep asking. We need other answers, ones that acknowledge the
complexity and pragmatics of intentionality, for writers as well as readers. My
investigation, then, could pose the issue from the converse: is confusing an author of
fiction with what s/he has written critically productive? Transporting ourselves into and
out of fictional language and a fictional world is a basic cognitive function in a literate
society. Separating two worlds, or more, and evaluating what we “see” there is one of
the most discriminating acts of human cultural analysis we can attempt. As pilgrims, it
makes a difference whether we believe that Virgil or Dante is our guide.
As a teacher I search for strategies that invigorate, provoke or improve creative
and critical writing. Formal components of literature – story, plot, characterization, point
of view, tone, setting, metaphor – help categorize but do not capture the aesthetic and
communicative nature of decisions I make as a writer or as a reader. Knowledge gained
in reading, word-smithing and creative composition often seems tacit, intuitive and
unconsciously intentional, except in the moments when it is consciously intentional. The
impossibility of locating the difference between the two – what writers consciously
intend and unconsciously effect – fuel debates about the roles and responsibilities of
writing, authorship, criticism and language.
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Conscious intentions for a piece of writing begin broadly, like a contour which
enfolds discernible form in a painting but does not determine it. Within the working
space are countless linked purposes, trial connections and disjoined decisions.
Sometimes structural connections in language give me an automatic route to the end of a
phrase and I know that the conventions of language are in control. I fill the gaps with
information gleaned and processed from conventional sources and I am rewarded with a
brief moment of phrasal, sectional coherence. There’s a responsible, dutiful feel to such a
composition. I understand it. I am constructing it. Other times, images or the sense of
viscerally concrete characterizations give me a fluid channel to the completion of an idea,
and I know that a flight of invention is in control. I color gaps gingerly because sensory
integrity and emotive tension are delicate and collapse easily. There’s a grateful, gifted
feel to such composition. I inner-stand it. It is instructing me.
Most of the time writing, however, is spent in the draining and occasionally
exhilarating tension of giving what is required, taking what comes and consciously
making up the difference. Writing emerges as a variegated construction of symbols of
consciousness. From a reader’s point of view, if writing does not symbolize
consciousness, its personal and social value, and continuation, is unclear. Art-for-art’ssake can have a hard time passing the “so what?” test. So can language for the sake of
language. Even a one-word warning sign, STOP, can present evidence of a consciousness
that cares about or is responsible for an aspect of another’s bodily existence in space and
time. No matter how efficient and indifferent an algorithm is used to determine
necessary placement of a traffic artifact, human intention is at a remove driving
motivation.
5

For a creative writer, one who writes fiction, poetry, drama or “literary” nonfiction, the writing process is situated in the mind and affected by the mind’s synchronic
and diachronic interaction with its physical and social environment, i.e., life experience.
The sheer weight of cognitive action required to write invites questions of how current
cognitive research might inform or be irrelevant to a writer’s process and product – and
to a reader’s strategies for critical engagement with fiction.
From the perspective of a critical writer whose job is to interpret the written
language of another, author intentionality need not rank high in concerns. The focus is
on textual work, a product of social conventions (primarily language) composed by a
contingently-situated subject (author). The irony, or the failsafe, of the system is that a
critic is a writer with his/her own intentionalities to navigate. Often, author intent and
purposes are relevant only insofar as the hermeneutic problem under investigation can be
informed by them.
Responsibility for what is said and what is meant is particularly difficult to
discern if the literary object is fictional and if the question for interpretation involves an
ethics of personal, social, geo-political or cultural response. A text object is not a
responsible entity. It is an inert locus of symbolic communication between two
participants separated by time and space. It is a profound space of risk, motivation and
judgment, no matter how commonplace a task we assume writing and reading to be.
Finding traceable arcs of an author’s intent is a special challenge in ethical criticism of
fiction. Ethical criticism is charged with finding and elaborating social and moral
implications of actions. Writing and speaking are acts of myriad implication and need
personal and cultural context in order to understand what is explicit and implicit in a
6

given writer’s experience, in his/her intent. The issue of human agency is integral to the
human right to speak. Writing for publication is a particularly public and social
utterance, formally connected to issues of human agency.
My study is an attempt to find practical strategies in tracing intentional flow of
meanings from an author to a reader through language, and from a reader through
language to a personal construing of understanding and significance. Fictionality is a
special problem in discerning intention because it represents the counterfactual, artificial
quality of art objects in general. Fiction remains, however, a purposed form, and
purposed writing is intentional writing. It represents the mind’s unique ability to project
an imagined perspective from the outside in. I read to know an other’s consciousness, an
other’s way, so that my own relates to a broader perspective. I write for the same reason,
to find abstract dialogic space with a reader, an interpreter with a different view. I write
and read for insight on my insight.
Redundancy aside, insight is a word we cannot use lightly. It connotes a change
of perceptual direction. A sensory lens focused protectively outward turns introjective,
scanning relationships of mind and matter and seeing something anew. If we are
biologically-determined organisms, insight is cause and effect. If we are culturallydetermined constructions, insight is cause and effect. If we are individuals, partly
constrained, partly indeterminate in combinations and proportions uniquely to each of us,
insight is a private knowledge that may be shared. It is a private seeing that can be
translated into public symbols – writing – but which retains an imprint of the journey out.
The Cartesian divide long ago built its bridge. I think therefore I write.
Shakespeare writes so that Hamlet may have an insight that “… there is nothing either
7

good or bad but thinking makes it so.” Such a pat cognitive aphorism does not reveal
that it takes Shakespeare a very long play to rend that which seems from that which
shows. Thinking only seems to make it so. Writer-reader communication remains
among the most compelling and practical negotiations of truth and appearance in dual
realms: private thought and public culture. Especially in fiction and drama, seeming
connections show themselves in fungible sign. My intentions are practical: find signs and
devise strategies Recover fungible signs of intention-reading that have been overlooked
in the development of anti-intentional, structural and poststructural approaches to reading
and writing. Conceptualize interdisciplinary strategies that give writers, critics and
readers additional tools to apply to their work.
In creative writing praxis and pedagogy, applied theories still rely largely on
recognizing, crafting and resisting formal elements such as story, plot, characterization,
perspective/point of view, setting, tone, style, use of language. In critical reading,
theoretical approaches run a gamut of social, ideological, historical and interdisciplinary
categories. One particular strategy, close reading, popularized in New Criticism,
provides a general analytical platform across multiple investigative frames in literature. I
build on close reading, a technique which requires concentration on verbal structure,
reference and relationships in discourse, to find a way of interpretive reading that holds a
critical tension between a “positioned speaking voice” (Altieri) and the constructive
perceptions in a reading mind. Structuralist approaches posit a positioned voice as a
theoretical abstract of the narrative without rhetorical force: a narrator or implied author.
Constructivist aesthetics posit a non-positioned plurality of voices. I posit a positioned
voice as that of an embodied writing self, a generative, productive entity intent on
8

intersubjective communication with the intentionality of an other. I explore how to
approach and interpret an embodied author’s positioned voice through what I term a
perceptual reading of J.M. Coetzee’s Foe, a novel that questions notions of authorship
and presents problems in ethical criticism.
A perceptual reading attempts to actualize the tension of communication between
an author and a reader. It is a process that privileges the pragmatic prosaic qualities of
language in a novel – which convey gist – in order to balance the linguistic analytics of
verbatim concentration in close reading. Both approaches – the perceptual and the close
– interact in production of meanings. Narrators, the disembodied tellers of story, can
afford to mean word by word. Authors only write that way, gesturing outside the word to
the tensions that gather its meanings beyond the lines.
My argument is that author intentionality is discernible and accessible to the
reader in tensions of the art of narrating. It is not a new position. I.A. Richards in
Practical Criticism left practical recommendations about discerning tensions of authoring
against tensions in language. Analyzing language in close reading is one layer of
detectible tensions. Analyzing authorial distance, tone, moral imagination, and overt or
occluded manipulations of form and content offer other layers to explore. My goal is a
way of reading that accepts writer and reader as separate intentionalities negotiating
tensions in fictional communication. I see narrative as an intentional composition of
propositional (language) and relational (image) structures that allow us to grasp the
imagination of others.
I explore how perceptions can be primed by discourse and story, intentionally
marked for significance, and given tensile design through habituation and enstrangement
9

(Shklovsky) of language and artistic devices. My study suggests that concepts from
cognitive linguistics – priming and markedness – and a third concept, tensibility, drawn
from awareness of engaging human perception through formal functions in literary
devices, contribute to understanding of discursive practice and interpretive technique. I
pose priming, markedness and tensibility as intentional strategies used by writers in
construction of work and made discernible by readers in construction of meaning.
Priming brings multiple elements of qualia and story to conscious and unconscious
awareness.2 To discern priming, we examine the cues (explicit and implicit) which a
writer evokes directly (perceptually) and indirectly (associatively and conceptually) in
reader response. Markedness patterns (a linguistic strategy for evaluating instances of
typicality and atypicality in a comparison of elements) helps indicate intentional
emphasis and patterning.3 To find markedness patterns, we look for atypicality and
asymmetry in the use of artistic devices, patterns and language. Tensibility within and
among artistic devices provides the necessary capacity to attach and stretch designs
which motivate reader perception.4 The strategies above are applied in development of
experimental practices that may help balance interpretation based in discourse analysis
(the semantic, syntactic and structural emphasis applied through “close reading”) with
interpretation based in story sense (reading perceptually for image, clustered connections
and perceptual edges and gaps). Throughout I assert the role of reciprocal agency that is
available in the basis of constructivism, in a cooperative, interactive dynamic of sending,
receiving and negotiating that effectively decenters the mutual intentionalities of
participants in order to support open, evaluated, socially responsible construal of
meanings.
10

My study of conscious and unconscious strategies is not a paean to neural science
nor an illustrated inventory through neuronal regions involved in writing, reading and
language. Most results of cognitive research have limited application – a confirming or
descriptive role – in literary interpretation or rhetorical studies. While there are many
advances in brain imaging related to language, meaning and brain processes, the brainlanguage relationship remains incompletely mapped. Different authors (scientists are
authors of their studies) attribute processing of words and language structure to different
cortical areas (Pulvermuller 47).5
The nexus of language, literature and cognitive already has a cross-disciplinary
roster of noted investigators, theorists and analysts.6 However, applications of findings to
the practice of writing – literary, genre, educational, academic or otherwise – remain
limited in conceptualization and dissemination in literary studies.7 Cognitive studies
presents itself as a loose confederation of researchers in the sciences and humanities who
focus on causal, correspondent and/or correlatable relationships of language and
consciousness. Disciplines involved range from hard physical sciences of neuroscience
and neurobiology to social sciences of linguistics, psychology and anthropology, to the
humanities, literature, music, visual art and philosophy. Among literary critics who have
fostered collegial exchange and investigation at the crossroads of literature and cognitive
theory are Alan Richardson and Ellen Spolsky.8

Richardson and Spolsky acknowledge

the overly-broad concept of “cognitive” in cognitive approaches to literature. The term
generally characterizes approaches that emphasize an understanding of the role of mental
processing, conscious and unconscious, in investigations and interpretations of literature.
The term arises in psychology as a way of displacing more strictly determinist behaviorist
11

approaches. The term arises in linguistics especially by way of Lakoff’s emphasis on
metaphor as a dynamic and decentralizing strategy for mental processing in an embodied
mind and as a way of counterweighing arguments which privilege discrete brain modules
as regulators of language use and acquisition. Cognitive approaches to language fall into
three general standpoints of argument: 1) predominance of variant (social and cultural)
influences on language use, written and oral; 2) predominance of invariant (genetic and
biological) determinants on language use; or 3) interdependence, or interactionist
approaches, in which a standpoint privileges interdependence of biological and sociocultural influences in language use. My approach attempts to develop practical concepts
in literary praxis for the interactionist standpoint and accepts interdependency of writer
and reader in the process of generating, composing, producing, perceiving and
constructing meanings through written communication.
Dominant theories in contemporary literary study since the mid 20th Century
suggest that the writer’s role in meaning-making is marginal, irrelevant or undiscernible.
A critic may deem an author irrelevant or marginal to a particular approach in
interpretation of a work. However, my study complicates the charge that a writer’s
intentions are not discernible, especially in light of interdisciplinary studies in cognitive
theory, linguistics and literature. My own intention, I hope, is clear: to help develop
informed strategies for articulation of an author’s intentional aesthetic, ethical and
cultural choices in fiction, and to support multiple modes of reading that acknowledge a
reader’s perceptual and intentional responses.
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Notes
1

For succinct discussion of influential narratological traditions in discerning point of view and implicit
ideology (world view) see Chapters Nine and 11, respectively, in Roger Fowler’s Linguistic Criticism,
Second Edition. 1986. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1996.
2

Priming is a cognitive process whereby proximal events (a thought, sense, symbol or action) bring
associated schemas (sets of representations) to awareness. I apply priming to fiction as a generative and
connective strategy used to bring aspects of space and time to perception, suggesting apprehension and
realization of a fictional world. The difference between priming and foreshadowing is discussed later;
briefly, foreshadowing is a limited form of structural priming for presence of future content while priming
is omni-directional: one concept suggests plural choices with which to fill functions in narrative
sequencing.
3

Markedness is a technical term in linguistics which emerges in cognitive linguistics to evaluate likeness
and difference, typicality and atypicality, in a comparison of objects. Within a category of asymmetrical
structures/items compared, markedness can indicate degrees of difference, significance and
conventionality. The most conventional, or prototypical elements, are considered basic and unmarked.
4

I define tensibility as the capacity in literary forms and devices to extend cohering dynamics around and
within units of language (discourse) and perceptions of story. Tensibility affords the capacity for
connections, and the reader’s attention, to pivot between habituation and enstrangement.
Tensibility of elements creates perceptible clusters of design in narrative discourse and story, supporting
focus of attention and anticipation on tensile relationships and assemblage of elements in patterns and
images.
5

See Friedemann Pulvermuller’s The Neuroscience of Language: On Brain Circuits of Words and Serial
Order.
6

A brief introduction can include Roman Jakobson (stylistics and poetics); Reuven Tsur (cognitive
poetics); Mark Turner (cognitive rhetoric and The Literary Mind); cognitive linguists George Lakoff and
Mark Johnson (cognitive metaphor and conceptualization); narratologist Manfred Jahn, semioticians
Marcel Danesi and Umberto Eco; Mary Thomas Crane (Shakespeare’s Brain), Roger Fowler (literary
lingustics) and Patrick Colm Hogan, (Cognitive Science, Literature, and the Arts: A Guide for
Humanists).
7

In teaching of writing and rhetoric, Linda Flower and John R. Hayes (1981) developed a cognitive process
model of composition which depicts general and abstracted steps in the process of writing. See “A
Cognitive Process Theory of Writing.” College Composition and Communication 32.4 (Dec. 1981): 365387. Their schematic has influenced instruction in rhetoric and educators’ understanding of the writing
process.
8

See The Work of Fiction: Cognition, Culture and Complexity edited by Alan Richardson and Ellen
Spolsky.
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Chapter 1
Conceptual Bridgework

To build conceptual bridges in interdisciplinary studies, a researcher moves
among multiple frames of purpose to locate, generate and evaluate concepts of novel
utility. Explorative purpose helps us find likely cross-currents. A generative purpose
selects associable ideas and poses novel approaches. Argumentative purpose tests utility
and significance of findings. Intention is a construct of plurality.
The explorative purpose of my study is to integrate cognitive studies in a search
for interdisciplinary concepts that affect explication, interpretation and composition of
writing, particularly fiction. My generative purpose aligns concepts across languagereliant disciplines of literature, linguistics, cognitive science and creative writing and
posits strategies with productive applications in a range of fiction, classical to modernist,
canonical to cultural. Explorative and generative strands of intention have converged
around three primary concepts which signify strategies of association, differentiation and
connection in the act of writing, concepts I pose and discuss respectively as priming,
markedness and tensibility.
These concepts remain descriptive unless tested in evaluative frameworks with an
argumentative purpose designed to demonstrate utility. I argue that author intentionality
is more discernible, complicated and intersubjectively apprehensible when we read with
14

perceptual awareness of association (perceptions primed), differentiation (marked and
unmarked features in artistic devices and composition) and connection (tensible qualities
in prosaic elements). I suggest that concepts of priming, markedness and tensibility
contribute to 1) reader capacity to evaluate communicative intentions, artistic and
rhetorical effects, and personal affect; and 2) writer capacity to evaluate explicit and
implicit effects in rhetoric and aesthetics. To apply those capacities in fiction, readers
and writers rely on cognitive approaches in interpretation and perceptual awareness in
communication. In sum, pragmatic strategies to enhance perceptual awareness, or a
cognitively-informed apprehension of meanings, can complement and balance traditional
strategies for close reading, or semantically-based comprehension. These strategies
affect the understanding of intentionality in literary criticism and creative writing.
To introduce intentionality as a non-polemical, perceptual quality in fiction, we
need to discuss how acts of writing can reflect processes of mentality. Since Brentano,
intention has been arguably the “mark of the mental” in philosophical and psychological
construct. However, author intentionality continues to be characterized reductively,
simplistically and/or obscurely in literary theory since the rise of New Criticism in the
early 20th century. It has been characterized as a communicative phenomenon that is
marginal, indiscernible and/or irrelevant to interpretation. Views that marginalize and
deny relevancy have implications for the hard-won new pluralism in authors in the
Western canon of the 21st century. Culturally thick interpretations account for the
influence of individual roles in the speaker-hearer-interpreter relationship. A “thick”
pluralism, then, is one that evaluates nuances of author intentionalities in order to
complicate a generative context and problematize cultural content, theme and
15

signification. For ethical as well as aesthetic context, critics and other active readers need
to absorb, analyze and evaluate the intentional and mediated knowledge which authors of
multi-ethnic experience bring to their fiction. Pluralisms based in labeling of groups and
predominance of conventions are limited. They cannot account for processes of change,
complex motivation (senses of agency), individual responsibility or cognitive recognition
of the self as a distinct, subjective perceiver.
My research seeks a bridge between individualism and pluralism by studying
fictional communication as a site of intentional interactions of embodied minds. This
study explores how intersubjective tensions in communication between author and reader
create discernible and apprehensible author intentionalities within the form and content of
fiction. Authors may prime and motivate potential meanings but cannot control reception
and construction of them. In reader negotiation of intentionalities a productive tension –
a cognitive dialectics – is created between perception (embodied interpretation) and
proposition (language interpretation). This tension in fictional communication
contributes nuanced constructions of private meaning. There is a pragmatic nexus of
cognitive studies and creative writing contained in questions of how authors motivate
explicit and implicit aspects of meaning-making. I suggest that creative writing – its
generation, composition and interpretation – is a more complex and productive site than
critical writing for a study in cognitive pragmatics of written communication because the
discerning of intention in fictional prose hinges on a counterintuitive understanding of
direct and indirect means of expression. An announcement of critical intent is considered
a direct stance. In the writing of fiction, explication is a distancing, objectifying and
indirect means of narrating, a way of telling (propositional) over showing (perceptual).
16

Being direct in non-fiction is propositional. Being direct in fiction is perceptual. In
general, critical writing convenes language in propositional structures for logistic ends
while narrative language of artistic device convenes and intends propositional structures
for analogical interpretation. There are more nuanced intentional values to negotiate in
fictional communication where proposition and perception compete in analogical
processes for translation.
Writing As Cognitive Translation
Whether writing is creative and “literary” or critical and informational, it is
planned, generated, produced and revised (i.e., constructed) in a virtual space of
subjective cognition, its meanings constructed by each reader anew. Vested in the
symbolic representations within an inert object, a text, are perceptions of transit between
sender and receiver. Writing is a form of what psychologist Ronald Kellogg calls
cognitive “translation.” 1
For the writer, “translation” is not theoretical or virtual space. It is actual
cognitive experience, a conscious activity dependent on fractious and fanciful traveling
along synaptic byways. It draws from a wholly embodied mind a visceral as well as
mental awareness of how necessary but insufficient it is to extend the self, to reach out to
others from a state of what novelist Edna O‟Brien calls “permanent loneliness.” “The act
of writing requires a state of exile…Make a pact between yourself and it [the work].” 2
Writing is particularly demanding when the end product is a novel, one of the longest,
most protean and changeable forms in fiction. In a novel, according to author Eudora
Welty, lies the possibility of shared experience: “a shared act of imagination.”
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The novel is something that never was before and will not be again. For
the mind of one person, its writer, is in it too. What distinguishes it above
all from the raw material, and what distinguishes it from journalism, is that
inherent in the novel is the possibility of a shared act of the imagination
between its writer and its reader. (147)3
Acts of mutual imagining in writer and reader rely on written conventions of
symbolized consciousness. Language offers a sign system of such conventions though
we should be careful not to assume that language is thought or thought language.
Linguist George Lakoff and philosopher Mark Johnson mount theories of embodied
realism and conceptual metaphor to explain why we hold such equations.4 Lakoff and
Johnson articulate a progression of research that depicts subjective experience
(consciousness) as categorical movements between conflation and differentiation,
association and abstraction. Their ideas promote metaphor as the mind‟s economical and
versatile answer to processing experience generally/abstractly and particularly/concretely.
Neuroscience shows that mapping relationships, i.e., neural structures, develop
between distinct conceptual domains based in a body‟s subjective interactions in space.
As the body senses, moves and learns, the embodied mind categorizes concepts,
organizes recognition and access, allows for repetition and change across an interior
domain of 100 billion neurons and 100 trillion synaptic connections. A newborn
conflates the relationship between motor processing (touch) and sensory perception
(warmth) with affection. It is a basic, predictive and qualitative metaphor of human
experience, ubiquitous across cultures.
On the whole, however, complex communication seems a bio-chemical longshot.
Readers narrow the odds in favor of meaningful exchange by reading the relationship
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between intentions and the conventions used to convey them, then construct a private
understanding of their own, a meaning. In a common understanding of Proust, for
example, we assume a mapping relationship between a little sweet cake, a madeleine, and
concepts of mother, affection and/or a childhood of sense images. From the madeleine,
or source domain, a reader grasps literal meaning. From target domains of more
universal physical and familial experience, the reader can intersubjectively conflate an
author‟s metaphoric intention to effect an affection for mother with a reader‟s personal
experience. A madeleine is a culturally-specific triggering, or priming, of warm and
nurturing associations which a reader can cognitively translate to a private source
domain: a food metaphor for maternal warmth.
At the least, then, we can assume that language reflects how humans
conceptualize through use of associations, adaptability and multi-valence. “Language is
complicated. Any instrument adaptable to an unforeseeable variety of social, personal,
and intellectual demands has to be complicated – the more complicated the better”
(Miller and Johnson-Laird 690).5 Cultural variability makes assumptions of universal or
innate conceptualization problematic so an interactionist view is more pragmatic.
Langacker‟s approach in cognitive linguistics sees language as “indissociable from other
facets of human cognition. Only arbitrarily can language be sharply delimited and
distinguished from other kinds of knowledge and ability. Rather, it emerges organically
from the interaction of varied inherent and experiential factors – physical, biological,
behavioral, psychological, social, cultural, and communicative – each the source of
constraints and formative pressures” (1).6
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Caution about cognitive structural explanations for human behavior plays out, for
example, in research on emotion. Paul Ekman‟s cross-cultural research on facial
expressions in the early 1990s posits that there is a universal emotional physiology in
humans composed of a basic repertoire of emotions (anger, fear, disgust, sadness,
enjoyment, surprise) which can be combined in complex arrays contingent on situation
and response. Discursive psychologist Derek Edwards notes that emotions are
contingently represented by assumed definitions, manifestations and responses and cites
Anna Wierzbicka‟s research with action scripts to show the difficulty in assuming a
semantic universal for socially-constructed understandings (174).7 Action scripts are
narratives of implied activity in common situations. Sequence, setting and interactions
involved in a script of something as conventional and ubiquitous as having dinner with
friends differs according to cultural conventions as well as language.

Even if basic

dinner protocols can be scripted, application of language, memory, knowledge and
emotional values are unique to participants and require more than a generalized logical
consensus of what one does if and when. It requires imagined taking of another‟s
perspective, a shared understanding of the “as if…”8
The need to acknowledge individualized histories, mental states and intentions of
participants is present, too, in the common scenario of reading a book. A reader‟s
partner in communication is an author who is absent but who conveys explicit and
implicit meanings through the act and product of writing. The intent to mean is a
corollary of intent to write. As E.M. Forster put it aphoristically, “How do I know what I
think until I see what I say?” He makes it appear that knowing one‟s intentions depends
on reading one‟s own thoughts through the act of making them visible in writing. A
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novel represents a set of behaviors that produce an object of intention, one focused on
though not always organized around, a general goal, completion, and intermediate goals
which constitute the remainder of cognitive activity9 applied to the process: planning,
generating, composing, revising, correcting. Forster‟s point is that a goal is not always
seen distinctly, i.e., symbolically known, until concretely in view. Until then, a novel is a
mass of personal creative intentions. What a reader thinks from what a writer says
constitutes an intentionality of its own, a personal act of knowledge transformation,
rejection or negotiation.
Existence of and constraints on meaning are valuably contentious issues in
literary theory. Structuralist and poststructuralist critiques of literature suggest that an
author‟s perspective – a sense of intentional consciousness – can be aptly understood as
an illusion of language or a disembodied construction in the mind of a reader semiotically
cued by representations in language.

Pragmatically speaking, text does not say or mean

anything in and of itself. Written language as a symbolic system of meaning-making and
information exchange depends on sender-receiver participation: embodied individuals
responsible for composition of prose and embodied individuals enacting an intention to
read. In this process of communication subjective human minds are loci and evaluators
of what is said, read and meant.
Empirical disciplines have contributed data of iconic and schematic value –
mapping relationships of brain regions, neurological activity and human response, for
example, to create a formal understanding of the brain in spatial relationship to its
components and in biological relationship to its responses in the human body. Thus, we
learn that while there are localized functions – for motor movement and language
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processes, for example – there are also wide-ranging coordinated dynamics10 so that the
brain can “bind” fragments of perception into a recognizable whole.11 While synaptic
action is a differentiated, parallel process which is activated in diverse regions of the
brain simultaneously, synaptic action is also a unified coordinated process of neuronal
sequencing between nerve structures which exchange ionic balances and imbalances.
There remain abiding metaphysical problems of intentional stance when human
consciousness attempts to study its processes. How can we observe the “mind‟s eye”
while seeing through it? More tangibly basic are problems of vocabulary that reveal
more about the history and intentionality of disciplines than about the process of thought.
Is it more productive to call the exchange of ionic charge in a brain cell a “symbol”
(mathematics), a “sign” (language/semiotics), a stimulus (psychology), an input (artificial
intelligence) or a data point (computer science)? If disciplines require such variance in
terms, it poses a possibility that any analogizing of narrative action to brain action may be
too reductive and abstracted to be meaningful outside a given community of interpreters.
The burden of analogy falls heavily on the bridging disciplines – those in the arts
and humanities charged with synthesis and analysis, with sustaining and growing
connections between the subjective and objective in the human condition – to find
concepts to explain unseen transformations in function and form that occur when
biological mechanics become the ontological experience of human consciousness.
Neurons exchange electrical equilibrium for momentary disequilibrium and a reader
knows that Cinderella‟s rags have changed into a ball gown, or Lear‟s kingdom is lost to
“pelican daughters,” or Robinson Crusoe‟s ship has wrecked on a desert island. Mind
processes in the reader are separate from those of an author yet the scope and sequence of
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semiotic possibilities inscribed by the author meet the reader somewhere. The answer of
New Criticism and structuralism is that they are “in” the written language. But the
experience of fiction is embodied outside a text, in the minds of its composers and
interpreters so a tensile field of communication is negotiated through signs, not in them.
Meanings can be suggested, not determined, by contextual constraints and contingent
associations. Discursive experience is by nature removed, not immediate and intuitive. It
is paradoxically deliberate and wandering. To write or read is to wander from topic to
topic, general to specific, percept to concept until the writing/reading mind has
concretized the meaningful or memorable and ephemerized the inept and inapt.
Use of language provides a formalized semiotic transit system for signs of human
intent. If a speech act is that of a computerized voice in a parked car announcing that the
car is now locked, we read the intention or purpose as a safety feature that originates in
embodied programmers, not in the stimulus response of a disembodied algorithm that can
respond in limited ways but cannot understand. An artistic utterance is different. If an
actor says, “I should fear those that dance before me now/Would one day stamp upon
me” (Timon of Athens, 1.2.157-158) we read immediate expressive intention or purpose
as originating in the actor embodying a role, and a derived expressive intention as having
originated in Shakespeare‟s words. When utterances can be philologically traced to an
embodied intentional system (an author), readers negotiate a tension of derived
consciousness in the basic processes of understanding.
Disciplinary Negotiations
As individuals, we can privately navigate, resist or accept authorial suggestion.
As members of a disciplinary culture, we theorize and propagate strategies to
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conventionalize resistance. For example, New Critics objectify a text as an autonomous
self-governing system however, at the same time they allow for a privileged subjectivity
– author suggestion – at work by holding that certain authors‟ aesthetic status is
foundational to the system. This approach tends to selectively over-rate particular
authors and narrow the canon of study. A more complete resistance to author
intentionality is found in Roland Barthes‟ structuralist/poststructuralist rejection of an
originating author or single attributive source, popularized in his essay “The Death of the
Author.”12 The approach invites high levels of relativism and critics‟ intentionality in
interpretations. Cultural critic Michel Foucault structuralizes the role and relevance of the
author as a practical “function” within a text, part of its structure.13 This idea
successfully diminishes the hierarchy or glorification in authorship but leaves a
culturally mechanistic frame around the act of aesthetic generation and inventive
problem-solving. In science, artificial intelligence research attempts mechanical
replacement of the author role with scripted “if…then” program options that can
assemble fiction from algorithms in semantics, syntax and genre. This approach is the
most reductive and mechanistic, prompting ultimate questions about the nature of
intentional states and human consciousness.
One of the most noted arguments against machine-based cognitive states and
intentionality is posed by John Searle‟s thought experiment, The Chinese Room (1980).
14

In the exercise, he likens a computational machine‟s syntactic operations to those of a

monolingual English-speaker (Searle) who sits in a locked room with a detailed set of
rules (a program) for correlating and manipulating Chinese symbols in response to the
request of others. The symbol-manipulator produces material which others comprehend
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and accept as a representation of knowledge, though the English-speaker has no idea
what is being asked, answered, said or meant. Searle contends that the activity and
outcome involve meaningless ciphers and does not represent interpreted or intentional
communication of knowledge. Among replies, rejoinders and objections provoked by the
exercise are those of philosopher Daniel Dennett, who has posited layers of intentional
stance that move between higher and lower orders of thinking/mental states.15 He takes
Searle to task for dualist thinking in insisting on a first-person point of view/intentionality
(i.e., one monolingual Searle in the Chinese Room). Others critique Searle by arguing
that Chinese inscriptions do have meaning and thus so does the symbol-manipulator‟s
processing of them, whether or not he is aware of meaning. Searle‟s answer poses a
dualistic remove in intentionality.16 He contends that because the symbols have meaning
that is relative only to an observer, the inscriptions carry a derived intentionality and that
it is still an intrinsic, or conscious, intentionality ( in the observer) that constitutes
meaning. Thus, those observers for whom the inscriptions have meaning exhibit an
intrinsic or conscious intentionality. The symbol manipulating system itself does not.
Searle‟s delineation of intentionality as intrinsic (cognitively/biologically-based)
and derived is descriptive of intentionality embodied in an author and derived by a
reader. Overall, the external question of whether machine-made/rule-generated prose can
be meaningful supports polarizing approaches to investigation. It is more urgent to find
pluralizing connections among concepts and integral bridges between disciplines.
Studying and articulating the ways in which interpretive methodologies discern rhetorical
and aesthetic intention is a basic element of praxis. Concern for effective, reflective
guidance becomes especially acute in a global culture of multiplying media platforms and
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Internet openness when originating influences and ideologies are hidden, obscured or so
multitudinous that it is hard to grasp and contextualize motivation and relevance of prose
units.
Those who write, read and/or critique fiction are dealing predominantly with
known entities – identified/authored prose produced as an intentional object and
designed to be read for meaning and interpretation. We assume originating influences to
be attributable and, in a sense, self-declaring. That‟s a particularly problematic
assumption in relation to the nature of fiction and in the focalizations of trends in
criticism. Fiction poses a non-correspondent yet parallel reality of experience that cannot
be declaratively equated with an author‟s intent unless empirical means (historical data,
interviews, observer reports, non-fiction writings) give insight. Empirical confirmation
of an author‟s intent is rarely available or accessible to every encounter a reader has with
a work of fiction. A readers‟ cognitive processes are a private space of meaning-making
that draws on intuitive, perceptual apprehension and creative and critical comprehension.
When readers school their awareness through orthodoxies in “interpretive communities,”
which is Stanley Fish‟s characterization of reading in conventionalized affiliation, they
can access a range of conventionalized approaches to constructing meaning.
Critics are rightly skeptical of prescriptive guidance in detecting signs of
intention. The critical problem is recognizing and articulating the difference between
reading intentionality into a work and deriving intentionalities from it. To have plural
perspectives in a field, we rely on multiple approaches to meanings in a work. A
perspective that relies on situational, relational thematics to position an author‟s discourse
in a chosen context might be considered a contingency-based interpretation. In praxis
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contingency-based interpretation tends to support trends in criticism which since the early
20th Century have privileged language as meaning in itself, as speaking for itself
(Barthes) and as possessing inherent indeterminancy as opposed to motivated meanings.
The continental poststructuralism of Barthes and Derrida emphasizes a sphere of creative
play against critical traditions of method and practice. Much critical attention has shifted
to cultural conventions in and around literature, critiquing the complex structures and
influences of culture, world view and narratology to the point that cultural study and
literary study can be thickly interdisciplined. Perspective-based interpretations which
focalize an author‟s discourse from the point of view of identity – personal, cultural,
class, race, gender, ethnicity – tend to speak from platforms of determinate assumptions
in order to articulate the intentionality of power structures and social constraints. How
one perspective marginalizes a competing one inheres articulation and study of
intentionalities, i.e., modes and objectives in a goal. Intentionality study in some form
becomes vital to understanding change in any culture that acknowledges or claims
instances of embodied human agency in its advancement, growth, reformation or
sustainability. Examining ways in which an author executes intentionality and a reader
detects, navigates, resists and negotiates it seems a logical and significant part of studying
multiple perspectives in praxis.
A reader‟s perspective has been extensively theorized and conventionalized
through approaches in reader-response criticism, identity studies, cultural studies,
narratology and cognitive psychology. Since the rise of structuralism in the early 20th
century, literature has focused on reception of writing: how we read and construct
meaning; how language structures its effects. In literary criticism, generation of creative
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writing has not held the same investigative appeal or ease as the reception of it. The
imbalance is also seen in research of creativity in cognitive studies.
Most research in cognition has examined performance in largely receptive
tasks rather than explicitly generative situations, and since generative
activities comprise a major portion of human mental functioning, we are
missing crucial pieces of the cognitive puzzle. (Ward, Smith and Finke
189)
Reader-reception theory has drawn strongly from phenomenology, Vygotsky‟s
social constructivism and postclassical narratology. In literary criticism, consistent
attention to an originating intentionality is channeled through biographical/historical
criticism. Literary studies do not draw readily from cognitive research to illuminate or
explore author intentionality. There are many loaded concepts in interpretive
communities but perhaps none so burdened with theistic weight as the notions of origin
and creation. Concepts of creation, sourcing and especially an ineffable yet body-based
concept such as consciousness tend to refer and connote far beyond their situated or
natural conditions to the shadowy imprint of ultimate origination. Problematically for
intentionality, such lines of association can conflate a work of fiction and an author as
creation and creator. In this regard, interpretive communities play a role that is
cautionary as well as exegetical. The cultural studies view of a created form or object of
art is that of a socially transmitted behavior, an act of derived and adaptable convention.
For humanists, art can be a uniquely generative form of human experience which makes
meaning of human experience through its forms, devices and content, then communicates
potential for meaning to others. For cognitivists, exceptionalism seems unnecessary. A
work of art is a product of normal creative functions in human consciousness. Ward,
Smith and Finke call it “creative cognition.”
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[T]he capacity for creative thought is the rule rather than the exception in
human cognitive functioning…[T]he hallmark of normative human
cognition is its generative capacity to move beyond discrete stored
experiences…[C]reative accomplishments, from the most mundane to the
most extraordinary, are based on those ordinary mental processes that, at
least in principle, are observable. (Ward, Smith and Finke 189)
If observability of “ordinary mental processes” is a province for science,
observability of ordinary literary processes is a realm for the arts. When mental processes
result in literary forms, the domains of analysis and synthetic expression are not joined but
they appear at least contiguous enough to analyze relationships with one another. The
question becomes how to make literary processes observable, i.e., perceptible, and how to
distinguish an embodied author‟s intentions.
One of the first steps is to define a cognitive approach to creative writing and a
working definition of author intentionality.
Working Definitions
For purposes of this investigation, a cognitive approach to works of creative
writing (fiction, poetry, drama, creative non-fiction) considers the process a triadic
interplay of dual subjectivities (author and reader) with a language object (text). In this
study a cognitive approach to literature is one which takes into account how mental
processes, intentions and conventions of writers and readers, including critics, are
discernible and/or motivated in literary artifacts, individual affective/written/verbal
response and conventionalized acts of interpretation. It investigates structures, processes
and patterns in the constructedness of literary works as they relate to physical, social,
linguistic and phenomenological processes of cognition. It studies the virtually
intersubjective relationship of author and reader as far as it may be discernible and
interpretable in the form and content of literary objects. A cognitive approach implies
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awareness of a participatory communication process involving an originating subject, an
interpretable language object and a receiving subject. It is an intersubjective arc that can
accept writing as a system symbolizing and translating aspects of consciousness. Tensions
of explicit and implicit communication are represented in a work of fiction. A cognitive
approach can acknowledge the following: that a work of fiction is a consciously-intended
object composed of intended and unintended effects; both writer and reader bring
embodied, situated intentions to the act of writing and/or reading; writers motivate but do
not determine perceptions of meaning; readers situationally evaluate and construct
meanings involving their own creative cognition.
An author‟s intentions for a creative work are embodied in the writing mind and
socialized through translation of personal symbols to consensually perceptible ones.
Definitions of intention are debated in philosophy with attention to whether an intention
consists only of a goal or whether the means to a goal is inextricable from intention of
mind. I adopt the position of Tim Crane which is to say that to have an intention is to
perceive both an intentional object and an intentional mode, i.e. a way of working toward
the object. 17 Rhetorical and aesthetic intentions are communicated, carried and derived
through perceptible forms, content and artistic devices in a work. Authorial intentions are
cognitively processed using generative and evaluative activity to translate mental
representations to written language.
For purposes of this investigation, author intentionality acts as an embodied,
originating perspective which generates forms of communication based on private and
publically shared representations. In public products of communication, from statutes to
advertising copy to literary novels, readers need to find ways to distinguish between agency
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of an individual, the assumptive conventions of a culture and the centralized power of a
disembodied system. I accept that intentionality is constitutive of the mind‟s capacity for
agency and subjectivity of the self and body. It is important to establish and maintain a
culture‟s capacity to distinguish intentions, desires and motivations in products of
communication. Products of public communication carry assumptions of authorization and
power. They may also transmit valuable ideas of novelty and utility, the basic criteria of
creative cognition. Analyzing the effect of such products is a critical function of the
reading mind and requires evaluation of intention.
The question involves perspective: how a reader can detect and schematize
intention from a writer‟s point of view. A reader cannot bodily switch subjectivities but
human consciousness offers distinctive capacities to internally project “seeing” from
multiple angles of vision. We commonly express life experiences from a first-person
perspective and put ourself in a position of others, speaking of how “you” or “they” feel, a
report from second and third-person perspectives. Readers know that a fictional mind is
intentionally designed to represent an illusion yet they can adopt the context and
perspective of the illusion to interpret images, ideas and meanings communicated through
relationships in the text.
In order to read like a writer, Francine Prose, a novelist, non-fiction writer and
creative writing teacher, advocates close reading – a word by word strategy that slows
perception of the reading process and focuses on explication of small passages of text.
Every page was once a blank page, just as every word that appears on it
now was not always there, but instead reflects the final result of countless
large and small deliberations. All the elements of good writing depend on
the writer‟s skill in choosing one word instead of another. And what grabs
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and keeps our interest has everything to do with those choices. (Reading
Like A Writer 16)18
If the “countless deliberations” of a writer are inherent in the final language
chosen, close reading is designed to “unpack” the choices. While invaluable in analysis,
word by word approaches focus on sequential, articulated components of language, a
strategy that focuses on how the propositional and denotative affect the perceived
problem, a cognitive movement from the specific to the whole. As an aesthetic and
compositional whole, a story is semiotically full of signs beyond the semantic and
syntactic, signs that cue perceptions of meaning, interpretation of unarticulated tensions
that are part of intentional fictional design. So we need a means to focus on how the
perceptual and connotative affects the propositional situations of language, a cognitive
movement from the whole to the specific. Reading perceptually uses our capacity to
predict, adjust and absorb multi-modal movements required for understanding complexity
of meanings. We apprehend as we comprehend the transiting between semantics and the
syntactic, the instance and the prototype, the concrete and abstract, processing units of
perceptual and conceptual action. For cognitive linguist Laura Janda, the parts of
language communicate within the whole. “The truth is that all the „parts‟ of language are
in constant communication, and indeed are really not „parts‟ at all; they are a unified
phenomenon operating in unison with the greater phenomena of general consciousness
and cognition.”19
A writer and reader participate in the transitive action among parts and whole as
they work through tensions of communication in absentia; generative and receptive
minds project intentions through the conventions of language, writing and reading. We
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might call the tensile field between them a virtual space of cognitive dialectics. Authors
write in multi-purposed dialectic between self and reader, self and language, self and text.
A reader cannot enter the embodied dialectics of the “countless deliberations” a writer
makes, rejects and applies but s/he can evaluate the cognitive dialectics of “how” and
“why” of narrative decisions as s/he assimilate the “what” of content. It requires more
than reading closely, slowly, comprehensively. It means reading with awareness of the
cognitive dialectics of literary percepts, to ask the question: To whom and what am I
responding, and why? In brief, those are questions of intentionalities perceived which
may contextualize, inform, obscure or contradict the semantics we are comprehending.
Is it naïve and wrong to read interpretively with the author in mind? Dominant
critical conventions since the early 20th Century have argued that author intentionality is a
marginal, irrelevant, absent or indiscernible element of reading. However, it is unclear
how we can read a narrative without being aware of the positioned perspective of a
generative mind beyond the narrative, or implied, consciousness. Wayne Booth in his
noted rhetorical study of fiction poses the notion of an implied author to account for such
pervasive awareness of an embodied source. Implications of authorial intentionality are
a complex vein of study which, as discussed above, is not only germane to the influence,
maintenance and growth of pluralist canons, it is vital to a responsive criticism that
addresses ethics and responsibility in culture. However, an implied author is not a
responsive one. The term is structuralist and designed to scaffold the shadow of an
author. Shadows do not attach or frame ideas. They can only allude to the outline of that
which occludes them.
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Assuming that contemporary criticism views intentionality as a risk in reader
interpretation, we should accept and articulate some of the risks. Risk include:
assumptions that intentionality is relevant, discernible, detectable and/or meaningfully
classifiable in fiction. Erroneous attribution to authors of readers‟ construction of
meanings. Erroneous attribution to readers of author‟s composition of meanings.
Uncertainty and tension regarding when to read literally, connotatively or deictically (in
directional relationship to an author or a reader). Confusion about whether authorial
intentionality acts as determinate constraint on meanings or as motivated context for
communication. A major risk is that of confusing value in signs, i.e. assumptions that all
signs in language have the same intentional values or the same conventional values, a
situation that fosters extreme relativity, extreme foundationalism or, simply, situations of
reproduction instead of interpretation
Anti-intentional arguments depend heavily on assumptions that intentional values
are too interwoven and inextricable in the language of a work of fiction that analysis
cannot meaningfully distinguish them and evaluate significance. The challenge is to
develop and apply untraditional strategies to locate and evaluate distinguishing or
meaningful signs of intentionalities in fiction. This study posits and develops
cognitively-based concepts such as priming, markedness and tensibilty in writing and
interpretation of fiction in order to extract meaningful awareness of how plural meanings
are motivated and better evaluate effect and affect of the “countless deliberations” a
writer makes. We can better discern how writers‟ choices are made suggestive,
contextualizing and negotiable through priming strategies (Chapter 2); how we can draw
comparisons of elements that show greater and lesser degrees of intentional markedness
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(Chapter 3); and how formal artistic devices hold key sites of integrated tension between
intentional and conventional values (Chapter 4). The overall demonstration is one
affirming a need for critical hermeneutics to integrate perception and gist between writer
and reader (evidence of intentional and receptive values in interpretation) with languagebased relationships in a text (close reading) for comprehensive. Such an approach
provides balance for reception-based criticism in literary and cultural study. It can also
inform pedagogies in creative writing and rhetoric, increasing writer awareness of
cognitive effects in generation and composition of writing.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we examine critical pathways in intentionality study in the
20th Century to find out how perceptual concepts of priming, markedness and tensibility
fit and misfit theoretical connections, from ideas of New Critics and structuralist
linguistics to early poststructuralism. We find that a neglected pedagogical thrust in
“practical criticism” posed by I.A. Richards offers pragmatic clues for detection of author
intentionality and integrated construction of meanings for readers. Lastly, we apply the
“risks” of reading with an author in mind – an approach termed “perceptual reading” – as
contrast and complement to “close reading” in a complex metafictional work, J.M.
Coetzee‟s Foe. The result is a productive set of critical questions and intentionalities
which draw extra-literary frameworks into the literary discussion.
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I use the terms cognition and cognitive activity to refer to a synchronic whole of body-based mental
processes, including the embodied processing of experience physical, social, rational, emotional, analogical
and linguistic. Cognitive neural activity is not limited to an account of intellect, logic or reason. Brain
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Chapter 2
Priming and Cognition

Priming as a cognitive strategy is a process of drawing possibilities to awareness
in an embodied mind. By priming associations in self and others, a writer can gesture –
suggest gist – of an idea or items in relationship to one another and index a direction in
which signs and syllables, sequence of movement, color of feelings, paths of connection
and absence may connect with others. Authorial priming brings plural possibilities to
explicit and implicit memory. For example, writing “once upon a time” primes implicit
imaginative freedoms – detachment from time and space, emotional fantasy, lost sense
memories of how child-like we may re-hear a new story. The phrase also primes explicit
imaginative constraint because a fairy tale is bound by narrative structure, archetypal
characters and plots of quest and challenge. In music, priming with a tonic E chord sets
up anticipation of the dominant fifth, B. In linguistic studies in English, primed with the
word “river,” for example, a person might respond: “bank,” “water,” “stream,” recalling
natural references. If someone recalls “drowning” in response, it‟s still a naturalized
feature of a river but it suggests personal or proximal experience. A drowning may
simply be in the news, or it could be a private mental representation of personal
experience tagged with emotion that warns or worries. Priming associations are not
assumed to be reciprocal in language. Primed by a word “bank,” a person might respond:
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“money,” “check,” “loan,” tapping a different set of semantic and cultural references.
Semantic, phonemic and perceptual qualities interact with personal memory in
proportions complex to predict.
Cultural and ethnic relationships are also affected by priming. Gardener et al
studied the effect of priming Western and Asian participants with pronouns.1 Chinese
participants primed with many first-person singular pronouns affirmed more Western
(individualistic) values than Asian (collective); North American participants primed with
first person plural pronouns affirmed more collective values than individualist. Chen and
Bargh extended findings in behavior associated with pronoun priming and found that
those assigned power over another participant acted more altruistically or selfishly
depending on pronoun priming for singular or plural values.2
It is difficult to extrapolate the effect of laboratory-controlled syllabic repetition
to literature however the notion that pronouns prime a context for processing values is
clear. In fiction, the sense of whether values in a story are processed individually or
collectively is shaped most pervasively in the formal element of perspective, or point of
view – the sense of anchored vision through which the story is told. The pronoun
distinction there cannot be discretely defined as singular and plural but there is a sense of
constant sense of relativity to others provided in the difference between first and third
person perspective – whether the story is narrated from an individual perspective, “I”, or
a more objective third person position assumed to be outside any/many characters. The
effect is one of psychic distance between a reader and events in the story. Values
suggested by the “I” perspective are assumed to be limited to the narrator‟s self. Values
suggested by use of third person perspective assume the possibility of competing values.
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Authors can use either perspective to relay implicit or explicit observations of the other,
thus an “I” cannot be assumed to be “selfish” value overall. In poetry, the effects of
pronouns can help a poet manage levels of psychic distance with a reader, however, a
syllable can be as significant for its sound as for the singular or plural denotation
accorded it. Poets have long applied the power of syllables to connect and disconnect.
Vowels create a sense of openness and flow; consonants pose nuanced levels of stops,
blends, occlusions. The effect is not simply one of motion or stasis. Emotion is felt
movement. Aesthetic disturbance or equilibrium depends on calibrations of freedom and
constraint, effects which readers individually integrate and differentiate using primed
variables in language and artistic device.
Priming prepares a reading consciousness with qualitative, semantic and
perceptual associations which are “givens” of knowledge and memory. Priming can also
draw “new” or more remotely situated likenesses to mind when boundaries of
identification are less explicit. Writers suggest perceptions (sensory-based identification
and interpretations) of space, time, movement, structure and perspective through
conceptual associations. To color the concept of “river” with personal judgment –
tranquility or, conversely, foreboding – a writer can give “river” a quality by
contextualizing it with a scenario that‟s bucolic or simply by using qualitative syntax,
adjectives (deep, dark, murky) or verb images (rushing, rising). In the qualification of
open concepts, context begins and the underlying gesture – or suggestion – reveals a
motivated associative arc.
The attendant associations generated, however, can be varied and legion. The
pronoun priming studies above demonstrated some of the difficulty; people respond
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multi-dimensionally to traits associated with a “discrete” concept in language. For
example, participants primed with language prompts associated with “kindness” or
“hostility” may transfer the priming from semantics to other categories: social judgment
of others and social actions related to kindness or hostility.3 The problem for the reader
is to reconcile localized semantic motivations with the larger systems of parallel
distribution in a story, those contained in large schemes such as plot, theme, character
and perspective/point of view. For social psychology, it is the problem of how primed
associations can be delineated more discretely for study: a “generation problem” that
asks how and why there are multiple and parallel effects from one kind of prime, and a
“reduction problem” that asks how an action channels multiple influences “through the
bottleneck of having to act in real time” (Bargh 161).4
Separated in time and space from a reader , a writer‟s ability to vest subject
symbols with properties of likeness or difference and send them transiting through a
linear alphabetic code to activate subject symbols in the mind of another is a feat of
spatial movement a literate society takes for granted as a convention of communication.
It remains, however, a very complex movement of conscious intent from one subjective
mind to the interpretive intent of a different one. At the basic level of communication,
Chafe, a linguist, suggests that the movement is based on assumptions about the
consciousness of others:
How does a speaker know that something is in his addressee‟s
consciousness? Consciousness itself is a wholly private affair, to
which no outside observer has direct access. Yet the functioning of
language…depends in a fundamental way on a speaker‟s being able to
guess what his addressee‟s consciousness contains. On the whole,
although mistakes often occur, these guesses turn out to be reasonably
accurate.” (Chafe 122)5
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Chafe‟s research finds that speakers use stress, pitch, word choice and word order
to signal and test their assumptions about is in a hearer‟s consciousness, i.e., what is
“given” material. In English situations of speech, we tend first to transmit material we
assume to be in the hearer‟s consciousness. “When its relationship to what is already in
his consciousness is established, the new material is added” (112). Writing presents a
challenge to any practice of assuming because context as well as content is presented in
absentia. Writers create contextual effects that provide “given” and “new” material with
correspondent stresses, pitch, sequence and selectivity as if the addressee‟s consciousness
was assumable. It is a constant play of attaching appropriate and sufficient tensions.
Attached tension is, cognitively speaking, “attention.” [L]anguage fulfills its intended
function only when …attention is granted” (112). Discourse and story in a novel interact
to prime parallel, interactive and competing associations that help readers attentively
perceive.
Priming is a more expansive and connective concept than foreshadowing.
Foreshadowing is a structural strategy related primarily to plot design in writing. The
function of foreshadowing is to introduce the presence of an element (a character, a plot
turn, an object, an idea, a conveyance) in the fictional world before it is needed in order
to avoid an emergence or coincidence of events that a reader may consider too abrupt,
illogical or literarily convenient.
Memory
The role of spatial experience – place – is basic to the way the brain “plots”
memory. Locative concepts (in/out, to/from/ over/under, before/after, etc.) are body-
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based, i.e. understood from the perspective/standpoint of a subject/body in space. A
novel maps fictional experience on a reader‟s knowledge of the physical. Priming is
used to bring aspects of space and time to perception, to suggest the “realization” of a
fictional world. Once forms and objects are perceived, a reader can attend to or fixate on
a feature, priming their own sets of mental representations. Priming is also applicable to
memory and language functions in cognition. Proust‟s famous madeleine is a priming of
sense memories of childhood and mother presence. In a poem, the use of assonant
phrases with long vowel syllables primes expectations of openness and flow; repetition
of consonants primes a staccato dance or harsh implosives. Rhythm is a primed quality of
pace in reading and a constructed sense of movement and energy in writing.
We know proverbially that we cannot step into the same river twice. Neither can
we as users step into the same brain twice. The physical connections change
imperceptibly with each perception, each experience. Connections in the brain travel
electrochemically across synaptic gaps between neurons. Each perception, thought,
sensation, interpretation we process helps form new synapses or strengthen or weaken
existing ones. Of the hundred billion neurons in our brain, each can make approximately
5,000 to 10,000 synaptic connections to other neurons; the average number of synapses in
an adult is 500-1,000 trillion. With massive numbers of potential connections we need
the aid and protocols of memory to help us tag, organize, evaluate and access synaptic
patterns.
Physically, memories are patterns of neural connections that are stored, or
retained over time, as “biological internal representations” (Dudai 157).6 However
memories may be symbolized, as chemical trace, image structure or phonemic ghost,
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representations are constantly updated. “The principle that more recently accessed
concepts are more accessible plays an important role in the recall of information about
the present and the recent past” (Glass and Holyoak 249)7. In general, memory is
categorized according to the explicit or implicit nature of its access. One type of memory
is termed declarative, the other nondeclarative. “Knowing how” to ride a bike, regulate
our bile or chop an onion is implicit, nondeclarative information. Conscious recollection
(recognize and recall) of information is explicit and declarative (73). Declarative
memory can be subgrouped into a semantic memory for facts and an episodic memory
tagged by experience in time and space. The hippocampal area of our brain makes longterm memories of our perceptions and experience. It encodes and records so that
knowledge can be held in the outer layers called the neocortex. Without a hippocampus,
a small evolutionarily-ancient organ deep in the brain, memories lack tags. Without tags
– associative markers or tacit signals – we cannot consciously retrieve, consider, use or
dismiss perceptions and experience. Without memory, time is absence. An individual
whose hippocampus is destroyed loses the way to implant memory for retrieval.
Experience becomes a short-term phenomenon. Whether it‟s a notice of zoning meeting,
a talk with the pharmacist, telling a fairy tale to a grandchild or scanning a scintillating
paragraph on the waterworks of Dublin in Ulysses, the experience lives ontologically in
the present and cannot become past, nor passed, without memory and the tags that allow
us to grasp it.
Tags, then, are our pathway to remembering – membering old to new. Frequency
and intensity of activation is another pathway. As Glass and Holyoak note, memories do
not really fade. They are there, just not actively refreshed, intensified and strengthened
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by use. “[O]nce memory representations are established, they remain in the system
indefinitely (although they may not be easily accessed)” (79). Some tags are so
emotionally explicit and sensational that they entail as much reaction as retrieval.
Mother. Father. Food. Blood. These are frequently-reinforced connections. Emotion is
essential to cognitively ascribing value to objects, actions, representations and concepts
(Damasio)8. The region of the brain centrally involved in emotion, the amydala, is a
pathway for decisions mundane (Do I like that color), social and sensual (s/he‟s the one),
experiences sublime (Shakespeare‟s language, a Keys sunset, a child‟s eyes). Emotion
plays a vital role in how our mind evaluates aesthetic experience and moral systems.
The term “working memory”9 emerged to describe a cognitive faculty vital to
tasks like writing and reading. Working memory refers to a system that supports a
hypothetical “working space” where we have easy access to what we perceive, remember
and process as we address planning, execution and implications of a task. Differentiated
from short-term memory (a more general term related to representations available for a
short time), working memory “combines attention, short-and long-term memory,
retrieval, computations over representations, and planning and decision making, to yield
goal-directed short-lived internal representations” (Dudai 249). In other words, working
memory is where we focus attentional control for a cognitive task, a virtual space where
writing and reading processes are active. The frontal lobe and prefrontal cortex of the
brain are implicated.
Hitch and Baddeley‟s influential model of working memory postulates three
major components. A “phonological loop” specializes in processing; it is served
prominently by systems in the left hemisphere of the brain where language processes
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concentrate. A “visuospatial sketch pad” processes visual and spatial information,
drawing prominently on systems in the right hemisphere. To coordinate attention and
evaluation, the model hypothesizes a “central executive,” a function not yet “mapped” or
located by brain imaging data. In fact cognitive science has not located a centralizing
faculty, a binding “identity” or core controlling “self” in human consciousness. One
image or representation in the mind holds capacity for various applications, varied
identities to serve different contexts of a task.
An additional category of memory bears mentioning in relation to writers and
their work. Meacham and Singer.10 posit prospective memory as a memory system for
intentions and future action, a categorization that distinguishes it from retrospective
memory which is associated with past experience and actions. Finding evidence of how
the mind articulates the process of forming, executing and accomplishing intentions is
difficult and somewhat anti-intuitive. Memory is a term associated with the past.
However cognitive science studies memory as sites and processes of stored, new and
renewing knowledge. If we view memory as knowledge processing and application, time
demarcations are less constraining.
Writing a novel is a possible example of using prospective memory. The intent is
to write a section involving a character‟s remembering of her past. It requires encoding
the intention to do something specific and acquiring relevant information, perhaps a
section of description or dialogue already underway. The task also requires selfmonitoring across an unspecified time frame with recurring visits to the intention, the
relevant content produced, content under production, and a frequent “refreshing” and
possible reshaping of the goal: the character‟s memory captured in literary form. It also
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requires access to long-term memory to retrieve, transfer and apply personal aspects of
memory that are called to mind in projecting a fictionalized memory for a character that
is already envisioned but is still being formed. The science of memory is not developed
enough to differentiate working memory and prospective memory in creative and critical
decision-making. The cognitive translation of personal symbols in the mind to public
symbols within an applied medium, page or screen, seems to require all spheres of
memory, working and prospective, declarative and nondeclarative. Writers self-monitor
time in relation to the task and its goals, and to the sense of time passing within an
incomplete story. In addition, a writer coordinates interactions in real time with the
physical/social world outside the task. If prospective memory is interrupted, do we
retain a sense of where an intention was left in space and time? If we can‟t get back to
the character‟s scene for a week is it still prospective or tagged for long-term storage?
The original intent remains but the prospective memory we access will have different
combinations and qualities of content. Devising discrete measures for such integrated
levels of conscious and meta-conscious awareness remains a challenge. Philosopher Tim
Crane‟s approach to intention remains a viable one that captures a sense of the physical
and perceptual dynamics: an intention constitutes more than an object, or goal. Intention
consists of mode to achieve and object achieved. An object may or may not need
prospective memory but its mode makes use of any knowledge (memory) whether
conscious (explicit), unconscious (implicit) or both.
From Word to Image and Story
Small, versatile images demonstrate the compounding of mode and object.
Recognizing that multiple “identities” – patterned connections and metaphoric concepts –
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that are primed when a writer writes and reader reads, let‟s articulate associations with
one word, “sun,” being used in a discrete literary context. Phonologically in English,
“sun” has a sound image, one connected physically to the effects of the oral capacity to
produce syllables “s” and “un.” The former entrails a slight lift of the chin and soft
stream of air through closed teeth The latter opens the closure, drops the mouth and
hums a consonant, “n” behind the nose Cognitively the sound image has lift, sustaining
air, a drop and lift then a resonance contained. Sound, in waves and image, is movement.
In cognitive terms, there are oscillations, imperceptible rhythms that respond. The most
basic similarities in neural activity a writer can expect in a reader are phonological
images or rhythms in representation of language.
Visually “sun” denotes a discrete visual image of round intense hue. The visual
image inheres its spatial relationship high in the sky to a grounded perceiving body. The
sun‟s vertical position requires looking up or absorbing its qualia – light and warmth –
from above. “Sun” affords a body a cardinal orientation in space. From position of the
sun our bodies calculate graphic breadth and depth of the physical world: east, west,
north, south, right, left, up, down. With this orientation, we can also chart the movement
of objects in space, i.e., articulate the sense of time passing daily, seasonally, yearly.11
An image can prime body orientation cardinally, meaning directionally, and also
ordinally, in relation to order, degree and position in a given set or circumstance. At the
least, a writer priming a visual image of “sun” can assume that a reader will have
accessible personal perceptions of qualia (light, warmth) and a sense of body orientation
in relationship to ground and sky – a personal space. That seems like limited perceptual
information but it is a mimetic field of breadth and depth in the semantics of one word.
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Lakoff and Johnson posit that the mind conceptualizes according to primary metaphors
based in a “container” image of the body in space.12 Thus prepositions as succinct as
“in” and “out” bring fundamental information to perception of experience, fictional and
otherwise. An author and reader mutually recognize subjective orientation to objects
from different perspectives and a different time and space. Yet the word “sun” itself is
not the key to understanding its value as an image. Sometimes the sun‟s rise is just that, a
point of temporal information that subtly colors the background of a scene.
“At sunrise he came upon the ridge of the mountain” (210). In N. Scott
Momaday‟s House Made of Dawn, 13Abel‟s grandfather is remembering the moment
before he killed a black bear on a blue mountain above the mesa. The position of the sun
seems a small matter of event time here, not characterization or theme. But Momaday‟s
narrative has a larger context for the old man‟s memories. He is dying and his troubled
adult grandson Abel sits beside. Abel has returned to the community of his Southwest
Indian heritage in order to hear the native American voices he has lost in leaving, in
soldiering on foreign battlefields in World War II and in succumbing to alcohol and
despair in Los Angeles where he killed an albino Indian, a “white man” he saw as evil
and was sent to prison. Abel‟s grandfather gives voice to memories and images Abel
needs. When the grandfather was young and coming of age, his own grandfather took
him and his cousins high to show them the contour of the mesa which needs to traveled
and learned like the back of a hand. “He made them stand just there, above the point of
the low white rock, facing east. They could see the black mesa looming on the first light,
and he told them there was the house of the sun” (197).

The perception of the body in

relation to the sun is life-giving. “[T]hey must live according to the sun appearing, for
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only then could they reckon where they were, where all things were, in time” (197).
Abel‟s own relationship to the house of dawn is tattered by experiences outside it. He
has no rituals left, no language he remembers. At the end of the novel, he joins a
community of dawn runners in the dark of the canyon before sunrise. In cold and rain he
runs on past hesitation and exhaustion until memory recovers a song of the people. In his
culture voice rises above impediments of earth that appear to wall the dawn. Cardinal
orientation of the sun holds cultural and physically-embodied meaning for Abel.
Through the simplest image repeated strategically in a story, authors and readers thread
conflations of social and personal selves through time, space and events. Intentional use
of conventional images such as the sun convey multiple paths to meanings within a story
and variable modes of association within readers perceiving it.
From Experience to Qualia and Judgment
Cardinal orientation to the sun need not be literal in order to reflect effects of
intentional priming. A reader‟s long-term memory provides nuanced options for
accessing affiliative and qualitative units in working memory.

Let‟s use the qualia of

warmth, derived from sun, as an example. Warmth predicts judgment in human
relationships.
A Yale study by John Bargh and Lawrence Williams shows how social instincts
and judgments are primed by temperature and that even a glancing physical encounter
with the environment can unconsciously influence subjective judgment.14 Unconscious
thought comprises an estimated 95 percent of mental activity including “not only all our
automatic cognitive operations, but also all our implicit knowledge” (Lakoff and Johnson
13).15 The five percent remaining for conscious and metaconscious thought relies
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heavily on the unconscious. In Bargh‟s study of how proximal events affect the
qualitative evaluation of others, participants made positive or negative judgments about
pictures of strangers after briefly being exposed to a warm cup of coffee or an icy drink.
Those who had held a warm cup tended to give more positive assessments; those who
had handled an icy drink more negative. The finding supports physical contingencies
and situation as determining influences on unconscious decisions. However the study
focuses on strangers, those in whom participants had no stake. It does not suggest how
contingent physical influences might affect individuals whom we value or “know.”
Still, the influence of non-conscious associations and goals have to be confronted
in real life. The so-called “central executive” function that consciously intervenes to
contextualize contingencies through rational deliberation in working memory becomes
engaged after the mind has already identified goals subconsciously, or non-consciously.
Since lower-order goals are already running, consciousness has to exert an attentional
control. Even then, lower-order goals, or intentions, can contradict a higher-order
rational goal.

That poses difficulties for personal goals like dieting, exercise and to-do

lists For authors and readers of fiction, however, the priming of dual and dueling
associations in lower-order and higher-order consciousness creates possibility of
intriguing contradictions. Artistic devices that conflate elicit sensory perception and
qualia can subconsciously create associations and meanings in opposition to semantic or
discourse goals.
Let‟s look at two examples of primed perceptions that relay differing judgments
in affiliative relationships between characters in a novel. The first excerpt supports a
dominant relationship congruent with the author‟s autobiographical experiences in a
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cross-cultural Italian-American ghetto in mid 20th Century Chicago. The first affiliation
is deep warmth and close relationship with a paternal grandmother. The second excerpt
occupies a very prominent position, the novel‟s opening, and primes associations with a
mother-figure that are vivid and alienating.16 Tina DeRosa‟s Paper Fish (1980) is a
densely poetic novel of multi-ethnic experience. The narrative centers omnisciently on
the childhood of Carmolina in crystalline ruptures of sense memory that recaptures crosscultural tensions and intense family ties. Use of the “sun” as a priming image is only
one in a poetic universe of allusive signs of warmth and intimacy reserved for the
relationship of Carmolina to Grandma Doria. Beyond qualitative warmth, however, there
is evidence that her Italian grandmother provides a cardinal orientation in life, unlike the
localized and tense relationships with Carmolina‟s Lithuanian mother and ItalianAmerican father. The excerpt below follows a section of narrative describing Grandma
Doria‟s childhood in Italy and then shifts to a scene of Carmolina spending a day with
Grandma in their West Side neighborhood.
The sun is making her face [Grandma‟s face] beautiful. It is doing magic
to her face, and here, in the corner where Carmolina sits, the shade is gray
and peaceful and Grandma is standing in the spotlight of sun that someone
is shining on her because she is feeding the birds. The old woman laughs,
she throws bread out the window. The little girl Carmolina can not reach,
the grandmother picks her up, holds her high against the sun so that she
can feed the birds too. The circle of sun shines on the little girl, she is
laughing, her grandmother owns the sun and is calling the birds. (24)17

The independent mind and sensibilities of Carmolina can be read as affected more
“cardinally” by Italy (embodied by her Naples-born grandmother) and more
“dynamically” (Heine 38-9)18 by her cross-cultural locus in Chicago. Paper Fish has
multi-cultural significance in that it is America‟s first novel of Italian immigrant
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generational experience in Chicago. In it, we find sustained and bedrock integration of
the Italian identity in the Italian-American experience through the 1960s. In contrast, the
novel presents an alienated and marginalized position for the Lithuanian half of
Carmolina‟s heritage, a situation that biographically reflects the vague and reserved
family history of DeRosa‟s maternal grandparents.
Priming semantic and visual-spatial concepts in working memory is basic to
description and diction in fiction. Concepts become formal artistic devices, in my
definition, when they cluster tensions in perceptual units and motivate the reader to
anticipate equilibrium, extension, disturbance, challenge or change. The cardinal
association with “sun” above in Momaday‟s work supports the metaphoric symbolism of
“dawn,” but it remains a cognitive priming feature for the major metaphor likening dawn
to a return to nature and a recovery of Abel‟s cultural voice. The cardinal association
with sun in DeRosa‟s novel supports a thematic dominance of Italian culture in a crosscultural family. Again, it remains a priming feature that brings affiliative qualities to
awareness. The second excerpt from DeRosa‟s novel, however, presents a perceptual
unit I consider an artistic device because it primes a comparative, evaluative level of
activity in working memory of the reader.
DeRosa densely and acutely applies literary language associated with poetry –
imagery, repetition, metaphor, color – to compete for and magnetize perceptions drawn
from her life and fictionalized in Paper Fish. Her prose is alternately choked by or
soaring with poetic color and repetition. The strongest images are those that provide a
frisson of intensity nearly startling in its capacity to focus emotional as well as sensory
attention. I am selecting one resonant image compressed in one word from the unique
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opening of the novel. In DeRosa‟s poetic economy, even a part of speech can function as
an artistic device. By default, verbs and nouns (and any part of grammar) are units of
semantic information. Their syntactic positioning, repetition and application by an author
distinguish them as perceptual units and image structures which prime distinctive
evaluative activity in working memory.
Consider an uncommon verb, “scalping,” used in the opening paragraphs of the
prelude to the book. In searching for the smallest, most overt perceptual device I could
find in DeRosa‟s short prelude, I scanned verbs and nouns. “Scalping” offers the most
vivid, visceral and intentional image of action. “This is my mother scalping the green
hair of strawberries, scalping them clean, leaving a pink bald spot where the green hair
was…” (2).19

Scalping is not simply a descriptive verb; it inheres an action image that

is progressive in tense, perceived in the present. The conventional action schema implied
in the act of “scalping” is violent, involving use of a knife or cutting edge on a particular
part of the body, the head. In DeRosa‟s application, the palpable “head” is that of a
strawberry. The aggressive verb is complexly positioned in contrast to a small domestic
act of narrative action. It acts as a device because of its potential to inhere tension,
frisson, contradiction or recursion to what follows, or what has come before.
The injurious potential in semantics of the verb confers a perceptual edge to the
character who is doing the “scalping” – the mother of the first-person narrator. The use
of such a sharp verb in routine domesticity also brings attention to the visceral way of
seeing embodied in the narrator, the daughter, Carmolina, not yet born. Unnamed,
ostensibly not yet existing as a character, Carmolina speaks in first person from a point in
pre-memory, when she is still in the womb of her mother who is washing strawberries at
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a yellowed sink. The fact that the unborn “sees” the acts of her mother in such an
atomized, hostile way primes the reader‟s expectation of disconnection in the motherdaughter relationship. She see “my mother‟s hand killing strawberries…She will not
give me her blood directly. She will not give me her blood as a free gift. I will steal it
form the thin skin of her cells and inside her body I will survive” (2). Carmolina‟s
thoughts, observations and actions in the novel frequently show an ambivalent and
judgmental attitude toward her mother while her perspective of her father is more
admiring and accepting. “Scalping” also focuses attention on the “clean” “bald” spot
under the “green hair,” marking the naked vulnerability of what is exposed. The reader
eventually learns that Carmolina‟s older sister Doriana is brain-damaged by fever. The
narrator‟s distinct perception of raw exposure becomes a small deictic indicator of the
complex valence of “Italian” in Italian-American. The beautiful, impaired Doriana is the
namesake of their immigrant grandmother and, as Grandma Doria phrases it, Doriana is
“lost in the forest…She no find her way” (100). The penultimate section of the novel
ends on an image of ultimate scalping: the congealed blood of beheaded chickens drying
in the sun on a butcher block in an Italian-American ghetto that has been cleared of color,
vitality, street vendors, laughter, music, children, little shops and noisy homes by
systematic construction of transit routes for streetcars. The sense of loss that animates
DeRosa‟s novel in vivid fragmentations and uncertain time shifts becomes more
comprehensible. Home is like a river, too. No one emerges from the same one twice.
Initial Priming
First lines initiate the reader‟s working memory of a story. Structurally, plot as a
formal element begins with the first line. So does the interaction of conventional
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linguistic coding with personal mental representations in the mind of a reader. First lines
can prime expectations of weak, strong or ironic forms of narrative gravity. They are a
visual edge which readers grasp before the literal (discourse) and figurative (story)
separate into systems of parallel distributions of effect.
First lines can be functional, drawing attention on someone or something that
happened in the past, i.e., evoking given information. “Ultima came to stay with us the
summer I was almost seven” (Rodolfo Anaya‟s Bless Me, Ultima 1972). “Okonkwo
was well known throughout the nine villages and even beyond” (Chinua Achebe‟s Things
Fall Apart 1959).

First lines can be introductory, enacting or thematizing a character‟s

life: “All happy families are alike but an unhappy family is unhappy after its own
fashion” (Tolstoy‟s Anna Karenin 1878).

“Ships at a distance have every man‟s wish

on board” (Zora Neal Hurston‟s Their Eyes Were Watching God 1937). “All beginnings
are hard” (Chaim Potok‟s In the Beginning 1975). Thematic fist lines inhere conflict as
succinctly and conventionally as a good proverb or effective thesis.
Attention-getting beginnings engage less conventional assumptions and suggest
“new” information. “They threw me off the hay truck about noon” (James M. Cain‟s The
Postman Always Rings Twice 1934). It pretends a familiarity that the reader does not
have, insisting that we know more than we do so that we have to accept new information
as givens, filling in causal particulars as we go.

First-person narrators can offer an

emotive edge, introducing themselves along a continuum of explicit and implicit address.
In existential figments: “I emerged at dawn” (Giaconda Belli‟s The Inhabited Woman
(1989). In coy nods to myth: “I was born in the city of Bombay…once upon a time”
(Salman Rushdie‟s Midnight’s Children 1980). As an enigma of ethics and ironies: “I
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am an invisible man” (Ralph Ellison‟s Invisible Man 1952). Urgency: “Now, what I
want is Facts” (Charles Dickens‟ Hard Times, 1854). Imperative diffidence: “Call me
Ishmael,” (Melville‟s Moby-Dick 1851). Or with classical transparency: “Idle reader,
you need no oath of mine to convince you that I wish this book, the child of my brain,
were the handsomest, the liveliest, and the wisest that could be conceived” (Miguel de
Cervantes‟ Don Quixote 1605).
The “brain child” is Cervantes‟ proto-form of novel written in 17th Century Spain
and being invented even as the author writes. It is a kaleidoscopic form that combines
satire of chivalry, romantic adventure, mock Socratics, class comedy, occasional epistles,
classical allusions and formal Spanish verse. Four centuries later the genre of novel can
still hold and interweave such a variety of forms but no Cervantes has re-emerged to
combine form, content, style and tone in the same way. Novels retain a copious ability to
absorb difference and similarity in extreme proportions while remaining recognizable as
a prose form. First lines are the glancing introduction to an author‟s voice and way of
seeing the work, a face in a crowded linguistic chamber. The way a reader locates and
evaluates avenues of meaning after a glancing introduction rests largely on interpretation
of perspective, one of the most complex structural and perceptual components of fiction.
Priming Perspective
As Bakhtin has noted in studying the polyphonic nature of discourse in novels, a
reader cannot locate an author “at any one of the novel‟s language level: he is to be found
at the center of organization where all levels interact” (49). 20 Writers structure and
express an authorial perspective, or to pose a less intentional term, narrative perspective.
This component of fiction is traditionally and problematically called point of view. It is
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a term that tends to reduce the concept of perspective to one of its constituents, the use of
person (first, second, third). Point of view does provide a more concrete image schema –
a standpoint from which a body sees – however the image limits the many functions
incorporated in composition of fictional perspective, privileging a spatial sense of
“vantage point” over a cognitive sense of integrated seeing and knowing. More
problematically, point of view is sometimes synonymous with opinion. Perspective may
express an author‟s world view in multiple ways but “point of view” and author opinion
are not synonymous terms in construction of fiction. Perspective connotes a way of
seeing as well as what is seen. It involves a subject position of modes and objects that
relate to an other subject. Functionally perspective is a multi-purposed narrative effect
that guides a reader‟s perception of: who is “speaking” in a fictional narrative, when, to
whom, and at what distance from the events in the story.
“Perspective” provides a more comprehensive, complex conceptualization of the
nuanced interchange and organization of subjective and objective effects. In assessing
how perception of such organization is primed in fiction, I see perspective as the formal
element that presents itself as the integration and execution of organization in discourse
and story. Perspective primes the most ineffable qualities of experience for a reader
including spatial-temporal orientation, perception of distance from an author and tone of
content. The attitude of a perceived consciousness becomes “felt” through perspective.
Virginia Woolf, in an essay, “The Novels of E.M. Forster,”21 addresses the
combinatory qualities of perspective:
Yet if there is one gift more essential to a novelist than another it is the
power of combination – the single vision. The success of the masterpieces
seems to lie not so much in their freedom from faults – indeed we tolerate
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the grossest errors in them all – but in the immense persuasiveness of a
mind which has completely mastered its perspective. (165)
The sense of a “single vision” is a perceptual issue as well as a rhetorical or
aesthetic one. In analyzing novelists‟ reflections on how they translate aspects of
personal experience into the fictional, Miriam Allott notes the need for distance.
“Obviously the novelist starts from experience, from „some direct impression or
perception of life,‟ but it is only a degree less obvious that for experience to be of any use
to him he must find some way of distancing it.”22
Distance is a spatial tool with sometimes primal implications, as noted in
discussion of cardinal orientation above. For authors it constitutes a sphere of
maneuverable space between seeing life as fictional and seeing the fictional as life-like.
For readers, distance affects how close or remote, intimate or public, warm or cool, clear
or murky the experience of story-making in reading. In fiction a perception of distance
is managed through the author‟s use of perspective.
Spatiality is a pivotal perception for both the writing and reading consciousness.
Boris Uspensky analyzes perspective structurally as planes of semiotic interaction.
“Perspective in general is a system for the representation of three- or four-dimensional
space by means of artistic devices, specific to the particular art form.” In visual art, the
“key orientation point… is the position of the artist.” In literary art, the position of the
artist is posed within “verbally-established spatial and temporal relations of the
describing subject (the author) to the described event” (57).23
Perspective is both structurally and somatically the component of fictionality
responsible for perceptions of agency, subjectivity and objectivity in a narrative system.
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Agency is often focalized through and perceived in a character. As Knight notes, we
speak idiomatically of a fictional character as a somatic person because characters are
agents, or linguistic constructs of causality.24 The concept of agency is predicated on
action, implicit or explicit. An agent is assumed to be an entity participating in, causing,
affecting or effecting a purposed action or goal. First person, “I,” is a mode that allows a
character to tell the story. If the character is the protagonist “whose desires and decisions
impel the action,” the first person “I” is the central narrator – an explicit agent whose
actions are transitive to an effect: the agent acts on an object or goal. Hamlet, though he
delays, is an agent of revenge: he kills a king. If the character is telling a story about
someone else – observing and recording other subjects – the first person voice acts as a
peripheral narrator, observing from any position that is not the center of action, an
implicit agent. First-person narrators who participate in the peripheral awareness of the
reader include Ishmael in Moby Dick, Nick Carroway in F. Scott Fitzgerald‟s The Great
Gatsby and Marlow in Joseph Conrad‟s Heart of Darkness.
The most accessible and overt signs of perspective and subjective locus are
pronouns. First, second and third person pronouns not only guide the sense of the
subject-perspective ( I/we/she/he/they/it) it also points deictically to an object-position or
me/us/her/him/them/it which can represent a goal, person or state of affairs. The subject
to object direction is understood in a linear and narratological way as focalization
(Genette).25 Structural approaches give us a line of sight or, as Uspensky visualized it, a
plane of items in relationship to each other. Structuralist and constructivist approaches
focus analytical attention on the relationship between the text and the reader so it is
understandable that analysis of perspective limits explication of a sense of distance
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between a perceiver (reader) and the perceived (story). However, if we read perceptually
in response to awareness of an author‟s intention being communicated in narrative
structures, an additional point of contact is represented outside the text, in the context of
its making. Distance then becomes triangulated space constructing contoured volumes
that can hold author and reader consciousness in tensile connection through text.
When we look at how dynamically authors apply the element of perspective,
there‟s much more than a line of sight involved. We perceive a pivoting sense of
consciousness, from subject-position to object-position. It is a sense perceived by the
reader in reading and the writer in writing and it is critical to an understanding of reading
and writing as dynamic, transitive processes. Examples of third-person, first-person and
second-person perspective below will help establish a framework for examining ideas of
dynamism and transitivity.
The following excerpt from Don DeLillo‟s complex, non-linear novel
Underworld26 uses one of the most traditional and versatile forms of perspective, thirdperson omniscient, to its maximum degree of flexibility. As the novel opens, the tone is a
blend of the familiar and the portentous.
He speaks in your voice, American, and there‟s a shine in his eye
that‟s halfway hopeful.
It‟s a school day, sure, but he‟s nowhere near the classroom. He
wants to be here instead, standing in the shadow of this old rust-hulk of a
structure [description of a stadium]…Longing on a large scale is what
makes history. This is just a kid with a local yearning but he is part of an
assembling crowd, anonymous thousands off the buses and trains, people
in narrow columns tramping over the swing bridge above the river, and
even if they are not a migration or a revolution, some vast shaking of the
soul, they bring with them the body heat of a great city and their own
small reveries and desperations…(11)
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Psychic distance in the excerpt runs from the intimate to the global, showing the
author‟s intentional contour and the scope and range of omniscient perspective.
Omniscient perspective is understood as the most totalizing vantage point a writer can
employ. The reader often feels in a position of receiving instead of actively perceiving.
In the excerpt above, the narrator “tells” in a classic sense, invoking a reference to
“history” with “local” yearnings not epic ones. “He,” the subject of the passage, is
unknown to us, unmarked, not a proper noun or agent-entity. We are not introduced but
we are told we will recognize him by circumstance: “he” is like us, speaking in our
voice, not English-speaking but American-speaking, whatever that is to our inner ear or
cultural group. Spatially we are primed by a “rust-hulk” of a stadium that advertises
“Chesterfield packs” on the scoreboards – an image schema that economically primes a
time period, circa 1950s. The pronominal subject is “halfway hopeful,” part of a historymaking “longing,” yet a “kid with a local yearning.” Three times in the verbal space of
five sentences the narrator tells of unspecified desire. This is a serious, rhythmic wanting
and it will flow across the boy without attachment at this moment because he is
unmarked, undeveloped as a body that can hold such things. Emotion concepts are
applied to the circumstance and the gathering crowd as well as the boy who is “part.”
He is schematic, a subject, not yet an agent. The perspective has moved quickly into a
high spatial relationship with the subject, “he,” drawing the reading eye to an overhead
vantage point where individuals and transit systems have motion but no distinctiveness.
They are collective and impressive as such, a “migration,” perhaps epic, a “revolution.”
Because the spatial-temporal plane applies locative terms and language, the reader – and
writer – are cognitively constructing image schema, a term from cognitive science which
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renders graphically how our minds simulates relationships of objects in space. Locative
concepts (in/out, to/from/ over/under, before/after, etc.) are body-based, i.e. understood
from the perspective/standpoint of a subject/body in space. Thus, prepositions – “off,”
“in,” “over,” “above” – perceptually move the objects of the perspective.
DeLillo‟s narrative will interweave events across four decades in United States
culture and history, 1950s to 1990s. The life story of Nick Shay, a waste broker, loosely
links narrative segments that shift setting, character, register and perspective but his story
does not centralize or organize events. Unlike an omniscience that narrates linear clusters
of cause and effect, such as the perspective Gustave Flaubert composes in Madame
Bovary, DeLillo moves from the macroscopic – a cast of thousands at a Brooklyn
Dodgers pennant game where a historic homerun ball is lost or stolen – to microscopic
interactions of thought, dialogue and incident in lives domestic and famous (J. Edgar
Hoover, Lenny Bruce, Frank Sinatra). The themes are overarching and national (Cold
War, nuclear proliferation, social alienation), local and recreational (baseball,
entertainment, fidelity and crime). It requires coincidence and inventive connections in
plot to hold cohering threads.
DeLillo‟s narrator chronicles and sets scenes for a polyphony of dialogue
encounters and interiorities. He moves in and out of the mind or viewpoint of many
characters to report states of affairs, describe events. The overall effect is editorial,
allowing character thoughts and action to pose comment on deficits, dangers and
disappointments of 20th Century civilization. All of that authorial freedom pays a price
in distance from a reader. Omniscient voices can lead readers to attach
transitionally/peripherally to characters, if at all. However, in a wide ranging chronicle, it
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is important to create a transitive reader whose anticipatory rhythms absorb the survey
quality of scenes and sections. So the author intentionally constructs waves of
perspective through with readers can move and rest, attaching briefly, contingently,
primed for release.
Though DeLillo renders distinct and highly imagined set pieces of action and
dialogue – an art project using post-Cold War bombers in the desert, J. Edgar Hoover at a
baseball game, a comedy set with Lenny Bruce – a reader skirts the surface waiting for a
more sustained emotional connection. It comes near the end of the book in gritty
grounded flashbacks to Nick Shay‟s juvenile childhood on crime-ridden streets when his
father leaves home for a pack of Lucky‟s and never returns. Dialogue and action are
realistically evocative, emotionally revealing of loss without undue sentiment. DeLillo‟s
norm in Underworld, however, applies a zoom lens on a character in order to use first
person narration to relay thoughts, action, and opinion. Lots of opinion. Sections like the
following show a sure sense of intimate understanding of a character‟s consciousness
though an intimate connection, which we could assume to be suggested by first-person
perspective, is absent. Nick is an American every(business)man.
I noticed how people played at being executives while actually holding
executive positions. Did I do this myself? You maintain a shifting
distance between yourself and your job. There‟s a self-conscious space, a
sense of formal play that is a sort of arrested panic, and maybe you show it
in a forced gesture or a ritual clearing of the throat. Something out of
childhood whistles through this space, a sense of games and half-made
selves, but it‟s not that you‟re pretending to be someone else. You‟re
pretending to be exactly who you are. That‟s the curious thing. (103)
A passage calling attention to variations on pretense – “play,” “gesture,” “ritual,”
“games,” “half-made selves” – indulges an author‟s self-consciousness of the form as
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overtly as Shakespeare does in Hamlet‟s instructions to actors in “The Mousetrap.”
Though DeLillo‟s novel has metafictional touches in which the story shows awareness of
its artifice, the work might be better categorized as a meta-cultural fiction in which the
story is aware of itself as a running repository of socio-political and historical concerns.
The contour of the novel is thematically, spatially and temporally broad and
commanding.
Of interest as a treatment in perspective is a brief section of commentary rendered
with present-tense immediacy like thought but addressed in second-person, speaking to
“you.”
It shows a man driving a car. It is the simplest sort of family
video. You see a man at the wheel of a medium Dodge.
It is just a kid aiming her camera through the rear window of the
family car at the windshield of the car behind her.
You know about families and their video cameras. You know how
kids get involved, how the camera shows them that every subject is
potentially charged, a million things they never see with the unaided eye.
They investigate the meaning of inert objects and dumb pets and they poke
at family privacy. They learn to see things twice. (155)

It could be a monologue of thought delivered by any character, known or
unknown to the reader.

It could be a fragment of authorial world view, showing the

accidental prurience which ease of videography allows a technology-saturated society.
However we characterize province or intention in the passage, the effect is one that
obscures perspective as it grips ours.
Second person is an uncommon, experimental mode that draws attention to itself.
We enter a presumptive conversation in progress. The “it” which the narrator references
is an unspecified but presumably shared experience. The narrator reassures us that
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there‟s something we know here. We know about families. We relax a little and take a
seat in a figurative living room. A bout of description follows with the narrator assuming
we are mutually watching a video on television. We are uncomfortably aware of the
dissonance and presumption of second person address by someone we don‟t know, then
realize it may be our living room. “You keep on looking” (156). It‟s repeated until
finally we are calling our wife over to look at the video because “this is where he gets it.”
It‟s a murder on the highway caught by a pre-teen taping recreationally from another car.
But we are still dealing with the fact that we have a wife and her name is Janet, a skillful
effect of perspective-taking (assuming the viewing point of another) that a confident
author executes with smooth managerial flow.
DeLillo pivots us subjectively into the scene, resisting, still keeping our distance,
there but not there, of two minds. Throughout the narration DeLillio weaves commentary
on the terrible state of the American video-TV culture‟s fixation on violence but his
editorializing, apt as it is, is not as interesting as the subjective effect. When “you” are
clearly a participant in the story, a narrative is considered written in second person. It‟s a
brief section, like an interlude. Few narratives can “hold” the artificiality of secondperson very long and very effectively. DeLillo‟s passage is no exception but it serves to
draw the attention of the reader into the editorial frame of his culture comment with a
subjective effect – voyeurism – which makes us aware of the effect the author is
critiquing.
The quick survey of perspectives in passages above suggest the highly variable
distances an author can prime vertically in relation to the reader and also horizontally in
relation to narrative content. Grasp and release of perceptions of involvement create
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rhythmic contours of communicative tension between author and reader. Arrangement
of language on a line creates direction and focus for energy transfer. Emphasis is on
“arrangement,” or a finished action, if we are arguing for recognition of complicated
intentionalities in a novel; conventionalist views would emphasize “language,” a social
conveyance, to focus primacy on representation. We need to examine how arrangement
and selection of language creates context in order to better understand perspective as an
“arrangement” of intentionalities.
Combinant Properties and Transitivity
What contributes to the complex qualities of movement, sense-gathering and
sense-focusing that perspective entails? It is a multi-faceted question and here we can
only introduce possibilities in combinant properties and transitivity for continuing study.
The section in second-person above suggests the combinant properties in
perspective. What begins as an outside omniscience can pivot on a word, image or tone
of familiarity and prime a subjective sense of being parallel with or of crossing over to
the perspective of an other. It easier to understand how a narrative perspective moves
among time, space and characters in its own fictional space than to grasp how perspective
crosses to us. One answer may be the natural synesthesia in writing. Perspective is
often “heard” as the “voice” of the narrative. It plays a major role in tone, how a text
identifies its intent or purpose to the reader.
Synesthesia, or understanding one sense in the mode, or terms, of another –
hearing a voice as we visually read, for example – is a longstanding effect of poetic
economy which mimics the way the body perceives its environment, through multiple
senses. Jahn holds that “a voice can only enter into a text through a reader‟s imaginary
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perception; hence, unless the text is an oral narrative in the first place, or is performed in
the context of a public reading, voice is strictly a readerly construct” (Jahn N3.17).27
The level of communication between reader and author in narratology is considered
“nonfictional communication” (N1.7), i.e., communication as possible in the real world
of objects and beings.
We can accept that “voice” is a constructed perception of reader, however, there
must be something there to perceive. Tone, rhythm, style, diction, attitude are suggested
by an author‟s composition of the complex organizational component, perspective. Yet
intentionality is actually readable in components much less complex but just as systemic:
in syntax.

Intention is inferred in a verb: I‟m slipping. I‟m sliding. Slipping connotes

lack of volition or control; it is a stative state of affairs (case). Sliding connotes a willful
action; it is an active state (case). If volition is inferred from an action, so is
intentionality. Syntax – the construction rules that make language mean – also makes
language “move.”
Donald Davie has argued that syntax is a form of “articulate energy.”28 A subject
or agent acts on/with/for/against an object.

The effect of syntax is one of movement of

energy – a “transference of force from agent to object” (Ernest Fenollosa qtd. in Davie
34).

In studying Chinese pictographic poetry, Fenollosa postulates:
A true noun, an isolated thing, does not exist in nature. Things are only
the terminal points, or rather the meeting points, of actions, cross-sections
cut through actions, snapshots. Neither can a pure verb, an abstract
motion, be possible in nature. The eye sees noun and verb as one: things
in motion, motion in things, and so the Chinese conception tends to
represent them (qtd. in Davie 35).
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The important concept there is noun-in-verb / verb-in-noun. When things are in
motion, motion is in things in the natural world. Fenollosa‟s example of thing and action
in one abstraction is boat plus water equals boat-water, or ripple. In Chinese, action
becomes inherent in syntax: nouns appear verbal: a farmer is one who farms. Thus,
Chinese shows the combinatorial and transformative density inherent in syntax: nouns
are verbs and verbs are nouns. The diagram of transference of energy is linguistically
speaking: Agent → Act → Object
An agent and an object are known as semantic roles in a clause. They play a role
in the transiting of energy, effect or affect to other participants in a clause.29 Prototypical
semantic roles are agent, subject, and patient. The agent is a noun (nominal) with a
volitional or physical nature in the event/process. The patient is the opposite of the agent;
it absorbs the energy transmitted. The subject may or may not be a less volitional role
than agent. The verb (predication) and intent transiting to other participants makes the
difference .
Fenollosa‟s understanding of the combinant properties of nouns and verbs – i.e.,
motion-in-things/things-in-motion – is born out in Langacker‟s study of cognitive
linguistics which investigates use and structure of language as process and product of an
embodied mind in interaction with surrounding environment. 30

Above we used the

example of “I‟m sliding” to demonstrate an implied volition of the agent in the action.
However, we do not need to have a subject or agent stipulated in order to infer one or
both as participants in an action. Awareness of participants can be created by the event
itself. Cognitive linguist Ronald Langacker provides example of participants created by
events: “build a cabin; knit a sweater…devise a plan; write a letter; compose a
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sonnet…Hopper (1985) refers to such participants as „effected‟ objects‟” as differentiated
from affected objects (Langacker 362). To “build,” “knit,” “write,” etc., assumes an
agent in action. The effected objects shown have a transitive relationship to their state of
existence. That is to say, the articulate energy of syntax moved from the agent in
combination with an action and effected, or brought into existence, an object.
Langacker shows the difference in the transitive energies visited upon an effected
and affected object in relation to their state of existence:
1. He cut a slice of cake.
[Construal is an effect: the slice is brought into existence]
2. He cut up a slice of cake.
[Construal is an affect: a pre-existing slice is dismembered]
In the first case we construe the action as effect; in the second we construe affect.
One locative word, “up,” marks the position of an object to its state of existence.
Lacking the locative, we infer and imagine the action of cutting coming from a position
outside the object. The action brings one slice – a part of a whole – into existence. Using
a verb action to “cut up,” a slice pre-exists and is affected. The second example
“represents a higher degree of transitivity than cut alone, for it generally indicates that the
action affects the object in its entirety” (362-363).
What happens when the participants in a clause (agent, subject, patient) are not
distinct or where the speaker/writer has not specified them?

“The resulting expressions

usually have diminished transitivity, even to the point of being fully intransitive” (362).
Compare, for example:
1. The door opened.
2. Sam opened the door.
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The first is an autonomous event that carries implications of implications (the kinds
of objects which open and under what conditions). The second is a volitional, dependent
event structure. The first suggests properties of the subject. The second is limited to
causation; “the participant it introduces is characterized only as a source of energy”
(387).
So transitivity – the movement of energy and intent in the clause – is greater when an
action affects a whole object than if it brings a part of a whole into existence and also
when a distinct participant makes the event dependent on his/her action. Let‟s apply
ideas of energy and transitivity to the excerpts of DeLillo‟s novel examined above. We
need to keep in mind that: 1) transitive energy conveys the intent of predicated action that
is effected or affected by participants; 2) the more distinct the causation of an event, the
more transitive energy we might expect; 3) a reader‟s subjective identification with a
scene may or may not indicate degrees of transitivity; 4) transitive energy should not be
confused with the effort required to accomplish the intent; it‟s the relationship of
participants to action that counts.
Each section is managed by an omniscient third person perspective and are effected –
brought into existence – in different ways with different degrees of transitive energy. All
of the excerpts assume a degree of reference to previous events which a reader may or
may not have. First words cannot be indicative of transitive energy but they are useful
“tags” for the excerpts: “He speaks…”, “I noticed…” “It shows…”
In the first excerpt, the perspective is clearly external – a voice cuts a piece from a
whole – effecting the appearance of a pre-teen playing hookey from school. Gradually
the voice effects other parts of the scene from a great distance – the crowds, bridge,
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stadium. Transitive energy is low. The authorial perspective is one of: I am telling you.
It is hard to “affect” the reader when the narrative action is focused on effecting –
bringing into existence – several square blocks of Brooklyn.
The second excerpt is short interior monologue or musing by the centralizing
character. The first person pronoun could indicate intimacy but it signals a distance
within the self itself, that of being aware of the self observing, noticing. Moreover the
noticing is analytical “…how people played at being executives…” However, the
authorial perspective is positioned internally, acting on a pre-existing whole – we infer
Nick‟s mind as a discrete whole as we infer the slice of cake a discrete whole in the
example of “cut up” above. It is a mimetic act, one that shows in contrast to the first
excerpt that is diegetic, that tells. However, Nick‟s thoughts are telling us reasons,
describing more than showing or enacting affect. If we were to try and translate the
transitive energy of a sentence into one that the perspective of mimesis in the excerpt, it
might be: I am showing you. But the analytical nature of the showing creates a
confusion in whether the transitive energy is focused on the “I” or “you.” The degree of
possible identification with the object (Nick‟s mind) is higher but the transitivity (force of
intent) seems lower. Telling is more transitive than showing.
In the third excerpt, I found a high degree of identification of the reader (subject) with
the scene, with “it.” If we had space to reproduce the whole scene written by DeLillo, we
would find the authorial perspective less overt and more fluidly seamed with the
emotional expression of the unnamed narrator. The author‟s voice becomes the “patient,”
the object affected by the state of existence of the narrative. Instead of a “showing” or
“telling” proposition, it can be expressed with a copula, conjunctively: You are here with
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me. Understanding it in that way, there is no transitive object to be effected or affected.
The verb is a copula, a joining verb, and still has two participants, you-the-reader and methe-author.
When the subject and patient can pivot roles, the result in linguistics is an ergative
case, a situation in which a language needs to mark who is the subject sending transitive
energy and who is the patient receiving it. When an author creates such a passage in
which the transitive energy of his/her storytelling agency becomes intransitive, conjoined
in perception with the reader‟s construction of meaning, the reader‟s participation will
feel inextricable from the author‟s. In those moments, I submit that the author and reader
communicate without tension. I postulated earlier that readers most discern authors‟
presence in spaces of narrative tension. Thus, in moments that lack tension – in aesthetic
communication that is ergative in nature and allows pivoting of affective and effective
semantic roles – an author‟s writing self is least perceived, least felt, least intentional.31
Those moments are rare in the complex texturing of a literary fiction. Priming reader
awareness is an uncertain and suggestive art, whether the author‟s gesture is small and
semantic or as complex and systemic as perspective.
It is important to establish how and when intentionality is less perceived in order to
recognize strategies that make it more discernible. If priming creates a transitivity of
associations, we now need a strategy to categorize, compare and evaluate what we have
grasped: the modes and objects of an author‟s “countless deliberations” and a reader‟s
personal construal of meanings.
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Chapter 3
Markedness and Prototype Theory

Markedness is an analytic strategy to detect values in categorical contrast in two
or more elements. Important to the process are a defined context or category in which the
elements are grouped for comparison and a degree of asymmetrical relationship
detectible according to given criteria. In cognitive science, degrees of markedness
correlate to degrees of deviation from a central example within a category. Unmarked
elements deviate less, marked elements deviate more. A major problem in any strategy
of classification is definition of distinctive features and/or a central example and
boundaries of likeness and contrast.
From its beginning in phonological linguistics in the Prague School in the 1930s
(Trubetzkoy and Jakobson)1, the concept of markedness developed as a tool of typology
and cross-linguistic implications (Greenberg) and then emerged as a way of detecting
prototypical, typical and non-typical members of a conceptual category in cognitive
linguistics (Rosch).2 In linguistics in general and cognitive linguistics in particular,
markedness is viewed less as a theory than as methodology of description and scalar
relationships (Janda 209)3. My objective in applying markedness to literary work is to
analyze its potential to detect degrees of intentional familiarization and enstrangement
(Shklovsky) which an author applies in aesthetic communication. I explore use of
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markedness patterns and values as a way of interpreting applications of creative cognition
in composition of fiction. The question is whether markedness values can index, or point
to, application of concepts that are conventional and derived from cultural influence and
concepts that are more intentional and motivated by personal experience.
Prototype theory developed in the 1960s and 70s as cognitive science worked on
problems of how humans conceptualize and categorize knowledge through language.
Croft and Cruse generalize two versions of prototype theory: one that tries to specifically
articulate the attributes of the members of a category (feature list approach) and one that
relies on similarity to an ideal form or exemplar of a category.

The feature list approach

is problematic because features are rarely binary or digital distinctions. Cognitive
categories are analogical. They have vague or elastic boundaries that incorporate a
broad range of forms that may exhibit features to a general or specific degree in a typical
or non-typical way. A similarity approach to prototypicality assumes a centralized form
to which other members of a category are compared. A common semantic example is the
category “bird.” What follows is a reductive illustration of how a markedness pattern
emerges for “bird.” A prototype “bird” possesses generalized or “optimized” features of
the category. Generalized structural features include feathers, wings, beaks and small
size. Capacity to fly is a behavioral feature. A cultural feature emerges linguistically:
which bird is most recognized? In Western culture a robin emerges as a prototype
example with structural, behavioral and linguistic features commonly recognized. For
comparison, an eagle has some robin-like characteristics yet is in very different category
of size, flight and food-gathering. The shape of the beak and function of the feet (talons
for gripping and tearing) differ as do its flight motion, soaring and plummeting. Even
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more non-typical than the eagle is the penguin, a bird which swims and stands upright,
defying core features of the Westerners cognitive category of “bird.”
A common illustration used to demonstrate prototype comparison is a series of
concentric larger circles drawn around a smaller center circle. A central categorical
prototype (“robin”) holds the center and is surrounded by placement of category members
at varied distance from the prototype. Least marked members are closer to the center; the
most marked members are on the periphery. More marked (more distant and distinct
from the prototypical robin) is a penguin. Less marked is the eagle. In a scalar or
hierarchal view of the category, robin > eagle > penguin. Cognitively, marked elements
are those which show more deviation from a prototype.
It is here – in tensions of deviation from a generalized and generally-accepted
form – that prototype theory may hold analogical potential to help readers evaluate
tensions in an author‟s priming and clustering of associations: how intentionally marked
or unmarked is a literary gesture? It is a complex question which brings disciplinary
issues of literary evaluation into play, i.e., what is literariness and which works of fiction
demonstrate it better than others. In this study we are focusing on a broader, more
general and cross-disciplinary issue, one that addresses how the intentional values
imparted by a writer are decoded and contextualized to communicate with the intentional
values of a reader, to the point that fictional elements and language are perceived as
familiar or enstranged (deliberately made different through aesthetic device). It is clear
that conventional values and prototypes are conceptually useful to both writer and reader.
A writer can use unmarked images more ubiquitously than marked; however, it is
important to note that construal of meanings in images is contingent, or case-specific. A
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robin is a conventional, unmarked component of a suburban backyard scene but would
be an unconventional, marked element of an Arctic ice flow; there the categorical
uniqueness of the penguin – so obviously marked in comparison to the features of a robin
– changed its markedness value because the grounds of comparison (spatial setting)
changed. If the context or tone is fantastical or dreamily surreal rather than realistic, a
robin and penguin could not only exist as unmarked conventions (fantasy characters),
they could transcend other canons of their realistic prototypical category and speak,
dance and sing.
Markedness as a linguistic strategy assumes asymmetry for comparison of
elements. Markedness as a cognitive strategy evaluating relative prototypicality of
concepts to one another requires context-sensitivity. As a literary strategy, markedness
patterns can apply both criteria – asymmetry and context – in order to locate more
intentional (marked) and more conventional (unmarked) values within a work. A robin
on an ice flow is an intentional sign of disjunctive intent and asymmetrical comparison in
a realistic narrative. It says: mark this; attend the difference. In surreal thought of a
dreaming character, however, a misplaced robin becomes a matter of passing interest
because disjunction in a dream is a norm. Context primes markedness patterns through
which readers personally negotiate typical, atypical and prototypical values for fictional
content.
A major problem for similarity-based theory is what and how to represent the
center of a category. In many instances, people classify a concept or example by
comparing it to a remembered instance (a discrete experience and perception of it)
instead of by prototype (elements of generalized structure, behavior and/or use).4
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Additionally, a single prototype is assumed to represent an average of a wide range of
instances of a given concept or experience. The example in the category of bird above is
a sufficient illustration of the problem. Posing a robin as an “average” instance in a
category that represents everything from hummingbirds to eagles and penguins is not
adequate representation of the range of differences expressed. Elio and Anderson (1981)5
suggest that both modes of representation – remembered instances stored in memory and
proximity match to prototypical features – have a role to play. Novelty, or in
markedness terms, non-typicality, is not attention-worthy simply because difference
draws focus. Novelty adds information to a category. Light, Kayra-Stuart and Hollander
(1979)6 found that observers remember and recognize unusual faces more than typical
faces, demonstrating that atypical instances of an experience provide information a
prototype cannot or may not provide.
We can say, then, that difference for the sake of difference can be less interesting
and less integrative than difference in context, i.e. presented within patterns of
markedness value. We will explore markedness values in intentional design in separate
analyses of two complex works. Call It Sleep, a novel by Henry Roth, is an early and
seminal work modernist Jewish-American literature. Shakespeare‟s Hamlet is one of the
most enduring of the so-called problem plays, posing issues in aesthetic intent in
Hamlet‟s famous delay of, and equivocating appetite for, revenge. In both works,
analysis focuses on intentional values in plot, a formal component of fictional and
dramatic narrative which affects sequence and consequence of action in time and space.
In Roth‟s novel, we compare markedness values in a category of domestic space – cellars
– and look at how values achieve effects that can be categorized as more/less
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conventional and more/less intentional. In Hamlet, we compare markedness values in a
type of syntax – imperative statements – and find a marked proposition that internally
plots Hamlet‟s tortured emotional equivocation.
Markedness Values of Spatiality in Roth‟s Call It Sleep
Roth‟s work demonstrates the capacity of fiction to realize two modes of
cognitively categorizing one concept, “cellar.” One mode is prototypical, defined by
averaged features or norms. The other mode is based in “instances,” discrete units of
remembered and perceived experience. Each mode plays a vital role in the author‟s
aesthetic design. The cellar that is realized as an instance, however, displays markedness
patterns of atypicality suggesting that it is as a more personal translation of creative
cognition.
Two cellar scenes offer a expression of figurative and psychological symbolism in
Call It Sleep. The novel is divided into four “books” or sections, one of which is titled
“The Cellar.” The cellar is a space of avoidance and attraction for David, the seven-yearold protagonist. The narrative is grounded in everyday realities of immigrant life in an
East Side Jewish ghetto at the turn of the century. Stylistically the prose is heightened by
experimental nods to the modernist interiorities of Joyce and Woolf. Critics commonly
gloss the cellar as symbolic space of darkness, fear and sexuality. However, the novel is
actually a tale of two cellars, each distinctly located spatially and emotionally in David‟s
life. Both are dark and dank yet they are asymmetrical in content, purpose and aesthetic
effect. One is a mythically morbid space of earthen entombment and nether sense located
at the bottom of the stairwell in David‟s apartment building. The other is a visceral,
realistic space of toilets and coerced sexual initiation located blocks away beneath his
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aunt‟s candy store. How the author marks these spaces is not simply a function of plot
design. Markedness reveals motivating intentions for how these spaces are to be
perceived, what these spaces mean. One cellar is unmarked, more prototypical as a
device. The other is marked with inevitable consequences, a space where private choices
are publically exposed. Tensions of moral choice and consequence mark the “away”
cellar as a less conventional, more intentional device.
Roth writes in a heightened, metaphoric style of description integrated with gritty
depiction of hardship, street and family realities of Jewish immigrant life. David‟s
thoughts and feelings are focalized through third-person omniscient fragments of attached
and unattached perception. For example, after an unpleasant initiation to sexual “play”
courtesy of a forceful older girl in the apartment building, David wakes the next morning:
Memory had never been so tardy in returning. He could almost
feel his brain fill up like a bottle under a slow tap. Reluctant
antennae groped feebly into the past. Where? What? One by one
the shuttles stirred, awoke, knit morning to night, night to evening.
Annie! Oh! (56) 7
Another overt Joycean imprint is the interplay of dialect, multiple languages and
high and low linguistic registers in dialogue. Yiddish and East Side street dialect
converge with a polyglot of Irish, Italian, Hebrew outside the apartment which David
shares with a beloved mother and feared father. Inside its walls, his mother speaks a
stilted, sometimes flourished style of English reminiscent of an Old World romantic
expressionism. Exclamation points abound in narration, dialogue and thought as Roth
repeatedly chisels emotional expressiveness into the lines with punctuation that dictates
earnest, sentimental reception. Then he quickly turns gritty, visceral and realistic:
They! He started in dismay. They were coming! Luter. His
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father. They! Oh! The lull of peace was over…Why did Luter
have to come?...Even thinking of Luter made him feel as he felt
that day in school when the boy in the next seat picked his nose
and rolled the snot between his fingers, then peered round with a
vacant grin and wiped it off under the seat. It made his toes curl in
disgust. (71)
It is with an understanding of Roth‟s diverse and sometimes competing objectives
in style, expressionist and realist, that we turn to the two cellars, each of them artistic
devices (units of clustered perception) which prime reader expectations. The cellar at
home is a place David fears without knowing it (without entering it) for the first 90 pages
of “The Cellar” section. It exists like the door to an underworld which he can avoid by
hurrying down the stairs of the apartment building. However, when he needs a place to
hide after lashing out and injuring one of the street urchins chasing him, he chooses the
cellar.
The door….No! No! Not there! No! … Must…No! No!...
Thought, fear and flight, rebellion and submission, alternated
through his head in sharp, feverish pulses. Must! Must!
Must!...Darkness like a cataract, inexhaustible, monstrous. (91)
The home cellar primes the most common of sense perceptions and fears. No
cellar is complete without spider webs and David not only runs into one on the third step
down, he tastes it on his lips: “the withered taste” (92). He goes no further than the
third step and sits down, never really entering the cellar. The sense of smell is primed:
“the dull marshy stench of surreptitious decay uncurled against his nostrils” (92). Sound:
“tappings and creakings, patterings and whispers, all furtive, all malign..the crawling and
misshapen things” (92). He perceives movement not “in” the dark but “of” the dark, a
thing personified:
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…moving everywhere on a thousand feet…climbing the cellar
stairs…He could feel its ghastly emanation wreathing about him in
jagged tentacles. Nearer. The foul warmth of its breath. Nearer.
The bloated grisly faces. His jaws began to chatter. Icy horror
swept up and down his spine like a finger scratching a comb. His
flesh flowed with terror. Run! Run! (92).

The melodramatic style tries to distinctly articulate and escalate perceptions into
a crisis of fearful emotion. It is a classically mimetic mode of evincing perception.
When an author draws attention to the character‟s affective state and bodily responses, a
reader can mirror actions, sights, sounds and emotive signals through a network of
mimetic functions in the mind. Neurologically, “mirror neurons” not only activate
images (imagination) of physical acts, situations and perceptions, they help us anticipate
and “read” intent in the actions, gestures and behavior of others.8

The author uses a rich

array of visual phrases to evoke the mirroring effect in perception, including a simile
likening the way cold horror runs through the body to “a finger scratching a comb.”
Tension in the images is vested in literarily moving David: he runs out of the cellar due to
unbearable terror. However, even though readers detect and mirror a perception in
conscious reading, they may not activate its affective potential unconsciously. Unless a
reader is motivated to create personal subject symbols based in personal experience or
memory, tension is unengaged and David‟s “terror” remains semantic, referential and
informational. An author generating a mimetic effect using his own subject symbols
cannot guarantee how convincing and inferential a mimesis readers will envision from
the object symbols (writing) into which he has translated the image. In the excerpt
above, the nature of “terror” perceptions are unexceptional. We see a prototypical arc in
perceptions, so familiar and expected that only a reader‟s active, affective concern about
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a fictional character‟s welfare can sensitize and energize it. A reader‟s intentions
regarding a character or story transcend the sublimity or banality of any aesthetic effect.
Still, it is apparent that what David perceives is a familiar, even archetypal kind of horror,
artfully articulated by the author but prosaic in effect.
The literary significance of the home cellar as an artistic device declines further
when we consider that there are only a few scattered references to “cellar” in the 126page cellar section. The passage of David‟s private physical encounter with the cellar,
from which the excerpts above are taken, is only a page and a half in length. By contrast,
the section depicting the “away” cellar is eight pages long. It depicts David as a social
agent participating in unethical choices: he is complicit in a scheme to give his goy
friend Leo access to his pre-adolescent cousin for secret sexual play, and David‟s payoff
is an idolic symbol of a competing faith: rosary beads. Home cellar is a symbol that
informs; the aunt‟s cellar is a consequential event that deforms the narrative, sending it to
an emotionally and stylistically climactic end.
Of course, narrative length alone cannot dictate the importance of a fictional
device. One sign is not enough. Aristotle was among the first to say so. In a section of
Physiognomics about reading bodily gestures, expression and movements, he notes the
importance of clustering signs: “In general it is silly to rely on a single sign: you will
have more reason for confidence in your conclusions when you find several signs all
pointing one way” (806b32-807a3: 1240).9

The most blatant, intense signals in a

narrative may not be the most perceptible and communicative. Bright light shined in our
eyes does not allow us to see better. A voice screaming into the phone does not allow us
to hear better. It is not the sheer narrative weight of an integrated sequence of actions
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that makes it significant. More telling is its reflection of how involved and complex is
the author‟s cognitive translation of the subjective to the objective. Though prose length
is a clear indication of significance for the author, it may not be for the reader. Narrative
prose is full of much smaller signals which imperceptibly strengthen, weaken or occlude
the value of its elements, an issue discussed by Shklovsky and Bakhtin, among others.
Melville‟s whale rarely surfaces in narrative but is always present to Ahab, absent a leg.
David‟s whale – the entity whose presence and absence incites feelings of terror, anger
and retribution – takes the form of his brutish, hateful father. He is always present in
David‟s timidity, self-doubt, ceaseless searching for knowledge and also in David‟s
tendency to explode in physical anger when pressed past his limits. The home cellar is
not a marked or singular site of underlying tension in the narrative. David even conquers
his fear of it at section‟s end after he gets lost outside the boundaries of his ethnic
neighborhood, trusts a stranger to take him home and instead is brought to a police station
where they cannot understand his Yiddish pronunciation of English. Returned home with
knowledge of the outside world, “they neared the cellar door at which when he glanced,
David felt a wave not so much of fear as of anger run through him – as though he defied
it....” (141).
If the home cellar is an icon of literal darkness easily defied, the aunt‟s cellar is a
complex, particularized locus of clustered tensions – moral, religious, social and
emotional – all consequential in plot and characterization. In addition to the multidimensional design of tension which draws David in the crosshairs of external and
internal pressures, there are other elements that make the aunt‟s cellar asymmetrical to
the typical home cellar:
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He actually descends the steps and enters the aunt‟s cellar, twice. Once
accompanying his pre-adolescent cousin Esther to the basement toilet. The next time as a
supposed “lookout” for his Polish-American friend Leo who cajoles Esther into the cellar
to grope her.
Darkness in the aunt‟s cellar is distinctively sexual, visceral and “corrupt” (313).
It is foreshadowed as a site of social and ethical complications from the first time he
encounters it with Esther. David is not alone in the “marked” cellar. Here, even the
cobwebs have changed and become metaphorically functional and distinct: they dim the
already dim light by matting a “sickly-grey window,” “befouled with stringy grime.”
Sound: the scuffing of Esther‟s footsteps in the dark, the “gurgle and suck of a waterbox,” fumblings with a broken toilet seat, Esther‟s “hiss and splash.” Smell: “The dull,
flat dank of excrement, stagnant water, decay” (314).

In a New York Yiddish dialect

which Roth maintains for dialogue encounters outside David‟s home, Esther tells David
he can “[T]oin aroun‟!” and look at her. He refuses. “So waddayuh wan‟?” she asks. He
answers: “Yuh god skates?” David wants skates in order to whiz along the sidewalk with
his older friend Leo whose confidence and freedom David appears to idolize, and whose
religion, Catholicism, David perceives to be more protective and powerful than his own.
David cannot extricate himself from the marked cellar. In the unmarked cellar at
home, the timid David succumbs to growing fear and flees the space. In the marked
cellar, he has made a bargain with his fear and with sexually-charged friend Leo. In
exchange for rosary beads, David will bring Leo into contact with his cousins and will act
as lookout while Leo coaxes Esther into sexual exchange in the cellar. The scheme itself
is set up with pages of dialogue showing Leo strategically motivating, goading and
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manipulating Esther as David passively and miserably looks on. As soon as the three are
in the cellar, emphasis shifts to David‟s excited fixation on the rosary beads which Leo
gives him before getting in a stall with Esther. Language is still melodramatically
heightened but more experimentally fragmented: “-Mine! It‟s mine! (The jerky
throbbing of his blood reiterated) Mine! I got it. Big-little-big-little-little-little-bigbusted. Gee! Him hanging – What!” (353). Heightened language is also grounded in
the physical action of David‟s fingering the beads, one “busted,” Christ and cross
hanging. David hears Esther squeal and is filled with “disgust.” He heads for light,
daylight in the yard but chooses instead to hide behind a door in the dark. There the
beads fall in the filth of the floor. They resurface in a denouement of exposure. David‟s
betrayal of his cousin, family, community and religion come to light. In the ensuing
turmoil his father publically lashes out with a conviction that David is not his legitimate
son. David flees a beating with a cattle whip and is nearly electrocuted seeking the
power of angelic “light" in the rail of a streetcar line.
Though one artistic device is typical (unmarked) and one atypical (marked), both
are integral to an intentional design perceived critically as a singular achievement in
writing and a culturally significant expression of Jewish immigrant experience.
Narratively, atypicality points to a more pivotal function for an artistic device: execution
of it is a risk and draws overt attention to the author‟s hand in selection. Risk is not an
attribute sought after in conventional practice. Conventional practices are designed for
safe, optimal continuance. Risk is a conscious intention. Thematically, atypicality in an
artistic device can mean that cultural concerns are juxtaposed in patterns of more
consequential dialetics. The use of sexual acts and religious icons draws conventional
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interest in a device but it is the moral compromise and faithless bargain which David
pursues that has lasting significance for hermeneutics of alienation and acculturation. A
clustering of narrative tensions which have a turning point (point in plot design after
which nothing can ever be the same again) are an indicator of markedness patterns in
narrative. David‟s coveting of the beads is a motivation; his acceptance and nearly
delirious possession of them is a turning point that shows an Aristotelian reversal: the
beads have no power; he has more to fear than ever.

His desire to be unafraid is

unfulfilled until he nearly dies from electric shock in a polyglot, multilingual stream of
consciousness that is overtly Joycean in technique but expressively Roth‟s in sensibility
and focus.
The temptation to link the character David‟s expressions of constant doubt and
fear to that of the author Henry Roth rarely has been resisted since publication of Roth‟s
four volumes of autobiographical fiction, Mercy of a Rude Stream, in the 1990s and an
attendant rise in biographical criticism. It becomes evident that the marked, sexual
significance of the aunt‟s cellar is intentional. Roth had incestuous relations with his
sister beginning in pre-adolescence; at 18, he seduced a 14-year-old cousin in a basement
during a gathering for a bris.10

Roth did not write another novel for nearly six decades

after his first in 1934 due in part to the pain of guilt and exposure. When his novel was
reclaimed by the critical public in the 1960s, Roth began reclaiming a sense of his
religion and himself. By the 1970s he had broken his writer‟s block and began writing
Mercy.
The “away” cellar is clearly marked as a remembered instance with discrete
features that make it intentionally “enstranged.” It is Roth‟s personal intentional
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prototype of cellar space – a prototype with a moral complexity so private that to make it
public, the markedness value plays in the most distant rings of a conventional, concentric
orbit around the generalized, metaphoric features of a home cellar. The away cellar is so
distinctly marked, it could be a different species of space. It holds what is publically
recognizable and privately remembered in a disjunctive tension of intentional and
conventional motive. If the home cellar is general metaphor, unmarked, the away cellar is
painful metonymy in which a part is rendered from whole instance. A vital sign of
intentionality then is a perception of disjunctive tension.
It is problematic to automatically assume that a sign of intentionality is a sign of
creativity. Ward et al in a review of cognitive research on creativity suggest that there is
more creativity possible when the choices we bring to mind are not the “closest” or most
obvious. Usually the easily accessible option in mind is less creative. More creative is a
remote option. In the case of Roth‟s novel, the “away” cellar with its intensity of
emotional shame may be the “closest” of mental choices but it is not the most easily
accessible. It is a personal aesthetic and moral risk to render a semblance of it public.
The link of intentionality and creativity is complicated but even a brief foray into
markedness patterns, as with Roth‟s cellars, shows that intentionality might be more
productively addressed as a reflection of the junction and disjunction between private and
public knowledge processes. To discern it, we look for disjunction.
Disjunctions are rarely so comparatively apparent. In Shakespeare, for example,
we find a small but vital atypicality in a famed call for vengeance.
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Markedness in Plot: Hamlet‟s Imperatives
Moral complexity in Hamlet unfolds from a versatile communication technique in
the canon of special effects: visitation by a ghost. A “dread command” is issued from
dead father to melancholy son in order to foster revenge on a fratricidal murderer and
usurper – an uncle now crowned King. How Shakespeare elides the hackneyed and
invests the whole with enough aesthetic energy to last four hundred years of trans-global,
intra-cultural, multimedia interest is not the baser matter of Bardic legend. It is evidence
of an aesthetic acuity that has effected a cognitive resonance across time, space and
culture. The same cannot be said of revenge tragedies by Seneca, Thomas Kyd, or
William Chapman. Their projects ring of Stoic monument and archetypal mimetics
which thrive in academic ecologies. Hamlet remains an aesthetic and ethical destination.
Shakespeare‟s plots are remembered for the ubiquity with which he derives them
from other sources and weaves them into intricate compounds of cause-and-effect that
drive comedies to maximum chaos and tragedies to maximum body count. In Hamlet the
Ghost/Father‟s theatrical imperative for vengeance derives from principles of filial
obligation and royal justice found in biblical text, Greek revenge tragedy and systems of
retributive morality encoded in early modern cultures. The plot of Hamlet entangles its
protagonist in a deontological, or duty-based, system of ethics. Deontological ethics deal
with “right action” and the nature of duty, privileging principles over results of actions.
The character of Hamlet spends an entire play in dialogue with others and soliloquy with
himself, equivocating issues of right action and nature of duty. He contemplates what he
should do – obey his father and kill a king – but not about the virtue of the act itself. He
questions his will to obey but does not expound on the social good or political
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consequences of an act requiring Claudius‟ death and, logically, a second, swift
widowhood for his mother. Hamlet‟s struggle with duty creates a legendary literary
delay, marked by oft-quoted poetic contemplations on the nature of being and doing.

At

the end of the play, a deontological certainty asserts itself and the genre of revenge
tragedy is finally satisfied, but with a twist. The Ghost Father‟s dread command is
obeyed only after the subject for vengeance changes gender. In the last Act, the ethical
scenario establishes a motive to avenge his mother's death, not his father‟s. Hamlet
dispatches Claudius with passionate speed.
Why is the death of Gertrude the Queen an instantaneous signal to “right
action” for Hamlet while the Ghost Father‟s cry for revenge is a theatrical signal to
rationalize at classic length on the nature of action and inaction? An attempt to address
those questions requires demonstrating elements of moral apprehension and ethical
consideration which are cued by competing gender relationships in Hamlet‟s perception
of duty. The nature of his duty to Gertrude apparently has higher value and targeted will.
Is that value “primed” somewhere in the plot? Why does her value seem so asymmetrical
to that of the great and terrible Ghost Father? Is there a markedness value we have
overlooked? Richards suggests we check the argument of the plot. In a play accounted
one of Shakespeare‟s longest and most ontologically philosophical, there are many
arguments.
We are dealing with a plot motivation that has moral implications and
culturally contingent issues such as gender roles. By analyzing ethical congruency
between feminine and masculine influences in a play, we can balance overdetermined
heroes (such as Hamlet) using the comparatively light “script weight” of female
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characters (such as Hamlet‟s mother, Gertrude the Queen). Masculine definitions of
duty permeated the daily lives of females in the early modern period. The “right actions”
of wives, mothers and daughters were highly prescribed in misogynous tracts, church
sermons and popular plays. Moral breaches, such as Gertrude‟s private adultery and
insultingly swift public marriage to Claudius, were easily assailable.
Strange, then, that Shakespeare gives a self-certain, publicly unquestioned
morality to Gertrude. She has a role that is marginal in utterance and merely adjunctive
in stage presence; Gertrude has only four percent of the more than 3,675 lines in the play.
However, Gertrude is morally pivotal to the plot and to the protagonist‟s soulful fall; her
accidental demise crystallizes the ethical endgame on the nature of duty. Jacqueline Rose
addresses such issues as “moral aesthetic completion” in a discussion of performative
gender roles for Gertrude and other female characters:
What is interesting in relation to Hamlet and Measure for
Measure is that the concentration on the woman seems to
siphon off or distract attention from the difficulty of language
itself…If they [Gertrude and Isabella] fail as characters and/or
as women, then what is required of criticism, and of dramatic
form, is their moral aesthetic completion. (Rose 273)11

A search for a markedness pattern in relation to Gertrude finds a clear reason why
an elliptical, under-developed feminine character has an implied power and it rests on
the least implicit of syntactic implicatures: an imperative Compared to declarative or
interrogative sentence structures, an imperative has a much lower potential for indirect
speech, or speech that biases interpretation through expression, interpretation or content.
The ethics of Hamlet has a long history of commentary. He has been a noble
youth unable to carry out a sacred duty (Bradley 1904). A figure of nihilism and death
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infecting a smooth-running court (Knight 1930). Maynard Mack developed a
“contamination” theory to stress Hamlet‟s struggle to make a bad deed good, pointing out
that retributive justice necessarily involves the doer in the general guilt. Nigel
Alexander expressed it succinctly: “[H]ow does one deal with such a man without
becoming like him?” In an essay suggesting a reconstruction of the tragic character of
Hamlet, critic Philip Edwards explains that “it is the common currency of Hamlet
criticism to deplore, not Hamlet‟s failure to carry out his mission, but the mission itself.”
Defining the mission, perhaps, we can define the argument. What is exact moral
charge given to Hamlet by the Ghost/Father and what is Hamlet‟s response? The
Ghost‟s command in common parlance is: Revenge my foul murder. Close reading of
the nether-worldly encounter (1.5.1-112) actually nets the reader 10 paternal imperatives.











“List, list, O, list!” (22)
“Revenge his foul and most unnatural murder.” (25)
“Now, Hamlet, hear.” (34)
“But know, thou noble youth, / The serpent that did sting thy father‟s life / Now
wears his crown.” (37-9)
“If thou hast nature in thee, bear it not.” (81)
“Let not the royal bed of Denmark be / A couch for luxury and damned incest.”
(82-3)
“But howsomever thou pursues this act, / Taint not thy mind, nor let thy soul
contrive / Against thy mother aught.” (84-6)
“Leave her to heaven, / And to those thorns that in her bosom lodge / To prick and
sting her.” (86-8)
“Fare thee well at once.” (88)
“Remember me.” (91)
The “Revenge” command is emphasized because it is overtly and dramatically

weighted: it is a revelation accompanied by recognition on Hamlet‟s part that his
“prophetic” distrust of Claudius is born out with more evidence of evil than he had ever
expected, or even wanted. Covert, but no less weighty, values becomes apparent,
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however, if one groups the series of imperatives by syntax into affirmative and negative
charges. We find that the commands begin with scattered, affirmative pairs: “list” and
“revenge,” “hear” and “know.” The commands end on a curious family triangle: “leave
her,” “fare thee,” “remember me.”
The middle, however, is swollen with a concentrated string of negative
imperatives buried in the Ghost/Father‟s harrowing narrative of poisoning, fratricide and
marital betrayal. Negative commands fall at the end of the narrative; rhetorically, it is a
position of emphasis. The Ghost directs Hamlet to “bear…not [Claudius‟ wearing of the
crown],” “let not [the royal bed be a place of luxury and incest],” “taint not [thy mind],”
“nor let [thy soul contrive against Mother].” The greater weight of these negative middle
imperatives also accumulates linguistically and psychologically. They are linked
sequentially in eight lines for dramatic emphasis, have complex diction and poetic
imagery, and comprise 62 percent of the word count in the entire series of Ghost
commandments. Psychologically, being told what not to do highlights the inherent
desirability of what has been forbidden. Further, there is the shadow of Freud being cast:
Giving Hamlet negative imperatives which involve Mother, Sex, and Guilt, the Ghost hits
an Oedipal trifecta of conflicting desires.
One negative imperative in particular seems designed to create monumental
difficulty for Hamlet. He is commanded not to “contrive” judgment against his mother
“aught,” meaning in any degree, at all, in any respect. But the injunction has come too
late. Hamlet‟s “taint” has already begun its run in his first soliloquy (I, ii) when he rants
angrily and emotionally about his mother‟s speedy marriage to his uncle. He equates her
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act to “a beast that wants discourse of reason.” This is damning judgment from a
character who will spend his entire dramatic life exemplifying the glory of rational
rhetoric.
We can recognize, in the Ghost‟s attempt to regulate the ethical work of Hamlet‟s
rational soul, a potentially crippling imperative. Hamlet‟s reasoned anger toward his
mother will have to be re-rationalized as a reaction which is beyond his authority in this
matter. “Leave her to heaven,” the Ghost says. He may mean it protectively, or
benignly, or perhaps even guiltily – whatever the tone Hamlet must inhibit his questions:
What was it about his father that afforded Gertrude the need to look to his brother for
satisfaction? Did his father feel shame for being cuckolded as he conquered, for losing
the chastity of his queen as he won contested land of Norway? Did he openly lambast his
wife or seethe internally about the “pernicious woman,” as Hamlet soliloquizes his
mother?
Questions are moot to the mission. Hamlet has conceded the argument in a filial
rush to duty. He should contrive only against Claudius, as if the murdering step-father is
not connected to Gertrude as an adored and valued husband. Hamlet‟s rational soul must
reconcile the “right action” of a prince‟s revenge with the nature of a son‟s duty to a
sullied mother. When we look at the cognitive associations involved in understanding a
“soul which contrives,” we feel a dissonance. How can a free and incorporeal state of
being have a working brain which directs an action/judgment for or against a person?
The idea is contrary to the modern cultural idea of a separate, religious transcendence,
where the soul is seen as an ultimate regenerative state of mortals. The playwright‟s
understanding of the generative and perceptive faculties of the soul would have been
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influenced by the writings of Plato, Aquinas, Timothy Bright and contemporaries such as
Montaigne. (Hankins 147)12. In the early modern notion, the human soul – tainted by
original sin – existed actively and congruently in the body. The idea incorporated
classical and medieval ideas of the masculine as active, generative, and soulful while
feminine functions were portrayed as passive, reactive and bodily-based in matter.
When Shakespeare references the “seat” or “throne” of the soul in his plays, he
reflects common thinking that the soul perceived the world through three faculties located
in three parts of the body – the rational soul in the brain, the irascible soul (governing
passions and feelings) in the heart and the concupiscible soul (governing food, drink and
fleshly appetites) in the liver. (Hankins, 148). Unifying this “perceptive” soul was a
constant philosophical challenge. Hamlet‟s soliloquies which philosophize the nature of
existence can be viewed as models of the soul‟s ability to support a “double discourse of
reason in man,” as Peter de la Primaudaye termed it. The belief was that the rational soul
could debate with itself, entertain two contrary points of view at the same time, and
remain unified. “To be or not to be,” as Hamlet begins the existential juxtaposition in his
famous soliloquy (III, i, 56-89). Man is both an “angel in apprehension” and a “paragon
of animals,” “infinite in faculties” yet a “quintessence of dust” (II, ii, 280-293). Aquinas
and St. Augustine suggested that divisions of the perceptive soul could be apparent to
man but were not real, that man‟s soul was inseparable from its substance and could
perceive the world without being penetrated by it, as if it existed within some kind of
epistemological chastity belt. The soul was commonly thought of as feminine. Hamlet
twice refers to it as a feminine quality: “since my dear soul was mistress of her choice”
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(III, ii, 54) and in his marveling at the way the First Player “could force his soul to his
own conceit / That from her working all his visage wanned.” (II, ii, 509-10).
Powers of the soul were two-fold: to perceive and to act, with action linked to
moral behavior through the working of the will, or desire. Discovering the will of Hamlet
is not so obvious a task, his legendary long-windedness notwithstanding. He is beaten at
equivocation only by The Gravedigger, a character who deals exclusively with man as
earthly matter.
The moral aesthetic surrounding Gertrude is critical to Hamlet‟s ambivalent
approach to the mixed motives in the Ghost‟s command. Hamlet only commits murder in
his mother‟s presence (3.4 and 5.2.). Yet her ethics are not constructed so much as
sketched by her speech and actions. As Crane says of both Gertrude and Ophelia, they
are “imagined as possessing no interior space, just externalized „gesture‟ which tempts
others to read [them]” (Crane 139).13 The valence of Gertrude‟s character, its capacity to
bond, holds a quiescent energy in a solid, maternal form, a woman benign in everything
but loyalty to son and new husband. The fact that she does not effect singularities in
manner makes the spectator suspicious of her. This is a woman who incites passion?
Claudius has killed for her. And her son will step over a corpse in her room for the
chance to berate her mercilessly.
Suspicion is channeled in the plot through Hamlet‟s bitter, aggressive attempts to
wring admission from her that she 1) cuckolded his father; and/or 2) was complicit in his
murder. Hamlet is not successful; Gertrude is presented to us as having no knowledge of
Claudius‟ act. Her only one-on-one dialogue with her son (3.4) is nearly twice as long as
Hamlet‟s encounter with the Ghost of his father. Even so, Gertrude has only 45 of 221
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lines in her chamber. Few lines are imperative; even fewer are complex sentences.
Gertrude‟s imperatives are not marked with intentional argument or plot motivation.
They are conventional pleas for – and recognition of – cessation:







Hamlet, speak no more! (III.iv.89)
O, speak to me no more! (95)
No more, sweet Hamlet. (97)
No more. (103)
gentle son, / Upon the heat and flame of thy distemper / Sprinkle cool patience.
(124-6)
Be thou assured, if words be made of breath / And breath of life, / I have no life to
breathe / What thou hast said to me. (201-3)

Imperatives throughout the play suggest a pattern of ethical interaction between
Hamlet and his mother based in maternal recognition of 1) his physical self and locus –
“…stay with us, go not to Wittenberg”; 2) its effect on others – …speak no more”; 3) its
safety and continuity – “For love of God, forbear him” (V.i.245), “Hamlet, take my
napkin, rub thy brows” (V.ii.264), “O my dear Hamlet! / The drink, the drink!” (288-9).
These are primarily imperatives ensuring his existence, hard for Hamlet to resist. In
contrast, the Ghost Father speaks to Hamlet as an agent, one who is deontologically
commissioned for the needs of form, a role ripe for resistance, one malleable in valence.
The Ghost Father‟s detached approach to moral reasoning is a little explored
markedness pattern in contrast to the embodied connection implied by Gertrude. Hers is
an aesthetically incomplete but morally clear relationship with Hamlet: he is angry with
her; she “[l]ives almost by his looks.” Her valence appears limited to content; she will be
aesthetically bonded to the needs of Hamlet. The Ghost Father presents a more
conditional, or “contract,” approach to the father-son ethos, as evinced by an odd “if”
inserted early in Hamlet‟s encounter with the specter:
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GHOST:
HAMLET:
GHOST:

If thou didst ever thy dear father love –
O God!
Revenge his foul and most unnatural murder
(1.5.23-5)

The attached/detached pattern of ethical exchange between Hamlet and Mother,
and Hamlet and Father, is congruent with research in the ways that ethical decisionmaking may differ between males and females. Carol Gilligan re-interpreted how males
and females frame ethical conflicts.14 Her stance is challenged and challenging. She
questions traditional measures of moral development, including Kohlberg‟s, arguing that
traditional measures of ethical intent/action are interpreted from a psychologically
individuated perspective that is primarily male, that is, derived from the perspective of a
self defined through separation from mother and others, and valuing an image of people
standing alone in opposition to or agreement with laws and principles. Qualitative study
of the female image of relationships indicate that women see a world comprised of
relationships, cohering through human connection rather than through systems of rules –
a psychologically attached perspective of self delineated through connection with mother
and others. As a result, females may tend to reject the either-or logic of a moral dilemma
and look for resolutions which equalize or minimize hurt.
Gertrude‟s solution to the death of her husband – in which she becomes the
“imperial jointress of the kingdom” and unites the court with an inevitable but “o‟rehasty” marriage – is characteristic of a resolution which may equalize or minimize hurt
on a large scale. Gertrude‟s solution also equalizes hurt on a smaller, family scale. She
obviously banked on Claudius‟ tolerance for Hamlet, and Claudius obligingly named
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Hamlet his heir. If Gertrude had not married Claudius, or if Hamlet had assumed the
throne by other means, there likely would have been no tolerance for a liaison Hamlet
considers insulting and incestuous. Gertrude could have risked severing ties with her
son, her lover, or both. Instead, she integrates emotional and sensual response within a
situational, or content-influenced, understanding of ethical duty: her “right action” is to
invoke the proper form. She legitimizes her physical and emotional response to
Claudius through marriage.
This is a difficult example of duty for the cognitive soul of Hamlet to absorb
because it is based on the ability to trust the irascible (heart) and concupiscible (liver)
soul to assimilate passion and appetite. Hamlet‟s rational soul (brain) reasons that her
“right action” would have been to show shame, however, it is his irascible soul which
runs roughshod over their scene together. He blisters her with insult and aggressively
presses a test of how she perceives the dead form of his father, accusing her of using
“eyes without feeling, feeling without sight, / Ears without hands or eyes, smelling sans
all...” – all phrases which signify detachment, mutilation, death of form. Gertrude‟s
answer to Hamlet‟s ugly presentiment is to turn inward and see through the embodied
soul:
Thou turn‟st my eyes into my very soul,
And there I see such black and grained spots
As will not leave their tinct. (3.4.90-3)
The spots are part of her. Whether original sin or new, she incorporates them
outright, synchronic to the discourse. She has no ambivalence to offer the play. Her
attachment to Hamlet will remain concrete, until she is poisoned. Hamlet‟s detachment
from his father is about to run its phenomenological course, based as it was in a moral
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imperative Hamlet has defiled, not by lacking the will to “cut his throat i‟ th‟ church” as
the conventional avenger, Laertes, would have, but because Hamlet has become the man
he rhetorically vilified. Like Claudius, Hamlet roused in himself a murderous nature and
forced “leperous distilment” into a loved one‟s ear. (It is a moral quandary cited by
Nigel Alexander, namely, how to deal with a villain without becoming like him.) At that
painful, ugly, defying moment in the bedroom, the valence of Hamlet is grounded in the
material. He has lost the powers of a perceiving soul.
It is then that the Ghost Father appears without power, in shreds and patches, an
image of form that has been aesthetically resisted, morally impoverished, and mortally
weakened.

In staging, it requires Hamlet‟s enraged judgment of Gertrude to break

suddenly and turn upon awareness of the Ghost‟s form. In the pleas and pathos of a final
dialogue, Hamlet has an imperative for the Ghost: “Do not look upon me, / Lest with this
piteous action you convert / My stern effects. Then what I have to do / Will want true
color – tears perchance for blood.” (3.4.129-32)
If Hamlet sees the “true color” of his duty in tears rather than in Claudius‟ blood,
there is no hope for the form of revenge tragedy. From this scene on, readers are left with
one of the most baffling transferences of ambivalence, from Hamlet to us. Hamlet tainted
his mind against his mother and denied his father‟s second imperative. The play has lost
its fallback argument. Hamlet has lost his edge. The Ghost has lost his power. And we
see the author digging deep into the bowels of convention to find pirates and a sea
journey until vengeance locates an intentional ontology to ignite a tragic imperative born
of Hamlet‟s own eyes and ears: his mother‟s death. Gertrude has quite literally been left
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“to heaven,” as the Ghost wished. Hamlet‟s ambivalence is lifted. Revenge becomes a
compound imperative of itself.
The markedness values in imperative language in Hamlet show more than an
author‟s formal complication of plot. A conventional call for revenge, derived from older
models of myth and drama, is unmarked. An imperative against judging a mother‟s
misguided love is marked, creating an internal conflict that is affiliative to vie with one
that is retributive, motivating a productive, parallel tension based on feminine value.
Feminine values in Hamlet have been amply explored from a reception-based,
cultural approach where conventional values are assumed, reflected in historicity and
gender study. Without methods to discern intentional values, cultural critics run the risk
of assuming all values are the same, or that all values are relevant only to the intentions
of the critic. This can make reading an acquisitional experience expecting given
information. Communication, however, is a negotiation of the given and the new in
utterance. (Chaffe) Intentionality offers profitable clues to both. Applying methods to
discern marked and unmarked values in a work does not constrain meanings; it motivates
location of contexts for conventionalist approaches and inquiry. More importantly,
exploring markedness patterns also provides clues to aesthetic and ethical disjunctions in
a work, fertile ground for cultural critics.

Notes
1

Markedness as a concept has undergone what Croft terms a “radical change” from its “classical”
phonological origin in the Prague School with the structuralists Trubetzkoy and Jakobson. “The Prague
school notion of markedness was opposition: a binary of two values in a grammatical parameter, such as
masculine-feminine” (“Abstracts” Croft). That opposition is “language-specific” and “system-internal,” in
keeping with formalist principles. For an example of Jakobson‟s development of markedness strategy in
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grammatical categories, see Jakobson, Roman. “ Shifters, verbal categories, and the Russian verb.” (1957).
In Selected Writings II. 1971. 130-147. By 1966, Greenberg used the structuralists‟ criteria for
markedness in a cross-linguistics, language-general study of implicational universals in grammar. Then,
“[m]arkedness becomes the property of a pattern of cross-linguistic variation, not a system-internal trait
that applies to forms in particular languages” (“Abstracts”).
Absolute criteria (binary opposition and neutral value)are central to the classical markedness of the Prague
School, but the post-Greenberg typological approach has changed markedness criteria to reflect the relative,
multi-valued relationships that arise in actual language use. Croft argues that the “neutralized context” of
classical markedness can be reinterpreted as “examples of behavioral distribution” in current marking
theory” (“Markedness in Typology” 91). Where Trubetzkoy posited only two values in the grammatical
category of number – singular (unmarked) and plural (marked) – contemporary linguists recognize that: 1)
Grammatical categories such as number have more than two values in some languages and suggest a
grammatical hierarchy of number: singular < plural < dual < trial/paucal. In the hierarchy, “plural is
marked relative to singular but unmarked relative to dual, etc” (66). Croft argues that most evidence for
grammatical hierarchies also applies to markedness. Markedness is context-dependent; it is affected and
constrained by intersecting categories in grammar, syntax and lexicon, even to the point of reversal of its
general implications or universals. For example: structural markedness suggests that the singular form is
usually absent a morpheme for plurality; thus, singular is the unmarked form in most cases. However, in a
specific subclass of nouns indicating number, singular can be marked or unmarked “depending on the noun
class it is applied to” (66). Croft, William. “Abstracts of Selected Publications.” University of
Manchester. 17 Sept. 2005 http://lings.ln.man.ac.uk/Info/staff/WAC/WACabst.html. See also Croft,
William. “Markedness in typology.” Typology and Universals. Cambridge: Cambridge UP.
2

See Rosch, Eleanor. “Principles of Categorization.” In Cognition and Categorization. Eds. Eleanor
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Chapter 4
Tensible Connections

Reading takes an active mind, what reading and learning researcher Eleanor J.
Gibson calls “an actively seeking perceiver.”1 Writing, then, must offer a perceiver
“objects” which motivate, attenuate and focus perception.

To focus attention on

something, we may be drawn to something, usually from an external source, or we may
direct our attention internally. Attention can be drawn preconsciously to awareness by a
sudden change in the environment or state of affairs, or it can be consciously directed by
a desire, need or intention to find something (Glass and Holyoak 47). 2

We focus on

certain elements and leave others on the periphery of what we can see or know. To
generate and compose a work of fiction, an author positions semiotic signs and artistic
devices in conflict, interaction and stasis with one another. Communication that results
relies on a reader‟s perception of tensible connections – attachable, detachable and
reattachable qualities in language and concepts. I view tensible connection as capacity
in literary forms and devices to extend cohering dynamics around and within units of
language (discourse) and perceptions of story. Tensibility allows reader attention to pivot
between habituation and enstrangement, Shklovsky‟s ideas about the motivation and
economy of perceptive effort in art and prose. Habituation refers to automatic,
unconscious recognition of familiar forms and patterns in space. Enstrangement is
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Benjamin Sher‟s English translation of Shklovsky‟s creation of a Russian neologism,
ostraniene. The word signals “a process or act that endows an object or image with
„strangeness‟ by „removing‟ it from the network of conventional, formulaic, stereotypical
perceptions and linguistic expressions (based on such perceptions)” (Sher xix).3
Enstrangement, then, has different implications than the linguistic term defamiliarization.
When an author defamiliarizes a meadow scene with artistic imagery in flora and sky, we
recognize the familiar in a different light through attentive focalization. For Shklovsky,
enstrangement in art is not a matter of recognition. It is an artifice of perception that
manipulates temporality and carries a sense that a reader sees in the moment. Shklovsky
contends that art is a means to see – actively perceive – not automatically recognize the
forms we know (Theory of Prose 6). Authors use devices in language, imagery and
formal patterns (plot, theme, character) that enstrange and complicate form to make
“perception long and „laborious‟.” In that way, art cannot be limited to a means of
expression. “Art is a means of experiencing the process of creativity. The artifact itself
is quite unimportant” ([italics Shklovsky] 6).
Without tensible connections in prose, there is no sense of removal, or attendable
economic absence, from a system of convention. Intentional enstrangement of
convention depends on the intersection of two economies. One is what Shklovsky calls
the “economy of perceptual effort” required to automatize and formularize forms (5).
The other is what we might term an economy of creative effort required on the part of
both reader and writer to intervene and extend perception, to communicate through
devices that enstrange form and make time a perceptual tension.
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Actively perceiving readers become aware of the enstrangement potential in the
smallest components of affect and effect. Tensible connections are even inherent in the
syntax (grammatical relations) and semantics (semantic roles) of language. An event
presupposes the subject role of an agent 4 so a simple sentence elicits a simple image
schema of an agent as an instrument of action: Jane jammed on the brakes. That‟s a
direct and transitive line of tensible connection bearing a foot-on-brake urgency to Jane‟s
need to stop.
Items parallel in a series extend connections to the end of a sentence where, often,
the most important or most recent information lies: “I spread my bedding in the
cupboard, lay down in the darkness and waited for my employer to return” (In a Free
State by V.S. Naipaul 31).5 The information appears basic and reportive, unnoteworthy,
even in context. It is a connective lull between an impulsive outlay of money by Santosh,
manservant to a Bombay businessman, and the servant‟s upcoming and tearful confession
of it to his employer. The series of parallel actions is meant to slow or delay the
confrontation, to habituate us with mimetic identification of a time-filling action so that
the significance of Santosh‟s emotional and economic state can be built to a point of
“enstrangement,” i.e., to be actively, attentively perceived and valued. Prosaic semantics
in discourse like the above are assumed to slacken tension. They bridge it with tensible
connections that support a scanning ahead where the reader anticipates trouble for hapless
Santosh when Sahib comes home.
Anticipation – predicting where to look when for what object or pattern – is an
element of perception that is key to tensibility in language, character and plot. Authors
depend on the tendency of perception to foreground some material and relegate others to
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the background or edge of perception. Authors can sequence information for perceptual
effect by counting on the “attentional blink” of the reader. The attentional blink is a gap
in seeing caused by concentration on one element over another (foregrounding) or by the
observer being presented with more than one attention-worthy element in too quick a
succession.6

An example of the latter may be found in Joyce‟s encyclopedic

itemizations of the physical and psychological in Ulysses7 Episode 17: Ithaca. Facts
abound, from chemical compositions to steps in combustion of mineral fuel and fantasy
mathematics (1541) to astronomy and street mapping and household accounting for a
pork kidney and the requirements of municipal waterworks. Numbing succession of
explicit facts stretch and grow tensile, attendable, when Joyce slows the pace with
rhythmic repetition and personalization, opening relevant implications in the march of
information:
What in water did Bloom, waterlover, drawer of water, watercarrier,
returning to the range, admire? / Its universality: its democratic equality
and constancy to its nature in seeking its own level: its vastness in the
ocean of Mercator‟s projection: its unplumbed profundity in the Sundam
trench of the Pacific exceeding 8000 fathoms: the restlessness of its
waves and surface particles visiting in turn all points of its seaboard: the
independence of its units: the variability of the states of seas: its
hydrostatic quiescence in calm…(1469)

A common literary example of an attentional blink in foregrounding develops in
the first-person narration and social journey of the protagonist Nick Carroway in the
opening sections of F. Scott Fitzgerald‟s The Great Gatsby. Existence of the eponymous
Gatsby is classically foreshadowed and perceptually primed with quick mentions until he
appears bodily but indirectly in a scene 25 pages into the narrative, silent, trembling then
vanishing in the dark.

The first mention situates Gatsby as a spatial feature of
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Carroway‟s world on West Egg, an incidental description that invites an attentional blink:
“It was Gatsby‟s mansion. Or rather, as I didn‟t know Mr. Gatsby it was a mansion
inhabited by a gentleman of that name” (9). The second mention is in party dialogue.
Human speech, whether real or mimetically rendered in fiction, marks information
(explicit or implicit) with more immediacy, more attention. Gatsby, still a disembodied
form, is more clearly marked as a feature to attend. “‟You must know Gatsby.‟” ( 15).
Later in dialogue, Nick says: “‟This Mr. Gatsby that you spoke of is my neighbor – “
(19). The party is over. Gatsby emerges as a silent shadowy figure in a yard, a ghosted
quality he will corporally inhabit through the story. Gatsby becomes a valuable dramatic
question: Who is he? What is he doing? To mysteries, a reader attends. Inviting and
eliciting questions is one of the most functional and effective strategies to give content
tensibility.
When we actively attend, i.e., exert deliberate focus on a stimulus – say, two
people talking candidly or emotionally in real life or fictionally in the dialogue of a novel
– neurons fire at a faster rate. Engle et al find that neurons anticipate some stimuli and
can synchronize their activity in “teams” in order to attend actively and intentionally.
Synchronization is represented in frequency patterns of gamma band oscillation which
some researchers believe can provide insight into coordinated dynamics of the brain.
“[T]he gamma oscillation that is closely associated with conscious perception does not
just depend on external stimuli but also on the flexible inner dynamic of the brain. We
theorize that neurons are constantly and actively predicting where the visual stimuli they
expect will appear” (Engel, Debener and Kranczioch 52-3).8
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The perceptual capacity of the mind to expect the appearance of objects or effect,
to anticipate or predict repetition of a pattern, is vital to storytelling and discerning
awareness of intentional design by an author. If anticipation contributes to or guides
attentive oscillation of neuronal groups, an author‟s sequencing of suggestions about
what to expect when and where and why becomes critical to reader persistence. Groups
of neurons oscillate when they are not at equilibrium and motivate rhythms which help
the mind organize representations of space and time and predict events.
Oscillation or rhythm is the cornerstone of life, of everything that are not
at equilibrium…Rhythms are known to confer positive functional
advantages for the organism. Among these are spatial and temporal
organization, prediction of events, energetic efficiency, and precision of
control. (Kelso 366)9

Oscillation or rhythm requires disturbance, change, disequilibrium. In terms of a
brain cell, this means discharging ions that disturb electrical equilibrium. In writing a
novel, this means designing and discharging tensions in a story. The dramatizing of
emotion through scene or situation is only one way of designing and discharging
tensions. Emotion is an evaluative function of mind that is stereotypically seen as a
reactive function of the heart or viscera. However, the emotional region of the brain has
a much more actively nuanced function. Emotion colors and evaluates information,
decisions and perceptions. Engel et al find that attention, too, involves the amygdala, a
part of the brain which processes emotion. “The state of our emotional system probably
influences the control of attention and which sensory signals are allowed to reach
consciousness” (Engel 52). Thus an author seeking to draw or direct attention need not
rely on fervid scenes, visually-gripping panoramas, quick Oliver Twist-ing of plot, nor
oracular promises of Oedipal proportion. S/he can mute or obscure emotion and
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sublimate patterns of tensions in psychological flashback (Virginia Woolf in Mrs.
Dalloway), or use objects to symbolize the ineffable – time, hope, emotional hunger – as
when lives are read in the rucksacks of Alpha Company in Tim O‟Brien‟s The Things
They Carried.
In the precise economy of a poem, each word can be a visual or synaesthetic
signal, stretching and tensing, contracting and releasing values and associations in
figurative image, semantics and syntax. In the looser more baggy economy of prose, there
are countless units clustered and connected in parallel networks of language and story,
writing mind and reading mind.

Every word is selected, though some for tensible

connection and future coherence, some for dramatic artifice, others for their “sound,” still
others for the rickety scaffolding they provide to an idea. Writers suggest what to
perceive slowly and what to race through, what to study, what to neglect. Readers always
choose for themselves. They read connections very well. Tokens and shiny objects bind
events economically in short tales and myth. In the fairy tale Cinderella, a glass slipper
contains a causal test of princesshood. The object‟s literary significance is mimetic, not
logical, its identity primed as a sign of “rescue” by a cause and effect design of empathy.
Because Cinderella is treated cruelly and unfairly by selfish relatives, she deserves relief
and reward.
Big objects of great magnitude also connect plot and thematic tensions. In the
novel Moby Dick, a white whale is the object attenuating a causal test of hubris across a
story huge in scope. When a literary form is more complex, tensibility is a less schematic,
more mobile, muscular and “life-like” in motivating perception. The whale‟s
significance exists in complex perception of intentionalities and linguistic polyphony.
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Melville‟s unwieldy novel is a canonical example of interanimation of complementary
“languages” in competing registers.10 Moby Dick combines diegetic “telling,” tragic
drama, digressive reporting, fervent allegory, exotic patois, parodic commentary and
objective process description of men at work. “Heteroglossia” is Bakhtin‟s term for
complex dialogic exchanges that are implicit yet perceptible within a text. In Bakhtin‟s
view, an author speaks with and through characters, situations, plot and other devices.
The author participates in the novel (he is omnipresent in it) with Almost
no direct language of his own. The language of the novel is a system of
languages that mutually and ideologically interanimate each other. It is
impossible to describe and analyze it as a single unitary language. (“From
the Prehistory” [italics Bakhtin] 47) 11
Reading in Bakhtin‟s view entails indirect perception of an author at a
centralizing, organizational level of languages and images.
[T]here does exist a center of language (a verbal-ideological center) for
the novel. The author (as creator of the novelistic whole) cannot be found
at any one of the novel‟s language levels: he is to be found at the center of
organization where all levels interact. The different levels are to varying
degrees distant from this authorial center. (49)

An authorial center, then, is a site of interactions that organize discourse and
signal implications. Organization provides constraints but characters and authors interact
dialogically in language made inevitable and spontaneous by position and juxtaposition.
For purposes of schematizing how components of a novel work in tensile relationship
with one another, the centrifugal, author-gravitational image which Bakhtin provides is
much more dynamic and unconventional than structuralized levels of narratological
perspective which climb hierarchically from language to character to narrator to implied
author to author. Bakhtin‟s view also has more in common with models of categorization
and markedness posited in cognitive prototype theory where general features and
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guidelines inhabit the center of concentric fields and Bakhtin‟s “language levels” lie at
varied distances of singularity and conventionality in relation to the authorial center.
Filling narrative space, whether the schema is rung and ladder or open
gravitational field, in not what authors do. Binding space and time, form and content,
meanings and musings in rhythmic significance is the real work. Priming and markedness
were introduced earlier as processes which motivate awareness of associations and
differentiation in a narrative. Processes of tensibility help authors and readers navigate
rhythmic energies that oscillate stasis and disequilibrium, effecting a literary binding
function that is as much apprehension as comprehension. A novel makes its own
container, cohering parts into a meaningful contour of story tensions and semiotic action.
In cognitive science, the binding problem asks: how does the brain assemble
coherent images from fragments and parts distributed so widely across cortical regions?
To think of, or internally represent, a cat, the brain assembles shape, smell, sound and
texture from a functional web of features (Pulvermuller 24)12.

From the viewpoint of

perception, repeating features and parts are recognizable and apt to be identified as
patterns. When there are puzzling disjunctions and no “quasi-pictorial” image in mind,
the eye seeks patterns anyway. Poet and art critic Andre Breton explains the shaping role
of vision in an essay on the disjunctive naturalness in the surrealism of Arshile Gorky.
[T]he ultimate function of the eye is neither to compile inventories like
that of a bailiff nor to enjoy illusions of false recognition like that of a
maniac. It is made to cast an outline, provide a guiding thread between
things of the most dissimilar appearance. (199)13
Breton‟s “guiding thread” is a helpful analogy for readers looking for
recognizable forms in impressionistic, disjunctive writing found in canonized modernists
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such as Virginia Woolf, James Joyce and Samuel Beckett. The mind stores information
in “relatively large, interpreted, perceptual „chunks,‟ like the arms, legs, head, and trunk
of a person” (Kosslyn 20). These “chunks” have a perceptual integrity. They cluster as
images, significant and salient in groupings, making identification of form, assumption of
content and projection of intent easier.
Like perception clustering an image, an artistic device organizes information in a
story. Artistic devices bring together perceptible “chunks” of information from a linear
stream of signs and stores them in spatial, temporal and causal relationships. As an
operation in communication, artistic devices arrange literary elements to motivate,
occlude and/or delay meaning. Writers can use to connect, divide and coordinate effects
in multiple networks of cognition: the linguistic, perceptual, attentional and memorable.
Readers use them as points of reference and inference, clustered relationships that
support intentional movement toward constructs in meaning. The key capacity in an
artistic device is that of tensile design, i.e., the potential to extend, contract and/or sustain
tension in relationships among constituent elements.
A device may be small, no more than a word , or as expansive as the formal scope
and contour of a story. Designs in image are compactly offered in figures of speech
(metaphor, simile, metonymy) which compare and associate one concept in terms of
another. Designs of subjectivity take the form of characterization and prime the reader‟s
capacity to anticipate future action from demonstration of human speech, though,
behavior and appearance. Designs of space, time and cause- and-effect are components
of plot, known as a formal element of fiction since Artistotle‟s initial typology of tragedy
in The Poetics.
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Tensible Connection in Imagery
Semiotically, a story operates on countless cycles of signification that extend and
contract attention. A clustering of any kind, literary or natural, presumes tensile
associations and integrating parts. A simile is an example of a simple cluster. As
metaphor, it is a small perceptual unit with a defined beginning (the preposition “like”)
and defined end (an object that embodies a comparison). In Harper Lee‟s To Kill a
Mockingbird Scout‟s housekeeper Calpurnia puts so much starch in the girl‟s Sunday
dress that “it came up like a tent when I sat down” (Lee 127). 14

In Luisa Valenzuela‟s

short story “Three Days,” a medicine man named Rolling Thunder predicts, or maybe
causes, a cataclysmic storm in which flashes of lightning have an animal totemic: they
“looked like gigantic snakes of light” (Valenzuela 62). 15
A figure of speech can be examined discretely and semiotically as a containerized
image in which a dress is a tent and streaks of lightning are snakes. If we examine dresstent and lightning-snakes as Sausseurian semiology, we use a two-dimensional reference:
dress-the-word-sign is the same as dress-the-object-in-the-world; tent-the-word-sign is
the same as tent-the-object-in-the-world. It is flat, duplicative approach to referential
representation that does not assume inference, conflate aspects of dual images or
represent anything other than itself. If we examine the similes as Peircian semiotic, we
use a three-dimensional model consisting of a sign, its object reference and its mental
sign, which Peirce calls an “interpretant.” “[A] mental sign [or idea in the mind] of the
same object, is called an interpretant of the sign” (Peirce 13).16 )

In Peirce‟s

understanding of sign action, a sign stands for something but may also represent
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something about something else. Tent-the-word represents dress-the-object in relation to
the mental image of a starched skirt popping up when a girl sits down.
We can further understand the interpretant image as a schema, an arrangement of
visual and sensed elements salient to an event. An interpretant schema itself becomes
another sign, again representing something of itself and something of additional
associations and contexts.

From a reader‟s point of view, a starched dress tipping might

represent a humorous image related to underwear exposure. From Scout‟s active tomboy
point of view, it could be confirmation of the inconvenience and discomfort dresses
create in relation to the overalls she likes to wear. From the view of the narrator (adult
Scout), it may serve as metaphor for a younger self that was misfit and seeking identity.
For the author and for critical readers, both of whom by practice perceive structural as
well as semantic and inferential patterns, it is a sign of characterization (character design)
that connects and reinforces the guiding thread of perceptions about Scout as an
“instance” in fictional space. If we examined Valenzuela‟s simile of the medicine man‟s
snake lightning, triadic semiotics could add yet another, more removed, interpretant
perspective, that of spiritual myth in a cultural space.
In short, interconnecting semiotic fields prime plural associations for
interpretation of figures of speech.
Tensible Connection in Character and Incident
Tensibility is more comprehensively and dynamically extended through
characterization, a formal component of fiction which embodies mimetic subjectivities.
Authors communicate “telling” features, directly and indirectly, priming a reader‟s
formation of judgments upon which to anticipate future action of an “individual,” a
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“type” of individual or a stereotype. Not all characters are created equally nor
completely. Cinderella is a flat, simple type. Ahab is made dimensional and complex, a
fictional version of an individual with outsized flaws. Both characters resonate and
endure in Western culture. The simple type is an exemplar of fate-driven (plot-driven)
destiny. The complex individual is an exemplar of a destiny willed by human agency:
action, decision, values, beliefs. Whether rendered simple or complex, types or
individuals, characters develop in relation to their role, purpose, contingency and
significance in the story. No matter how much an author plans, how detailed an
autobiography an author prewrites for a character, complex characters have the capacity
to absorb and transform expectation – author‟s and reader‟s – according to tensibility of
circumstance in a story.
Characters can be revealed indirectly through “telling:” an author‟s summary and
interpretation rendered in omniscient or unattached exposition. Characters also “tell” on
one another, offering indirect description of traits, attitudes or aspects through dialogue or
observations. Characters are revealed more directly in “showing” aspects of themselves:
appearance (how they look); behavior (how they act); speech (how they sound and what
they say); interiority (how and what they think, feel, believe, intend). Character grows
metonymically. Parts stand for a suggested whole. Facts emerge gradually,
accumulatively. Characterization attenuates emotionally and strategically because, as
Henry James notes, character motivates events. “What is character but the determinator
of incident?” says Henry James. “What is incident but the illustration of character? It is
an incident for a woman to stand up with her hand resting on a table and look at you in a
certain way...At the same time it is an expression of character.”
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James‟s approach to characterization as a determination of “incident” is famously
interior. For him, psychological lives – Isabel Archer in The Portrait of a Lady or
Merton Densher in The Wings of the Dove – are labyrinthine. However, not all authors or
cultures see “instance” of character as an introjective mission. In cultures where
perception of the affiliative self in interaction with others drives perception of character,
incident is more than illustration; it is an extension of subjectivity, part of the contour of a
self. Louis N. Chu captures the centripetal, externally driven force of incident-vs.character in Eat a Bowl of Tea (1961),17 a novel of Chinese immigrant experience in
1940s Chinatown. It is a detailed space where the world outside the streets of Chinatown
is China itself. New York is a shell in which the culture-within-a-culture of immigrant
society works, lives, gambles, has-or-does-not-have “face.”18
Ben Loy is a dutiful son with grueling jobs in Chinese restaurants due to the contacts
of his successful father, Wah Gay. Wah Gay owns a mah-jongg club and is a member of
an influential association of family networks which support each other, police each other
and have their own codes of ethics, rules and hiring practices. The “eating” of a bitter
bowl of medicinal tea comes to symbolize the hardship, shame, and negotiation of
heritage Ben Loy undergoes to recover from impotence contracted in city brothels and to
accept a child born of his unhappy, unfaithful wife.
Western ideals of family relationship do not apply. For example: “In the Chinese
scheme of things, father and son don‟t mix. When a Chinese father and son get together,
it is frequently a one-way bawling out” (28). Calling parents by first names, as some
Americans do, is an outspokenness dismissed as “animal behaviorism” (119). Ben Loy‟s
maturational and social impotence is also cured as he is separated from his father‟s
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influence and makes a new life. In San Francisco, he finds a “new golden mountain.”
“For the first time Ben Loy knew and enjoyed emancipation” (246). The incident which
characterizes his freedom is the baby‟s first haircut, the “haircut party.” He and his wife
hold a small intimate affair with friends, not a showy event with hundreds of people, as
tradition, and his father, would have insisted.
In contrast to James‟ view that character constrains incident and Chu‟s that incident
constrains character, George Lamming‟s The Emigrants (1954)19 enacts a sense that
character and incident are separate and random, adrift in a postcolonial world of bad
breaks and vibrant philosophy. Transience attenuates space but time is disjoined. The
novel opens on 15 Caribbean emigrants voyaging to the colonizing homeland. Multiple
genres and fragmented structure follow, polyphonies of dialect and intellect representing
island regions of Grenada, Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago. Collis, a short
stout West Indian writer, explains the status of islanders aboard: “Everybody is in flight
and no one knows what he is fleeing to. A better break…That‟s what we say” (52).
Disquisitions on the need for postcolonial respect and the pained ambivalence of
emigrants‟ love-hate of England erupt anywhere: in transit by water and rail, in living
rooms, clubs, barbershops. Azi, an African and Cambridge math scholar in England,
communicates by letter, seeing “the insignificance of events. The same errors are
committed, the same consequences crush us. But nothing really happens. We adjust to
some abstraction as easily as we adjust to some concrete occurrence. It does not matter
what is involved, massacre or mystery” (207).
Phillip, an illegitimate son studying to become a lawyer, gets his girlfriend pregnant
and Azi attends the abortion. Higgins, a hapless old man from Grenada, gets caught up in
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a police investigation of drug peddling. Collis the writer severely botches three different
factory jobs and continues to drift. Azi contends that class roles and privilege are
accidental and could have been reversed in a different history. “[T]he dominated might
very well have been the dominant” (207).
Lamming‟s exposition is literary, descriptive and conscious of poetics and visual flow
in scenes. Genre forms mix narrative with dramatic script; epistolary fragments; long,
untagged monologues in dialect; stream of consciousness; and a poem-like structure that
functions as a dramatic form of untagged dialogue of emigrants on a train. Dialogue
shifts quickly, like windows in a train car. Motion connects and disconnects in the
experience of traveling. Characterization creates clusters of cohering tensions only when
subjectivity is allowed to aggregate – in the thoughts of Collis, in the letters of Azi, in
dialogues in Tornado‟s living room salon for the recently arrived. Otherwise, the
fragments vibrate their dislocation and echo a sense of flight.
Fragmentation is a feature of both modernist and post modernist writing. Modernism
appreciates authors‟ experimentation with structure and consciousness. Experimentation
infers an originating methodology and intent. Post modernism on the other hand
appreciates textual play of fragmentation as an effect that demonstrates the instability of
language itself. Of course, language must be used as a normed convention for reference
and inference in order for an arranged effect of instability to be demonstrated. The
fragments and multi-genre content of Lamming‟s work might be interpreted as play in a
post modern sense and be critiqued in a cultural framework where group identity is
assumed to determine and motivate behavior. For Lamming, however, it is not a group
that drifts aesthetically and ethically in waves of postcolonial disjunction. Lamming
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creates individuals of indeterminate grouping. They drift, speak , move, belabor their
frustrations, connect and disconnect affections, fit and misfit their jobs, orate, dictate and
perform, depending on the genre fragment Lamming accords them. To make Lamming‟s
characters emblematic of postcolonial angst is to automatically recognize Lamming‟s
composition of instability as an effect of the text and to enstrange it for critical intent.
Play is an intentional act of exploration regardless of the periodicity or theory dominance
in which a writer writes or a reader reads. The more long and labored the perception of
seeing through artistic artifice, the less recognizable and automatic the conventions
through which we perceive language, if we accept Shklovsky‟s notion of intentional
artifice.

Not to see an author or intentionalities in a work requires a conscious

disjunction of perception and intent.
If intention and convention are inseparable but detectible in works of art, a criticism
that attempts to bifurcate the two runs as much risk of manipulating fiction as of
interpreting it. Lamming‟s approach to “play” as an experiment in multiple modes,
voices and intentionalities might be grasped more integrally through a pragmatic
criticism that places authorial intention within a plural criteria for approach, i.e., as one of
several influences on a reader‟s making of meaning. I.A. Richards, a seminal figure in
developments in semiotics and New Criticism in the early 20th Century, produced a
pedagogical work, Practical Criticism, that has not withstood the test of time or critical
fashion but which may hold the seeds of a cognitive, non-polemical approach that offers
a way for readers and writers to evaluate the play of intentionalities against
conventionalities, and vice versa. Richards‟ work is explored in more detail in later
sections. However, to conclude discussion of tensibility in Lamming‟s innovative work,
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we can invoke one aspect of Richards‟ view. Richards sees authorial intention as an
unseen coherence of relations that helps explain how erratic fragments assemble their
echoes. Richards contends that author intention controls the relations among the other
three functions of a work, which he articiulates as sense, feeling and tone. When work
coheres even though we don‟t fully comprehend how to take the meaning, effects or tone,
he suggests we consider an irreducible significance attributable to the author. “[T]he
form or construction or development of a work may frequently have a significance that is
not reducible to any combination of our other three functions [sense, feeling and tone].
This significance is then the author‟s intention” (Practical Criticism 334).
Intersecting diverse literary forms and linguistic registers, Lamming is able to
structuralize a web of fragmented lives, dislocated loyalties and debilitating ambivalence.
Attachments to a future in England or a past in the Indies are attenuated to slenderest
thread. The “irreducible significance” of Lammings‟ rhetorical and aesthetic intentions
involve a world view in which tensibility of an individual‟s ambition and social respect is
lost, rootless, “in flight.” However, just as irreducible and significant is the vibrant
pluralism in transatlantic voices driving transitive energy and occasional hope for a break
for the post-colonized.
Plot Intentions and Tensible Design
From the lockstep logic of a Sherlock Holmes mystery to playful, looping
metafiction of Jorge Luis Borges, it is plot which holds a narrative in intentional
connection with itself so the reader can consume it as whole. Plot viewed reductively is:
what causes what, in what order, in a story. Plot viewed for its tensibility reveals layered
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networks of cause and effect and proximal connections that propel narrative discourse
and impel sense-making in a story.
In a study of plot as an element of classical, formalist and structuralist theories,
Peter Brooks finds structural division between sjuzet (ordered discourse) and fabula
(perceived story) less narratologically distinct when viewed through the workings of plot.
“‟Plot‟ in fact seems to me to cut across the fabula/sjuzet distinction in that to speak of
plot is to consider both story elements and their ordering” (Brooks 13).20 Brooks
accounts formalist and structuralist approaches valuable but limited in explaining
language and story as dynamic processes and looks to Freudian psychology and
motivation of desire to find a model of how text actualizes meaning in a reader (35-36).
Faulkner scholar Blair Labatt also finds that plot is not designed for easy structural
abstraction. He notes that “[e]ven though narratologists have often insisted on separating
plot from agency, in Faulkner‟s case plot cannot be rightly expressed „in abstraction from
the peculiar characters and mental processes of the agents‟ (R.S. Crane 619)” (2). 21
Thus, a strategy for reading events and action in a narrative is also a strategy for reading
identity and consciousness of characters. I agree that static structural typologies cannot
communicate semiotic dynamics or modes of perception that support the surprising and
varied processes of sense-making in creative composition and interpretive reading. Plot
moves a narrative and its characters from equilibrium to disequilibrium to new
equilibrium in rhythmic designs of enstrangement. Tension may involve everything the
reader can sense but does not know.
Brooks‟ answer to the motile and motivational functions of plot is to cite narrative
desire as a principal dynamic at work and to articulate a model of plot that poses “ends
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(death, quiescence, nonnarratability) against beginnings (Eros, stimulation into tension,
the desire of narrative) in a manner that necessitates the middle as detour, as struggle
toward the end under the compulsion of imposed delay…The model proposes that we
live in order to die” (107-108).
Novelist Kurt Vonnegut has a well-known explication of plot that is less dire.
I guarantee you that no modern story scheme, even plotlessness, will give
a reader genuine satisfaction, unless one of those old-fashioned plots is
smuggled in somewhere. I don‟t praise plots as accurate representations
of life, but as ways to keep readers reading. When I used to teach creative
writing, I would tell the students to make their characters want something
right away – even if it‟s only a glass of water. Characters paralyzed by the
meaningless of modern life still have to drink water from time to time.
One of my students wrote a story about a nun who got a piece of dental
floss stuck between her lower left molars, and who couldn‟t get it out all
day long. I thought that was wonderful. The story dealt with issues a lot
more important than dental floss, but what kept readers going was anxiety
about when the dental floss would be removed. Nobody could read that
story without fishing around in his mouth with a finger.

The distance between theoretic and applied approaches is significant but the effect
studied concentrates the same question: what intends and motivates a reader? I suggest
that whether plot design is made of life-and-death analogy or small dramatic problems,
the tensibility of elements – their strategic capacity to connect, delay or speed reader
apprehension or comprehension – maintains relationships for a perceiving reading
perception. Tensibility is an attentional phenomenon. The most overt artistic devices – a
shred of dental floss in a nun‟s molar above, Desdemona‟s dropped handkerchief, Henry
Roth‟s sexual cellar, N. Scott Momaday‟s white man Indian, J.M. Coetzee‟s tongueless
Friday, even Charlotte Bronte‟s madwoman in the attic – attain dramatic significance
through rhythms of strategic habituation and enstrangement. Without habituation,
disturbance has no force.
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Plot as a formal element applied to writing of fiction (as distinguished from a
formalist concern of criticism) has been somewhat rigidly categorized as a mechanistic
literary function at least since Propp‟s famous study of Russian folktales created a long
inventory of plot schemes and themes. Aristotle‟s concept of mythos in The Poetics 22
was much less constricting. Mythos, which criticism translates as “plot,” entails a
beginning, middle and end; has points of recognition in which the hero or other can see
that which had been hidden; and offers reversals in which recognition is combined plotwise with a change of fortune, hence, the plot turns. Plot needs magnitude: “If the length
is sufficient to permit a change from bad fortune to good fortune or from good fortune to
bad to come about in an inevitable or probable sequence of events, this is a satisfactory
limit of magnitude.” Aritstotle‟s observations also address economic coherence:
“…events which are part of the plot must be so organized that if any one of them is
displaced or taken away, the whole will be shaken and put out of joint; for if the presence
or absence of a thing makes no discernible difference, that thing is not part of the whole.”
In the rise of the modern novel, approaches to plot design multiplied. Common
elements in design include causal connections, space and temporality, conflict, resolution
and revelation, and narrative self-awareness (metafictional technique).
Plots of cause and effect are noted for sequences of events that are causally
linked. A series of events recorded generally in chronological order constitutes a story.
Events in no particular order might be seen as episodes, fragments or scenes (units of
action). There is, as Aristotle says, “a vast difference” between an event that follows from
and one that merely follows after. E. M. Forster‟s distinction is classic: If the King died
and the Queen died, it‟s a story; if the King died and the Queen died of grief, it‟s a plot.
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A story prompts the reader to ask, “and then…?” A plot compels us to ask, “why?”
Tensibility in plots of cause and effect is drawn from meaningfully related acts that occur
in a probable and/or seemingly inevitable sequence. Sophocles‟ Oedipus Rex is the
classic example of causal unities in plot.
Whereas causality creates awareness of sequence, order and consequence, spatiotemporality focuses on orientation of a body in time and space. The basic definition of
plot indicates the importance of perceived boundaries. A plot of ground is apportioned in
measures of surface. Plotting also connotes planning to accomplish something, achieve a
purpose or intention. Arranging time is a feature of tensile design. Time as measured in
passage of events in story run parallel to and are juxtaposed against time semantically
signaled in discourse. In Virginia Woolf‟s Mrs. Dalloway, time plotted in streams of
consciousness covers decades in the life of a young London matron planning a party.
“Actual” time that passes is morning to evening on one day. Peter Brooks reminds us
that the persuasive authority of a narrative derives from its capacity to speak of origins in
relation to endpoints, i.e., time in motion.
Traditional notions of plot conflict involve a basic pattern – conflict, crisis,
resolution – which is drawn from the maxim in fiction that “only trouble is interesting.”
Trouble is created most reliably by what Brooks calls “investments of desire” (143), or as
Vonnegut says, characters who want something. The classic design of plot is captured in
a structure called Freytag‟s pyramid (an inverted checkmark, actually). Characters
encounter rising action, complication and nouement, or knotting of obstacles; a crisis,
climax or reversal; and falling action, unraveling, denouement, resolution or revelation.
Generally dramatized, conflict pits human against human, or human against external
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forces of nature, environment, society, fate, or more complexly, humans are pitted against
themselves in conflict with their own nature. In Aristotelian mimetic modes, plot is
conflict. In modernist and postmodernist works, plot may be more cognitively mimetic,
i.e., purposeful in design but not necessarily linear in execution.
The idea of resolution as the conventional end-game of plot has undergone a
conceptual extension as modern writers experimented with dramatic ways to render
human consciousness and psychology. Resolution is a goal of traditional narrative in
which there is a sense of problem-solving, of things being worked out. The plot advances
by raising and satisfying questions until the happy or tragic end (for example, Kate
Chopin‟s The Awakening). More modern plot techniques may reveal rather than resolve
a state of affairs sequentially or non-sequentially, showing characters as the engine of
design rather than events. A story develops not through the unraveling of knots but
through a displaying of action which illuminates character and conflict. The movement,
then, is an arc of layered or alternating equilibriums, with a general sense of a state of
affairs or characters who move from equilibrium through disequilibrium to a new
equilibrium.
Self-conscious designs intent on revealing themselves are a hallmark of
postmodern and metafictional technique. Metafiction disrupts cause and effect, marking
causes, origins and sources as indeterminate, transient or provisional. Jump cuts in time
and space, unattached perspective, parodic juxtaposition and fragments of diverse literary
forms might be used to create disjunctive effects and call attention to the artifice of
representation. Even when a postmodern work is deemed plotless, readers find ways to
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construct significance by noting repetitions, proximal associations and patterns of
recurrent meaning and motion.
Sickroom Space: Tensible Design in Sound and Fury
William Faulkner‟s disjunction of time, space and perspective in The Sound and
the Fury (SF) is an enduring landmark in American modernist aesthetics. Rupturing
narrative perspective and temporal and spatial continuity of events, Faulkner interweaves
segments of unfixed memory and consciousness – or, “thought transference,” as the
author terms it in a 1929 letter to his editor, referring to the section representing the
perspective of Benjy, a 33-year-old with the mind of a child.23
SF poses a problem for plot analysis. Blair Labatt explains that “The Sound and
the Fury is a novel of drift, in which violent actions are present but not quite explicable.
Things seem to happen, but ultimately we cannot say that any significant event has taken
place. We cannot tell why this violence has taken place or that anybody cares. The acts
are arbitrary, and they cannot break into any character‟s private version of what matters”
(18).24
I would respectfully disagree in two regards. The plot design in SF is not one of
drift; Caddy‟s illicit pregnancy, Benjy‟s endless dependency, Quentin‟s social and sexual
failures and Jason‟s misogynist antipathy magnetize events that are loose in time but not
in space. Events in the Compson household, a symbol of Southern disintegration and
indirection, create a gravitational field of inescapable internal motivation for its
occupants. A much better example of “drift” in plot can be found in Faulkner‟s second
novel, Mosquitoes, in which drifting is a literal as well as figural description of the action
and of the relationships among a cadre of New Orleans characters kept together on the
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most flimsy of external motivations: a boat party. Between his second and fourth novels,
Faulkner grasped the potential for plot design as a mimetic of psychological tension.
Secondly, events, such as Damuddy‟s death, are made to appear “arbitrary” but
they are fixed semiotic temporalities in the lives of the family Compson. While none of
the Compson siblings may act as if they “care” about Damuddy dying, matriarchal death
is important as a cognitive signifier that helps the narrative magnetize the alienating
effect of having a mother whose identity is “sickness” and whose physical space is
emotionally unavailable.
Mrs. Compson‟s sickroom with its dark morbidity and self-absorbed, complaining
parent is featured in all three of the Compson sons‟ sectioned perspectives in SF.
Faulkner uses the sickroom as the tensible connection that habituates conflict and
enstranges perception. To the mentally and perceptually limited Benjy, the sickroom
looks like this:
Caddy and Jason were fighting in the mirror.
“You, Caddy.” Father said.
They fought. Jason began to cry.
“Caddy.” Father said. Jason was crying. He wasn‟t
fighting anymore, but we could see Caddy fighting in the mirror
and Father put me down and went into the mirror and fought too.
He lifted Caddy up. She fought. Jason lay on the floor, crying.
He had the scissors in his hand. Father held Caddy.
“He cut up all Benjy‟s dolls.” Caddy said. “I‟ll slit his
gizzle.”
“Candace.” Father said.
“I will.” Caddy said. “I will.” She fought. Father held her.
She kicked at Jason. He rolled into the corner, out of the mirror.
Father brought Caddy to the fire. They were all out of the mirror.
Only the fire was in it. Like the fire was in a door. (41-2)25
The scene represents an “arbitrary” event in the shifting temporality of
Benjy‟s consciousness and plot design of the novel. It is also marked with the author‟s
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presence, an intentional consciousness that makes sense with simile. In the excerpt
above, the reader is meant to accept as Benjy‟s consciousness the description of events,
the exact reporting of dialogue and even the enunciation of a metaphor (“Like the fire
was in a door”). Conflation of the fire in the mirror with a fire in a door is not only a
complex metaphor for the downward spiral of the Compson‟s fortunes and family, it
represents a complex step in cognition that depends on the process of conflating images:
seeing one thing in terms of another. Metaphor in a text is an overt literary device that
calls attention to use of language for narrative purposes. It calls attention to the author‟s
consciousness making stylistic decisions alongside technical ones of sequence, order and
design.
Faulkner‟s plot design for SF is a particularly complex feat of tensible
connections and aesthetic enstrangements. From the perspective of any practitioner of
fictional / dramatic plotting, however, all plot design is challenging. Playwright David
Mamet in a newspaper interview was asked, “How hard is plot for you?”
I once worked for a summer laying sod. This is the only thing I‟ve ever
done that was harder than that [plotting]. You‟ve got to get over your own
cleverness. You have to become extraordinary [cq] analytical, and throw
out all the stuff you love to get there. Sometimes it doesn‟t make sense.
You stare at that sheet of paper for years and know there‟s something
hiding in there (qtd. in Hughes interview 11 Jan. 2008)26
The idea that plot is practiced, implemented and revised makes it one of the most
structurally intentional of components in fiction. It may also be one of the most difficult
aspects of intentionality to evaluate because author choice in fictionalizing events can
risk a reader‟s literal confusion with the writer‟s real-world views of events. Finding
ways to mark and weigh intentionalities in plotting have a direct relationship to critical
and ethical questions in cultural criticism. For example, when Rudolfo Anaya‟s narrative
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consistently intones romanticized ideals in Bless Me, Ultima, his early work of MexicanAmerican life, the plot seems to present an approach of resolution and problem-solving to
dramatize the hybridity of spiritual influences in Chicano culture. However, a plot of
revelation undergirds the coming of age story of a young boy influenced by a
marginalized and powerful medicine woman. We can question which plot strategy is
more marked and what it implies about the potential for parallel cultures in the
Southwest. If aesthetic criticism emphasizes Anaya‟s plot as resolution, the novel
appears dated in style and time, a conventional triumph of good over evil. If critics apply
a methodology that compares markedness patterns between the conventional plot of
resolution and a more marked, intentional plot of revelation, what emerges more clearly
are aesthetic distinctions in a story of spiritual and national hybridity – pagan and
Catholic, Mexican, Spanish and American. In a comparison of tensible features – those
meant to resolve cause and effect and those meant to reveal the tenuousness of material
connections – the magical assumptions and dark sentimental flow in Anaya‟s Chicano
border narrative become less easy to contain as romantic conventions.
Finding significance in any multi-ethnic writer‟s aesthetic and ethos relies in part
on a critical sensitivity to intentionalities in the story and language. Cognitive strategies
that fuse investigation of form and function, intention and convention, offer useful
methodologies to help readers critically perceive the plural potential of cultural aesthetics
in formalist concerns, such as plot design.
Rupturing Tensibility: Dueling Design in King Lear
As one of literary history‟s most noted cobblers of plot, Shakespeare derived
tensile designs from history, legend, poems, pastoral romance and fellow playwrights.
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Some critics consider Macbeth with its dark focused economy to be the play reflecting
Shakespeare‟s most satisfying plotting. However, King Lear remains a signature effort in
parallel plotting, featuring characters, events and themes of a main plot mirrored in a
subplot. The mirroring effect and characters involved have been extensively analyzed
and critiqued. Overlooked, however, is the barely-perceived dominance of spatial design
in the Gloucester subplot. I use a structural analysis of use of dramatic space to support
a perception that the two plots are in active opposition, coordinated but not cooperative.
The tragedy of King Lear is one of the bleakest worlds Shakespeare ever put to
page and stage. In a barren, pagan time and place, an overbearing old king divides his
kingdom between two daughters who falsely profess their love for him and he banishes
the third and youngest daughter who loves him honestly, as she says, “according to my
bond.” At the same time, in the same court, a bastard son schemes for the noble title and
land of his gullible father, and easily frames his legitimate brother for the offense.
Consequence of the intertwining plots is madness, war and a punishing body-count. The
darkest moment is a visceral and shocking spectacle of torture: the blinding of the old
earl, Gloucester, by Lear‟s son-in- law Cornwall and middle daughter, Regan.
The effect of the blinding, shocking in itself, also brings to the surface unconscious
perceptions activated by a small spatial story running under our cognitive radar: the
battle of aesthetic design between the Lear main plot and the Gloucester counter plot.
The Gloucester counter plot is powerful in part because it is constitutes more than a
subplot. The modern term, subplot, is not the best representation of the narrative
architecture which positions Gloucester and his two sons against the main plot of Lear
and three daughters. Subplot began usage circa 1915-20 and refers to any number of
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auxillary threads of cause and effect which intersect the main plot. “Counter plot,” a
term which began usage circa 1590-1600, Shakespeare‟s heyday, refers to a “plot
directed against another plot.” This early sense of two plots in combat is intrinsic to the
intentional aesthetic which shapes and ends the play. A “mirror” analogy is too flat and
structuralized. Plot design is scaffolded and spiraled with intentional cross-overs of
characters‟ moral loyalties. Goneril and Regan are linked to the Gloucester counterplot
through the bastard son Edmund. Albany, Goneril‟s husband, crosses to Lear. At the end
of the play, Gloucester‟s son Edgar finds himself heir to Lear‟s kingdom and the
accidental victor in a battle of two plots.
The second reason that the Gloucester counter plot is particularly strong lies in the
classical pathos of the source story, a pathos which Shakespeare adapts and amplifies. He
replicates a snippet of heroic tragedy from Book 10 of Sir Philip Sidney‟s long, episodic
pastoral prose romance, Arcadia. It is the story of the blind Paphlogonian king found
wandering the countryside with Leonatus, the good son whom he had wronged, in a
kingdom ruled by Plexirtus, the deceiving son who had usurped and blinded him. The
king and his good son tell their story, including the fact that the blind king tried to throw
himself off a cliff in penance for not seeing evil in the bad brother, Plexirtus. The
mention of a suicide thwarted by Leonatus takes only two sentences in Sidney‟s Arcadia.
In Shakespeare‟s mind, it becomes a complex scene of devilish humor, unachievable
suicide, a son‟s forgiveness and father‟s needy redemption. And it creates underlying
tensions of expectation in the spectator: how will the great Lear be redeemed? It is an
aesthetic question as well as a moral one. Lear is the protagonist and his tragedy cannot
merely be equal to Gloucester‟s. A clue to authorial concern about the heroic power of
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pathos in the Gloucester counter plot can be discerned by how Nahum Tate rewrites the
scene to make it pleasing, in a version that ran for more than a century after Shakespeare
died.27 Tate ends the blinding scene with Gloucester standing for a heroic speech in
which he vows to show his maiming throughout the land and gather support for Cordelia
and her army of France. Shakespeare ends the scene with Gloucester in pained silence in
the background while two servants opine on the horror and the need to make a poultice of
flax and eggs for his sockets. Critics have long debated how classically Aristotelian a
tragedy Lear represents but it is Gloucester who is made to echo Oedipus with a lean,
mean chain of cause and effect – hamartia (mistake) to peripeteia (reversal of fortune) to
anagnorisis (recognition of knowledge) to catastrophe to suffering. What can
Shakespeare offer Lear to play against such pity and redemption? Cognitive blindness:
Lear goes mad, soft, sickly, ineffectual. And in an Elizabethan society that codifies order
and fears disorder, it is perhaps the greater horror to have a dragon-tempered king
without fire, a patriarch without a mind.
Thirdly, our visual perception of where things stand is affected unconsciously by
where characters stand in dramatic space.

Each scene extends a dominant orientation in

space to script lines linked to the Gloucester counter plot. By tabulating the lines
accorded to a specific setting, we acquire structural information regarding sensory
orientation in the perspective of spectators. While spatial script weight is not an
evaluation of dramatic values of characters and scenes, it is evidence of intentional design
on the part of Shakespeare. Gloucester‟s castle and grounds are the dramatic space for
41% of the entire play. Lear‟s court has the first 15% of the play, Goneril‟s castle has
16%, and Gloucester‟s ground consumes the spatial center of the play with 41%.
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Spectator perception of balance and proportion is affected when 1,265 of 3,089 lines
occur in one purview.

The grounds at and around Dover – where a new political order

rises from catastrophic familial disorder – constitute 28% of the spatial orientation. Most
of the play is on Gloucester‟s ground because in bequeathing pieces of his kingdom to his
daughters, Lear is spatially stripped, materially vulnerable. His mistakes in judgment go
far beyond effects of estrangement with offspring and allies. He is a king in name who
inhabits space of others without power to claim it.
Fourth, the accumulated effect of what we hear affects the perception of significance
in what we see. Who speaks when, where and how long create critical markers of
aesthetic intent and process. Judging the bare perception of sound – not the lyric or
aesthetic impact of language – offers cues to intentional significance of the Lear plot and
Gloucester counterplot. Historically and aesthetically, for example, speech in verse
signals more importance than prose dialogue. In Lear, there are 12 named characters.
Lear is the voice heard most often in the play: he has 23% of the lines. The three
characters most heard – Lear, Kent and Edgar – form a dark, tonic chord. When we
examine the sound weight of nuclear characters attached to the main plot (Lear and his
three daughters) and nuclear characters attached to the counter plot (Gloucester and two
sons), we find them closely matched. Lear and his nucleus has 38% of the sound
presence and Gloucester and sons are not far behind with 31%. This creates a nearbalance in habituation to each plot design.
Fifth, the spectacle of Gloucester‟s blinding is enhanced by the strategic absence of
the fierce-tempered unsympathetic Lear, allowing tensible connections to habituate us to
Gloucester‟s ground. Lear is absent from the stage just before and after the blinding.
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That absence is eight scenes long, 534 lines, 17% of the play. Before the blinding, Lear
undergoes his final indignities as a father-king on Gloucester‟s grounds.
My point in trying to articulate unconscious perceptions is to show that a
reader/spectator is multiply processing analyzable, detectible experience-within-theexperience. It has an immediacy we cannot see or speak and a latency we barely grasp.
However what is perceptible is the unconscious disequilibrium it signals of a conscious
struggle to plot according to an emotional ideal as well as a causal logistic. Not only is
Shakespeare weaving into Lear romantic threads of pathos based on the tragic
misjudgment of the Paphlagonian king, he is taking plot design from an anonymous play
entitled The Chronicle Historie of King Leir which enjoyed modest success in 1594, ten
years before Shakespeare wrote his Lear. In it, Ragan and her sister Gonorill are given an
intense jealousy of the good sister Cordella as explicit reason to be angry with their
father. In the anonymous play, Ragan has more lines and a much more extensive role as
a traitorous daughter than Shakespeare gives her in his plot. In the Chronicle Historie
she hires henchmen to kill her father who is a much more benign and sympathetic
monarch than Shakespeare‟s Lear. The plot fails when the henchmen have a change of
heart. The anonymous playwright saves the life of his Leir from Ragan‟s subplot, but
Shakespeare does not save Gloucester‟s eyes from a subplot that erupts pitilessly from an
archetype of human detachment hardly recognizable as the brittle Regan of scenes past.
It is the character‟s defining moment.
Loyal Gloucester admits that he has helped the dethroned King Lear move on to
safety at Dover to escape the escalating cruelties of his daughters, Goneril and Regan.
Regan and her husband, the Duke of Cornwall, accost Gloucester in his own home and
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call him a traitor to their cause. He is bound to a chair. The scene is often played with
Gloucester‟s chair tipped backward to the floor so that the Duke of Cornwall can
bootspur his eye or use a knife to stab or pry.
Gloucester: Give me some help! – O cruel! O ye gods!
Regan (to Cornwall): One side will mock another; t‟other, too.
(14.67-8)
Regan requires a complete and utter blindness. “[T]‟other, too.” The chilling
imperative ordains an act more barbaric than the one just witnessed. The act is opposed
only by an unnamed servant. A fight ensues, Regan stabs the servant once from behind
then again for deadly measure, and the Duke finishes the second eye, making
Gloucester‟s world “[a]ll dark and comfortless” (14.82). The act is accomplished with a
swiftness and scenic efficiency that stuns. Even the dialogue is efficient, without major
poetics to create the aesthetic analgesic that makes it safe and “literary.” Gloucester is
blinded as a traitor before we have even had time to absorb that he is involved in, let
alone important to, the growing war between Lear‟s “pelican daughters” and Cordelia‟s
army of France.
In short, the spectacle is inherently problematic. Violence viscerally enacted
overwhelms the senses and we close our eyes, forced into an attentional blink of
conscious avoidance, not perceptual lapse. The scene is omitted in some performances.
Jonathon Miller, a noted director of classics, played it offstage in 1989. Regan‟s
bloodthirsty, administrative enthusiasm for removing the “vile jelly” is especially hard to
countenance. Critics debate the character motivation but psychological explanations
remain unsatisfying in part because Regan‟s role is limited and basically archetypal. As
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one of the antagonistic sisters, she has only as many lines as Lear‟s Fool who vanishes
from the play mid-way through.
The visceral blinding of Gloucester puts a palpable dramatic strain on the playwright
to keep the main plot of Lear emotionally and thematically dominant. . It is possible to
see the dueling theatricalities as an ironic meta-commentary on the composition of the
play itself, on how a once-dominant ruler is threatened in his very making by
competition for sad spectacle. Lear‟s great mad monologues on the moor, his demideranged inventios with Mad Tom, his visceral cursing, preternatural howl, poignant
ambivalence at Cordelia‟s death, a death he carries but will not believe – all are powerful
responses. But they cannot hide the seam near the center where the plot and counterplot
meet on Gloucester‟s ground and the audience averts its eyes as Gloucester loses his.
Tensible connections are a cohering dynamic but when an author creates a
spectacle so strong, the audience blinks, it is an enstrangement that strains coherence and
shows the author‟s emotional ideal for a work. Emotional ideals are the organizing
dynamic of cognitive processes, according to neuroscientist Robert Ornstein who defines
emotional ideals as “how we feel we want something to be” (95).28
If we accept an emotional ideal as a form of authorial intention, we can examine
tensible connections for signs of creative ideals being forced into a work, intention
contradicting convention. In the cruelty of Gloucester‟s blinding, tensible connections
rupture as Shakespeare conceptually blends two orders of tragedy: a classical pastoral
and an early modern tragedy, the latter form an unstable, abstracted, time-lapsed form of
drama, more bleak than tragic, a creative risk. Shakespeare pits the pathos of physical
blindness against mental blindness and shows which is the greater pity.
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Perceptual concepts of priming, markedness and tensibility have been developed
and applied in the past three chapters. If we briefly revisit the risks of seeking
intentionalities through cognitive approaches which were noted in Chapter One, we find
that applying perceptual concepts demonstrates that authorial intentionality does not act
as determinate constraint on meanings. It can, however, motivate context and contours of
communication. Writers generate and readers allow for different value systems,
intentional and conventional, in the interpretive tensions that result in communication.
Application of perceptual concepts shows how intentionality can be discernible,
detectable and meaningfully classifiable in fiction.
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Chapter 5
Conceptual Infrastructure

Perceptual concepts such as priming, markedness and tensibility draw threads of
theoretical connection through formalism, early ideas of New Critics, structuralist
linguistics and cognitive linguistic approaches to literature, pathways discussed below.
To detect and better evaluate author intentionality in a work of fiction, we need to
know what we are looking for and how to “see” it as well as recognize it. Perceptual
concepts help writers and readers locate signs of tension in cognitive choices. Concepts
of priming, markedness and tensibility focus comparative and evaluative attention on
perceived tensions in narrative which invite reader negotiation of author intentionality.
Priming supports strategic awareness of semantic, aesthetic and structural associations
suggested in discourse and story and confirms the formal importance of perspective as a
field of communication between writer and reader. Markedness values in asymmetrical
components help an investigative reader evaluate how typically or atypically,
conventionally or intentionally, an author may be using artistic structures. Noting and
critiquing tensibility in design brings structural effects, transitivity of prosaic language
and implications of spatial-temporal causality to awareness. These concepts contribute to
a type of reading that questions intentionalities as it processes conventions of narrative
and language, a critical reading of narrative as literary communication.
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A critically conscious reading that combines awareness of sense perception with
implications of language processing can be called a perceptual reading. A perceptual
reading seeks to balance a reader‟s comprehension of propositional units (language of
discourse) against apprehension of perceptual units (image structures of story). To read
perceptually is to seek multiple forms of “sense” in a work and interpret them in relation
to an author‟s critical and creative perspective as well as a reader‟s. The approach
accepts a writer‟s capacity to read interpretively and supports a reader‟s capacity to read
compositionally, attempting to elicit a meta-awareness of how story forms in relation to
perspectives and perceptions suggested in discourse. An author motivates multiple
suggestions, intentions and meanings which a reader mediates, evaluates and
intentionally constructs. Reading in perceptual units – clusters of interpretable images,
sense data and information – a reader makes her/his own subjective sense of what s/he
perceives, attends, remembers and semantically “hears.” As much as possible, the
approach acknowledges reciprocal agency in a cognitive construction of narrative.
The approach demonstrates that reading closely does not always mean reading
linguistically. It means trusting sense and sensory cues. The 20th Century mainstream
critic Cyril Connolly explains the response as a “practical” one:
What merits I have are somewhat practical and earthy. I stay very close to
the text -- no soaring eagle but a low-slung basset who hunts by scent and
keeps his nose to the ground. I am not sure that a critic should have any
opinions. Experience develops in the critic an instinct, which, like a
water-diviner‟s, agitates him when near to treasure. He digs and explains
afterwards. (xii)1
Mixed metaphors aside, staying “close to the text” is not always an exercise in
explication but one of, to reference Connolly, practical divination. The above concepts
are designed to counter-balance critical reliance on discourse with nuanced negotiation of
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intentional values in story. Responsive criticism and cultural critiques of literature
benefit when they can show that intentionalities are derived from a work, not being read
into it.
Priming and markedness, drawn from cognitive linguistics, practically inform a
reader about cognitive functions symbolized in a text, how they semiotically index, or
point to, ways in which writers motivate meaning-making and how readers perceive and
construct meanings. Writers prime sets of mental possibilities (schemas) in order to bring
a feature, quality, object or sense to conscious or unconscious awareness. Activating
both states of awareness is vital to the fictional experience of simultaneity, i.e.,
representation of dual ontology in the mind. Existing simultaneously for a reader are
representations of the real text object-in-the-world and of the fictional story conveyed by
its symbols. From the time of toddlerhood, the human mind differentiates between
symbols (substituent images of a thing) and the thing in the world. The writing mind also
holds dual ontologies of the image and its referent though in generative order. Subject
symbols in the mind are translated into object symbols on the page.
Markedness involves evaluating how significant, conventional or “different” a
given element may be in relation to others in a context. When linguists find the typical,
or the “unmarked,” they can also find, by comparison, the atypical. The potential benefit
of markedness for writers and critics is less structuralist and more hermeneutic. When
writers arrange typical (unmarked) and atypical (marked) effects in fiction, critics can
detect nuanced degrees of aesthetic, ethical, cultural and affective significance.
Tensible connections allow artistic devices, and the reader‟s attention, to pivot
between habituation and enstrangement of material. The result is an anticipatory rhythm
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in perception. Artistic device is a foundational term in formal analysis of literature and in
creative writing. I suggest in this study that artistic devices be understood in a less
formalist, more cognitive way, as metonymies of cognitive processes, namely, as devices
of perception, attention, memory and language. The key capacity in an artistic device is
that of tensile design, i.e., the potential to extend, contract and/or sustain tension in
relationships among constituent elements in order to foster perception of what Polanyi
calls “sense-giving” and “sense-making” between writer and reader.2 To make “sense”
in epistemological terms is to grasp meaning. To “grasp” meanings in literature we locate
clusters of tension – from the smallest in language to the largest in story – and motivate
grasping, apprehending tensions of our own, for example, questions of what, where,
when, why, how. Finding productive tension is a combination of perceptual art and
critical intent. Readers rely on tensions clustered and composed in artistic devices.
Notions of artistic devices have grown and changed in literary tradition, from the
classical poetics of Aristotle and the modernist interiorities of James, Joyce and Woolf to
the use of narrative fragments and metafiction in postmodernism. My approach differs in
that it considers fiction communication, not simply representation. Thus artistic devices
as carriers of perceptible patterns and effects which are arranged and applied by a writer
and perceived by a reader as interpretive information and/or aesthetic effect. The
structural and economic roles of artistic devices in fiction tend to serve conventions and
explicit assumptions of form. A symbol enhances a theme, a character focuses a story, a
plot dramatizes events. The discursive compositional components in artistic device are
dynamic and tend to serve the the needs of novelty, invention, connection and
disjunction. The approach is informed by ideas of “enstrangement” and “thought
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pictures” posed by formalist Viktor Shklovsky. His ideas evince a dual perspectivetaking which consciously engages fiction as a writer as well as a critical reader. This
shows a sensitivity for collaboration of reader and writer and for integrating analysis of
creative process in literary theory. However, Shklovsky tends to highly idealize the
intentional role of the writer in the process of artistic communication. He pronounces
language autonomous and the author sovereign.3
A major work of the Stalinist era Russian formalist became available in English in
1990. Theory of Prose (1929) reveals a singular approach to formalism, an antiAristotelian idea of poetic function and strong emphasis on implementation and results of
creative process and artistic device. Shklovsky‟s ideas show elements which prefigure a
cognitive studies approach to literature. They are based in how literature makes us think
rather than in how literature makes us read or makes us feel. As an example, his
understanding of the role of image in prose prefigures cognitive research in mental
mapping and schema. He sees a fairy tale as a prose image, economically grouping
elements that will be needed for the reader‟s mind to attend to it. His perceptual approach
is a stark contrast to Propp‟s feature-list anatomization of motifs in folktales. Shklovsky
notes that while a poetic image of a path or a cloud can intensify sensations with
metaphor, repetition, etc. the poetic image is a form constrained and “superficial” in
comparison to the way prose images create a “thought image.” “The poetic image is an
instrument of the poetic language, while the prose image is a tool of abstraction…a form
of thinking” (3). He sees cognitive connections in literary structure, noting that imagery
is like parallelism in function: the purpose is “the transfer of an object from its
customary sphere of perception to a new one” (13).
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For Shklovsky, the hallmark of the artistic is “seeing,” a dynamic realization of an
object or perception due to the artist‟s technique:
…that is, an artifact that has been intentionally removed from the domain
of automatized perception. It is „artificially‟ created by an artist in such a
way that the perceiver, pausing in his reading, dwells on the text. This is
when the literary work attains its greatest and most long-lasting impact.
The object is perceived not spatially but, as it were, in its temporary
continuity. That is, because of this device, the object is brought into view.
(12)
When artistic devices enable the reader‟s grasp of a fictional object in a
simultaneous temporality of the reader‟s time and the object‟s “time,” an experiential
meaning for the object has been motivated. In Polanyi‟s framework, a sense that was
given has been read. It is important to note, though, that Shklovsky makes a distinction
between moments of “recognition” in literature and moments of “seeing.” Classically
speaking, recognition is an Aristotlean concept. Artistotle defines recognition as a plot
device in his study of tragedy. Recognition involves “a change from ignorance to
knowledge, leading either to friendship or to hostility on the part of those persons who
are marked for good fortune or bad” (56).4 For Shklovsky, the idea of recognition
maintains a mechanistic sense in which understanding or knowledge of an object is
brought about by formulas, repetition, conventions, assumptions.
Seeing, on the other hand, is active perception of an object revealed in a dynamic
way by an artist‟s technique and literary devices. For Shklovsky, literary devices include
plot, image, figures of speech, play of language, rhythm, parallelism, estrangement and
other components of perception and attention composed by the author.

His notion of

how an author “enstranges” (not “estranges”) the fictional world is much more nuanced
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and cognitively situated than the more popularized formalist idea of defamiliarization
developed in the 1960s.

5

Defamiliarization is a way of selecting and positioning

language to make the familiar and prosaic “unknown” or noticeable, according to the
needs of the story. Shklovsky‟s enstrangement is more clearly a process of managing
perception. If Shklovsky is right, the connection through language between author and
reader is not simply an intentional act of sense-giving and sense-reading. It is a transit
system for subjective experience that with each artistic seeing is quietly congruent with
the “hard problem” of consciousness, i.e., how we explore, translate and transpose qualia
of experience.
Though science and the interpretive humanities use language as a measure of
human thought, the form assumed by a mental representation, or mental model, is
unknown. Cognitive psychologist Stephen Kosslyn argues that mental representations
can be image structures as well as propositions (language). 6 Language remains a tool for
cognitive research because it is made of consensually-agreed upon denotative symbols
and because it is a propositional construct representing human knowledge of the world in
testable, veridical forms. Even its grammar reflects contestable parts: the subject and
object of a verb are called its “arguments.” The relationship of a sign-symbol “cat” to its
semantic meaning, however, is arbitrary and relies on verbal coding to translate the
percept (real-time internal representation of a sensory stimulus) that gives the thought
of “cat” tacit reference.

Images relate more directly to their symbols. The relationship

of the image of a cat‟s face to its sight-meaning is analogical. Still there are layers to
cognitive structure of images: a surface representation in active memory, which Kosslyn
calls “the experience of „having an image,‟” and deep representation, information in long151

term memory which is source material for a surface image (Kosslyn 139). Kosslyn
argues that images are not mental pictures or neural photographs; they are “quasipictorial, spatial entities,” perceptual units (Kosslyn 19).
We do not recall a story word for word (verbatim memory). “Since there are
many ways of saying the same thing, the person does not recall the exact words that he or
she heard, only the same concepts. Memory for the same concepts is called memory for
gist…Constructive processes produce memory for gist” (Glass and Holyoak 241-242).7
Whether we accept mental representations as perceptual units (image) or propositional
units (language) is less important than acknowledging that we may need both forms
interacting in order to manage concepts, process problems, create solutions and motivate
action. We may put language in and get language out but the material form it takes in
conscious and unconscious operations is electrochemical and phenomenal, cued visually
by consensual public symbols (writing) that incite personal symbolization. Writing is a
reverse process, from private symbols to public, what Kellogg calls a process of cognitive
“translation.”
Sensations, perceptions, images, memories, association, beliefs, desires,
intentions, daydreams, fantasies, and dreams make reference to objects
and events in the material world or to other experiences in one‟s mental
world. These products of mental operations are what we mean by
personal symbols. As you perceive the words on this page, you construct
personal symbols that map onto the consensual symbols of the written
text. The letters and words themselves do not enter your mental world;
instead, the perceptual and memorial systems of the brain process the
patterns of light reflecting from the page and generate the personal
symbols of visual perceptions, images, associations, and interpretations.
(Kellogg 8)8
It is not feasible or economical for us to consciously recognize a word first as a
perception of light and then as a word. And it is certainly unnecessary for interpretation
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of literature. The point is to make room in awareness for recognition of the complex,
cognitive role of perception. In cognitive studies, perception is at the forefront of debates
about how the mind represents the world. There is no explicit perceptual theory (Miller
and Johnson-Laird 38).9 Once thought to be a primitive function that recognizes and
stores sensations, perception is not simply an object-recognition system. Kosslyn, a
neuro-psychologist, sees it as a complex dance of neural assemblage and binding of
experience, memory and knowledge. Perception acts as a mode of interpreting and
organizing information about the world.
Perception is a process of information reduction whereby a welter of
sensations is reduced into a simpler and more organized form. These
organizational processes result in our perceptions being structured into
units corresponding to objects and properties of objects. It is these larger
units that may be stored and later assembled into images that are
experienced as quasi-pictorial, spatial entities… (Kosslyn 19)10
Perceptual mechanisms select, reduce (filter) and organize human experience into
substantial things that are connected through time and located in spatial relation to one
another. Our sense of vision, for example, is not a simple function of matching external
representation to internal representation. The eye‟s rods and cones operate in specialized
combinations in response to forms and qualities of objects perceived.
Things are characterized by surfaces and edges and vertexes, colors and
textures, shapes and sizes and weights, and coherent movement as units
through space…Most important, things maintain their identity, so it is
usually possible to recognize a subsequent exposure to a similar thing. (
Miller and Johnson-Laird 39)

A reader can retrieve from memory an image of a character or scene but a
detailed “picture” is not guaranteed by the discourse.
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A reader can be primed by

remembered instances or even cinematic or film representations to fill in the textures of a
fuzzy outline, but the working image a reader relies on is a “sense” of the scene. It is
difficult for us to isolate a semantic “cause” for the image because language is a system
of plural connections in causal collaboration with perceptual awareness as well as
propositional intent.
Each word is selected by the author but not every word signals an idea or act of
equal weight. The strategy of close reading (reading semantically word by word) is an
analytical mainstay in literary criticism and the default approach to finding hermeneutic
evidence in a text. Yet relentless close reading can make discourse analysis so concrete it
is devoid of perceptual kinetic connection to the whole. Some authors would have us be
careful of even general critique. In his noted essay on “The Art of Fiction,” novelist
Henry James cannot understand the tendency of critics to talk of component parts –
dialogue, description, incident – as if they can exist with
a kind of internecine distinctness, instead of melting into each other at
every breath…A novel is a living thing, all one and continuous, like any
other organism, and in proportion as it lives will it be found, I think, that
in each of the parts there is something of each of the other parts. (196)11
James is voicing a craft-based sense of personal literary structuralism and
connectionism on which authors depend. Characters‟ internal thoughts form external
metaphors. A line of dialogue can advance plot. An object in a room forms metonymies
of setting. One character‟s action or description can embody an entire race or
community. One element “inters” meaning of, and a perceptual contact with, others.
When an author represents a culture still finding its identity in the wake of historical
hegemonic conventions, the issue of isolating passages for heightened semantic value
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takes on additional weight. Especially in translation it may be counter-productive and
interpretively risky to assume that a multi-ethnic consciousness or aesthetic is extricable
from discrete words and phrases in a text. Authors, critics and general readers might
benefit from additional avenues for reading closely but not reductively and strategies
which add medium-views and long-shots to the lenses through which we formulate
dialectic and evaluate aesthetics. My study suggests that close reading is productively
balanced in tension with perceptual reading, i.e., reading for sense in perceptual units.
Countering Henry James‟ concern that critics are prone to de-animate a novel,
M.M. Bakhtin voices a more theoretic and conceptual interdependency in types and
“voices” of utterances in a narrative regardless of formal functions (plot, characterization,
setting, etc.) . His notion of heteroglossia refers to interaction among the changeable
contexts of an utterance and the plural potential in meanings within discourses
represented, especially in a novel. Bakhtin‟s notion of “the dialogic imagination” – a
polyphony of voices and contexts in the textual fabric of writing – is often used to
support the concept of intertextuality. Intertextuality emerges as an important thread of
unfixed historicity in poststructuralist thought and refers to relationships with other texts
which a specific text may adapt or integrate. It may also refer to a notion that all texts
bear traces of all other texts (Kristeva).
However, of theorists whose ideas have been used to amplify conventionalist
themes of contingency and cultural determinism, Bakhtin‟s show an integrated and
intentionalist view of authorial consciousness. In his essay “From the Prehistory of
Novelistic Discourse,” he uses “dialogical contact” as a term to indicate a “zone of
potential contact” in which an author can speak with and through a character (Bakhtin
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45). He is discussing “novelistic image[s]” of multiple language styles in Pushkin‟s
Eugene Onegin, in particular an example of poetic speech by Onegin containing what he
calls a “direct poetic maxim.”
But unlike Lensky‟s song these images, being the object of representation at the
same time represent themselves, or more precisely they express the thought of the
author, since the author agrees with this maxim to a certain extent, while
nevertheless seeing the limitations and insufficiency of the Onegin-Byronic world
view and style. Thus the author (that is, the direct authorial word we are
postulating) is considerably closer to Onegin‟s „language‟ than to the „language‟
of Lensky: he is no longer merely outside it but in it as well; he not only
represents this „language‟ but to a considerable extent he himself speaks in this
„language.‟ The hero is located in a zone of potential conversation with the
author, in a zone of dialogical contact [italics Bakhtin‟s]. (45) 12
Bakhtin becomes much more vivid in his perception of language styles as
“images” in a novel and as representations of world views with which/through which an
author can converse.
Therefore, the author is far from neutral in his relationship to this image: to a
certain extent he even polemicizes with this language, argues with it, agrees with
it (although with conditions), interrogates it, eavesdrops on it, but also ridicules it,
parodically exaggerates it and so forth – in other words, the author is in a
dialogical relationship with Onegin‟s language; the author is actually conversing
with Onegin, and such a conversation is the fundamental constitutive element of
all novelistic style as well as of the controlling image of Onegin‟s language
[italics Bakhtin‟s] (46).
Bakhtin‟s stance acknowledges and personifies author intentionality within the
layered “voice” and intentionalities of characters. An author is “in” his/her language and
does not simply represent it. The easiest position for modern critics is to ignore the
inextricability of an author‟s intentionality from the language of the artistic devices
(characters, plot, narrative, theme, etc.) used to present it and term intentionality
irrelevant to cultural critique of literatures. Bakhtin‟s culturally-responsive
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intentionalism is one theoretic approach that manages to champion pluralism without
jettisoning the presence and concept of a responsible individual self. This position has
important implications for how critics acknowledge, identify and interpret the special
knowledge and experiences which multi-ethnic authors bring to their fiction.
Writing Subject Reading Subject
A subjective act is one that reflects some level of self-awareness. Writing is
arguably one of the most self-conscious processes in cognitive decision-making. Word
by word, an author writes, reads, criticizes, compares, generates possibility, applies apt
against inapt in order to compose, i.e., to arrange a whole out of parts. It is a process
studied psychologically and pedagogically as well as in literary, cultural and aesthetic
criticism. Writers themselves, especially the more idealistic, pragmatic or phenomenally
self-exploring, have tried to examine intentions in the aftermath or chronicle them in the
making – and in the changing. There are insights to be gained but the intentional process
is not transparent to oneself and cannot be, for an author, reader or critic. Further, poststructuralism and deconstruction have explored issues in how use of language changes
presentation, representation and interpretation of an event, i.e., that the act of writing
influences the product of writing and the act of speaking affects the effect of speech. In
theory of rhetoric, Flower and Hayes address writing as a process of cognitive problemsolving as well as a behavioral product of grammatical and compositional techniques.13
Having a student writer self-report a process of thought is as subjective and fraught with
variables and change as having a published writer articulate his/her process of writing.
Lex Williford, a contemporary author of short fiction and a creative writing
instructor, expresses the fragmented, non-linear process this way:
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Like many writers, I have to write enough beginnings to know where to
begin, have to write enough to know what I have to write, have to get
stuck to keep moving. Especially when I‟m writing fiction – a far more
difficult enterprise, I believe, than writing essays like this – I‟ve come to
expect that what I write will (and often must) bear little resemblance to
what I set out to write. (“The Last Draft”)14

Dismissing intentionality as an aesthetic or subjective mystery is easy. Critically
finding productive distinctions in a subjective process is difficult. As I.A. Richards
points out: “This distinction between what can and what cannot be explained is not quite
equivalent to the distinction between what can and what cannot be argued about
profitably in criticism” (Practical Criticism 325). When mental processes result in
literary forms, the domains of the scientific and artistic are not joined but they are at least
contiguous enough to profitably analyze relationships with one another.
Intentionality in philosophy is a broad concept. It refers to a thought, inclination
or action that is “about” something or that “means” something. One of the most
significant links between intentionality and cognition is the thesis of philosopher Franz
Brentano in 1874. He argues that intentionality is the mark of mental states of existence.
In his reiteration of medieval terminology:
Every mental phenomenon is characterized by what the Scholastics of the
Middle Ages called the intentional (or mental) inexistence of an object,
and what we might call…reference to a content, direction towards an
object (which is not to be understood here as meaning a thing), or
immanent objectivity. In presentation something is presented, in judgment
something is affirmed or denied, in love loved, in hate hated, in desire
desired, and so on. (88) 15

The quote portends many of the major contentions and questions which
contemporary philosophers pose. First, not every mental state appears intentional.16
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What about states of organ regulation (pancreatic secretions) or pain and irritation
(itches) or desire (food, drink, sex, love, publishing)? These kinds of thoughts can be
basic drives or sensations beyond awareness. This means that often they are not
interruptible. Interruptibility of a thought is a common test of whether a mental act can
qualify as a conscious one. What about intentions toward an object that doesn‟t exist in
the world – Anna Karenina, a unicorn, an unseen force such as gravity? What about an
intention that has two objects? A thought about Huck Finn can also be a thought about
Mark Twain. What about two intentions toward one object? We need an accounting for
highly variant motivations, objects and levels of awareness in intentionality.
Thus, philosophers have argued that thoughts themselves have intentional
properties.17 To have a thought entails virtual appearance of an object, a reason for
thinking, being, doing. John Searle and others have argued that not all thoughts are
created equal and that lower-order sensations and perceptions do not have the
intentionality of, say, planning to walk the dog or to solve the problem of time-space
relativity in an algorithmic nutshell. Searle identifies intentionality as a property of
certain mental states and intentions as the antecedents of action. Tim Crane summarizes
the intentionalist stance as one that accepts, at its most basic, that thoughts have objects.18
Thoughts are about something, so mental processes and phenomena have objects, making
them intentional states. In philosophy, intentionalism is pitted against
representationalism which contends that mental processes have only content –
representations. Crane argues that mental processes have both mode and content, i.e., the
representation is content carried by the intentional mode.
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Psychologist Michael Lewis goes further. He holds that “intentionality is the
property of any goal-directed action, including emotions” (280). To help address
problems of competing intentions conscious or unconscious, Lewis suggests that we view
intentionality as a system of levels. “I suggest that the problem of intentional undesired
action is the problem of an adult organism‟s ability to act simultaneously at two levels of
intentions” (281). That more aptly reflects the mind‟s capacity to conflate and integrate
motivations to action, or to integrate multiple levels of intention toward a complicated
object. “First, intentionality is not restricted to mental action, but can be extended to
motor and emotional action as well. Second, intentions exist at every level…Levels vary
from action/affect, mental representations, and metamental representations (objective
self-awareness)” (282).19
Searle‟s theses about fictionality are very relevant. He asserts that “pretending
entails intention.” “One cannot truly be said to have pretended to do something unless
one intended to pretend to do it” (Searle 1983, 325). Searle argues that intention is “the
identifying criterion” in finding a text fictional. Other critics may accept intention as
“an” identifying criterion because the historical and cultural context of the community in
which it is interpreted is important to how a work‟s fictionality is construed. Peter
Lamarque sees intention as a force within content that is aligned with storytelling
conventions:
What determines fictionality is not a special kind of meaning or
propositional content but the „force‟ or intention with which the content is
presented, conforming to the conventions of a practice of storytelling.
These conventions dictate the „point‟ of fictive utterance, the way it
prompts a complex response of imaginative supplementation. (120)20
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Because pretense requires objective self-awareness, a work of prose fiction in
pragmatic terms is a consciously or meta-consciously produced object of authorial
intention. An examination of author intentionality does not presuppose that a writer knows
all the implications of a work s/he creates, nor that s/he knows why every linguistic,
compositional, structural and aesthetic choice is made. The fact that not all of our mental
states or intentions are conscious ones21 forms one of the core problematics for
intentionality in cognitive and literary studies: how conscious must we be of an intention to
“have” it? How is a conscious or unconscious intention expressed? How does it change?
Perceiving an author presence is part of a reader‟s cultural experience of reading.
A cognitivist might say that picturing an author is part of a reader‟s “frame,”22 or context
of knowledge, about the process of reading a story.

The author may disappear from

perception, become a blind spot in the process of attending to semantics and images, flow
and form, but the context of reading involves the conjunctive understanding that someone
writes and someone reads. The presence of each other, writer and reader, is a socially
transmitted, adjustable relationship.
In conversation with Wolfgang Iser, a theorist in the phenomenology of reader
response, rhetorician Wayne Booth poses an image of text personified – “as a reader and
author dramatized in a joint action together” (qtd. in Iser 244).

He notes that in his own

reading, meaning is not the only field of engagement. Fiction, poetry and drama evoke
emotional response and, as per Kenneth Burke‟s notion of language as symbolic action,
provide sites of socially-applicable purposes – for example, the identification of enemies
and allies, rehearsal of conflicts and affiliations. Booth cites “my irresistible impulse to
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deal with the text as a person, or , if you prefer, as the act of a person, the implied
author.” Noticeable, he says, is:
…my sense of a person addressing me as his prospective friend, crony, coconspirator, fellow victim, prospective convert, or what not, and I thus
find that my responses are often best put not in your terms of seeking a
meaning or becoming „entangled in the text‟, but rather in the terms of
love or hate, admiration or detestation, good or bad fellowship,
domination or section, and so on. (qtd. in Iser 244)
It is worth noting that in Booth‟s litany of roles being sensed, it is hard to grasp
the notion of a humanized “text,” even given Booth‟s establishing analogy, “text-as-aperson.”

It is also awkward to infer such a range of emotional responses from an

implicature, a virtual structure within the text, an implied author. It is an artificially
distancing reference to a relationship in an act intimate and natural: reading.

Booth‟s

affective articulation of a reader‟s engagement with text suggests that we do not perceive
an author‟s presence or role structurally; we interpret it curiously, analytically,
affectively, aesthetically and dramatically. Using as an example Booth‟s capacity to
encompass both the believing stance and doubting stance required to enjoy a “joint”
drama and also interpret meaning, we could suggest that a reader‟s conscious
construction of a structural implication of an author is a misdirection of interpretative
energy. The real need is to apply skepticism and critical inquiry directly to inferences
drawn about an embodied author through his/her narrating persona or, as Salman Rushdie
terms it, a “writing self.”
A writing self can also perceive a reader as a theoretically combined presence of
doubt and belief. In “The Reading Process,” an excerpt from his book The Implied
Reader, Iser points to two levels of experience in reading: “the alien „me‟” who is
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“thinking the thoughts of another” while reading and “ the real, virtual „me‟” who
establishes an “artificial division of our personality” so that the “alien theme” of the text
plays against a “virtual background” (67).

What seems to be a subjective experience of

reading is an aesthetically stratified construct Iser calls the “implied reader,” a reader-inthe-text, or a fictionalized role. The awkwardness of imposing additional structural
disjunction between the reader and his/her apprehension in a reading experience is
daunting. The “alien” me and “real” me are perceptually congruent in consciousness
unless the perspective of a writer primes a discerning distance or proximity.23
An embodied reader constructs meanings beyond any role a text appears to imply
for him/her. A reader has intentionalities of his/her own. Cognitive psychologists tell us
that our most commonplace and conventional theory of mind is not one which argues
whether consciousness is real or imagined, physical or metaphysical, computational or
connectionist. It is the foundational assumption that others have a mind that functions
largely like our own. Therefore in the reader‟s mind, an author‟s mind is similar in some
way and comprehensible.
In literary studies, questions about intentionality turn ideological. Cultural critics
such as Barbara Hernstein Smith perceive a potential for foundational imposition,
authoritarian bias and influence, and unnecessary or irrelevant constraint in critical analysis
of literature. At the crux of conflicts in theory especially since the 1970s is the question of
whether a text is seen as representation or communication: is it a semiotic object without
meaning until a reader‟s conventions allow construction of interpretation or is it a form that
carries negotiable meaning between a speaker/writer and hearer/reader? My study asserts
the latter but does not discount the active role of reader constructivism nor the role of
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authorial autonomy. If a novel is considered negotiable communication, neither author nor
reader intentionalities achieve their objects without compromise.
Reader-response critic Jane Tompkins pins contemporary concerns on the
potential use of power in language.24 Yet there is a recognition by others that fiction in
general and long, protean forms like the novel in particular provide a vital opportunity to
profitably problematize intentionality study.
The complex field of data provided by our intentional experiences of
fictional entities has long been overlooked, despite the importance of
fiction in daily life, and although fiction should provide one of the most
important test cases for a theory of intentionality. (Thomasson 296-7)25
Thomasson‟s call for analyzing the relationship of fiction in intentionality studies,
however, remains focused on the reader: on “our intentional experiences of fictional
entities.” Reader response theory has been pivotal in schematizing views of a reader in
relationship to language and to an author. Authorial presence assumes multiple forms in
a reader‟s mind including that of a character, narrator, implied author. “Implied author”
is a term first defined by rhetorician Wayne Booth to refer to the authorial presence
presumed to be conducting the narration of story. It is used also for its default
implication to stipulate that what the author writes should not automatically be assumed
to be true, nor to be what s/he believes. However, in the conversation with Iser, Booth
seems to link the extended phenomenology of an author to norms s/he may have
intended:
…I carry with me a picture of the author after the reading is over – that is,
I go on „reading‟ a work, in a sense, long after I have put down the
physical object, and I can surely distress or please the implied author –
whom I have after all made for myself in reconstructing the text – by
violating his beliefs and desires…In short, some beliefs and norms are for
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the implied author fixed, and some are not; he implies that some not only
can be applied in the real world but should be. (Booth qtd. in Iser‟s “A
Conversation” 246)26
There is a common conflict illustrated in Booth‟s referencing of an author first
and an implied author subsequently. Readers tend to conflate the two because the former
is symbolized in the reader‟s mind in an embodied way, concretized enough for Booth to
visualize “a picture.” An embodied author is a “given” of communication in a novel. An
author is the figure responsible but absent. An implied author is an implicature, a
tenuous and negotiated understanding derived intentionally from context by the reader
and constructed for purposes of critical context in explication of the story. The implied
author is such a realistic mimetic of the embodied author that, above, Booth genders him
and recognizes in him a subjective consciousness with “beliefs and desires” which are
violable. Readers commonly attribute such qualities of mind to fictional characters and
narrators as part of their reconstruction of a story and decoding of textual discourse.
They might even wonder about the consequences for a fictional character if the story
could continue after textual discourse stops. Will Caliban thrive when his
mentor/tormenter Prospero leaves the island? Will Crusoe‟s loquacious manservant
Friday be happy serving a master in the culture of England? These are ethically-based
questions that keep fictional characters‟ “ethics” or life conditions in the frame of a
fictional world. Booth‟s implied author not only carries norms and beliefs, he is
perceived as ethically real enough to proscribe values outside the fictional world and into
the reader‟s. Can an implied author step outside the fictional frame and proscribe like a
responsible entity? It seems more logical that we accept an applied author – the person
writing – as an entity responsible for suggesting ethical proscription we may actually
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consider. Without responsibility, an ethic is a rule or value without a measurement. At
issue is whether an ethical criticism can resonate without a practical way to evaluate,
discern and apply intentionality. If we are to find infrastructure for a practical
intentionalism, we need to examine its most noted roadblock – the intentional fallacy
posited in the heyday of New Criticism.
New Criticism
Literary hermeneutics as a discipline is concerned about undue constraints on
critical interpretation which might be posed by strong forms of author intentionality
especially since the advent of New Criticism in the 1930s and in the wax and wane of
deconstructionist theory in the 1970s-90s.

New Criticism brands author intention

irrelevant and deconstruction argues that language is inherently unfixed and arbitrary in
meaning and an author a depersonalized function of texts of indeterminate meanings.
Mid-century, New Critics W.K. Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley posed a dogma that
entered conventional practice and teaching. Wimsatt‟s rule contends that in considering
an author intentions, critics are prone to commit an “intentional fallacy,” an interpretive
error in which the reader mistakenly confuses events in the text with the life of the
author, or assumes that a text reflects the author‟s views or life. Wimsatt‟s concern
reflects a tenet of New Criticism: to keep a critic close to the text and distant from
external influence, especially literary biography. In a broad sense, the intentional fallacy
acts as a warning that the fictional world is made-up and what we take from it feels real
but is not. Emotional response, what feels real to an individual reader, is empirically
real though phenomenal to capture but definitely external to the text. So Wimsatt and
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Beardsley create an “affective fallacy” that warns readers and critics not to confuse the
verbal/linguistic effects of a poem (what it “does” to readers) with what it is (an object).
Broad acceptance of intentionality dogma does tend to protect authors against a
literal positivism that assumes events, ideas or voices in a work correspond to those of an
author. However, when we examine the defining quote on “intentional fallacy” in the
discussion of New Criticism below, we find that what Wimsatt and Beardsley really find
fallacious is critical integration of an author‟s judgment about the aesthetic “success” of
his/her work. Authors and critics evince a dyamic and sometimes contentious cultural
symbiosis. Both camps can probably agree that authors are not objective evaluators of
their work. However, it is an author‟s subjectivity and occasional candor that gives
biographical, historical and cultural critics clues to aspects of fiction that are seeded, sited
or motivated by real life experience. Real life experience is the realm of ethical value,
practice and consequence. No matter how realistically or positivistically an experience
appears to be related to reality, fiction cannot accord correspondence values. Fiction is a
purposed mimetic (imitative, rehearsed, dramatic action) mediated and implicated
through personal expression of public symbols. An author may positively accord a
modicum of association value to correlate an event in fiction to an experience in reality.
Correspondence, however, is a form of matching without meaning, evidence without a
situational context unless we pose an intentional point of view in order to know what the
action signifies and to know how and where to pose an alternative perspective. Antiintentionality, if used as a default rule in the culture of criticism, gives permission to
disregard one of the most vital and discriminating tensions that can be learned through
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the private, internal experience of reading – that of negotiating critical meaning within
and against the constraints of a contextualizing perspective, i.e., an intention to be read.
Basic to human cognition and social psychology is the assumption that we can
discern the intentions of others. While the nature, content, processes and impact of
intentionality are widely debated in cognitive science and philosophy, it is a tenet of folk
psychology that because humans assume that others have mind generally like our own,
we assume we can “read” the intentions of others. This is a capacity that some call –
problematically – mind-reading. I do not believe that a writer can read the mind of a
reader, nor that a reader can read the mind of an author. Each can, however, detect and
predict working intentions in each other‟s perspective. On working intentions they build
what Donald Davidson calls a “passing theory” of communication that leads to a
commitment to negotiate tensions of meaning and purpose.
In that process a reader cannot function completely as a property of a culture nor
as a convention of a literate society. A reader intends. Likewise, from the point of view
of an author generating a work, a reader is an intended and intentional phenomenon.
Socio-linguist Walter Ong notes:
„The writer's audience is always a fiction‟…The writer must set up a role
in which absent and often unknown readers can cast themselves...Even in
a personal diary addressed to myself I must fictionalize the
addressee...Writing is always a kind of imitation talking, and in a diary I
therefore am pretending that I am talking to myself…The ways in which
readers are fictionalized is the underside of literary history. (102)27
As much as a work of fiction may be an author‟s attempt at intentionally
composed meaning, communicated meaning remains an individual and intentional
construction of a reader. Interpretations can be publicized, conventionalized and cultured
by communities, media and distribution systems. The core dynamic in writing and
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reading, however, is inter-intentional, subject to subject, one to an other. There meaning
is located not in the text but in the field of tension communicated between author and
reader. An inter-intentional perspective, by its emphasis on dynamic interchange,
applies an interactionist view of cognition and epistemology, one which says that
individuals make, change, know and experience meaning as a result of interactive
biological and cultural learning.
Outside the social sciences, fictional texts pose one of the most fruitful conditions
for study of inter-intentionality. Participating consciousnesses are temporally separated
in a space of semiotic tension, each responding to a sense, a “reading” of an other.
Reader response theory has productively explored and methodized affective criticism
since the mid-20th century. One of the most widely accepted critical contexts for
studying reader response has been a constructivist one that argues social determination
and leaves unclear the presence or role of individual intention in the reader.
Constructionism as a concept infers modular assemblage of units of knowledge and is
helpful to a culturally-determined view of a generalized reader. An intentional reader
cognitively constructing meaning is using intricate integration, literary and creative
memory and knowledge patterns particular to individual experience. An intentional
reader interacts with public symbols of the personal intention of an other, an author;
negotiates the tension of communication based on cognitive representations of personal
experience; and construes meaning based on personal mediation of environmental and
cultural influences.
To find an infrastructure of strategies that support perception and discrimination
of author intention within the dynamics of fictional prose, we can remain in New Critical
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territory but examine one of its neglected articulations of pedagogy in I.A. Richards‟
Practical Criticism. He finds productive means of discerning intensities of authorial
“presence” and overt influence in a text. He suggests that readers have multiple
strategies to detect the “hand” of an author and also to effectively evaluate context and
understand relationships of perspective to intention. Writing in 1929, he finds these
skills vital in an age of increasingly complicated and obscure means of general
production of text, narrative and new forms of media. The complicated hyper textuality
which readers face today shows the prescience of his concerns.
However, by the 1940s, New Criticism grows beyond notions of a practical and
psychologically (cognitively) based analysis into a more radical critique of biographical,
psychological (affective) and moral criticism of a poem. The result is a more objective,
structural criticism that considers the poem an autonomous linguistic object whose
meaning is internal, verbal and often ironic. New Critics pose a formalist frame for
judging aesthetic value, one which considers a canonical tradition of literary structures
and conventions the standard for comparison. Formalism itself undergoes an analytical,
narratological turn in which narrative is divided into two structures cognitively
recognized by readers: discourse (the language of the text) and story (what the narrative
communicates). New Criticism champions analysis of internal relationships in
discourse.
Accused of being narrow, dogmatic and elitist due to its adherence to values of a
limited and formal Western canon, New Criticism also ironically is credited with
democratizing literary interpretation through the practice of “close reading.” Its tenets
and methodology pose open access to literary texts that can be structurally and
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linguistically analyzed based on relationship to formal structures and values. Scholars
and specialized interpreters may still have exclusive access to closed archives, however,
critical interpretation becomes the province of all readers – although the text‟s psychoemotional effects on readers are supposed to be outside the bounds of the interpretive
analysis.28 The accessible terminology and close reading methods of New Criticism still
underpin the teaching and learning of critical reading and writing in literature, from
secondary to graduate levels. The role of a critic is not to hold exclusive access or
knowledge but to explicate, i.e., “unpack” a poem to reveal inner stresses, opposing
tensions, ironies, paradox and ambiguity.
For New Critics, such examination is an important part of close reading. It is an
approach that finds out how a poem works and locates ways in which meaning is
deflected, elements ironized, ambiguities effected. A close reading delves into the
structure and textured content of a poem, treating it as an object that exists in and of
itself. This kind of analysis incites a centripetal force, one that draws a reader into the
poem.

Biographical, historical or ideological approaches tend to draw a reader outward

in a centrifugal dynamic that integrates external influences. The difference lies in where
the method seats perspective, in the object or in the perspective addressing the object.
On the issue of the locus of perspective, internal or external, New Criticism
prefigures on aesthetic grounds contemporary debates between approaches which, on
cultural grounds, privilege representationalism (object-centered detachment) over
intentionalism (perspective-mediated attachment).29 New Critics‟ insistence on drawing
formal standards from a classical tradition erects a comparative and hermetic ideological
frame around a text, a frame that is literarily mono-cultural. Early in the development of
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New Criticism, in the ideas of I.A. Richards, the stance acknowledges the complex
tensions of object-subject relations, authorial intention and affective reader response
which are required to sustain an aesthetic, linguistic ontology for poetry. However, the
stance then develops a bright line distinction for the literary object which distinguishes it
from the objective positivism of modern science and from the subjectivity and also from
author-centered aesthetic expressionism in Romanticism. By mid-century, New Critics
create a quasi-scientific rung on the exegetical ladder and deny the relevance of
intentionality or subjectivity, whether author‟s or readers‟.
Practical Criticism of I.A. Richards
Direct opposition to scientific “statement” is one of Richards‟ primary goals in
establishing poetry as a separate form of language, one which cannot be judged by oneon-one correspondence with an object.

Poetry‟s references are indirect, deflective,

connotative. Further, truths derived from poetry are not factual, empirical constructs
testable in syllogistic frames. To protect poetry against unreasonable expectation,
Richards sets up is a distinction between intellectual and emotional beliefs. Intellectual
belief is verified by logical coherence to external systems and seeks an end which fuses
ideas into an ordered system. Emotional belief is verified by relational coherence to
internal needs and desires, allowing parallel existence with the external.
Richards terms his approach a “practical criticism,” a method of making meaning
in response to literature. He emphasizes meaning making at the level of students, not
experts. His articulation of meaning is a process, like emotion and subjectivity, which
will be challenged, circumscribed and curtailed by later New Critics in favor of a more
contained and descriptive mode of aestheticism, i.e., one attempting to be even more
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science-like. Further differentiating himself from the later linguistic-centered approaches
and purposes of the American New Critics, Richards sees poetry as “a mode of
communication. What it communicates and how it does so and the worth of what is
communicated form the subject-matter of criticism” (10).
Richards adheres to an evidentiary approach in his seminal 1929 analysis of
English students unguided response to poetry. He calls the study, Practical Criticism,
both a “study of literary judgment” and, in part, “the record of a piece of fieldwork in
comparative ideology.” He provides 100 pages of documented excerpts of student
responses to 13 poems. From diverse opinions and commentary he abstracts a list of 10
“chief difficulties of criticism” – all related specifically to apprehension, comprehension
and interpretation of poetry – and then poses his analysis of how to address the problems.
First, he articulates the obvious questions: “‟What is a meaning?‟ „What are we
doing when we endeavour to make it out?‟ „What is it we are making out?‟” [italics
Richards] (174).

The intent of the first question is obvious: to define an object

[meaning]. The intent of the second appears to promote self-reflection and analysis,
asking us to describe the activity of mind or method involved in the attempt to perceive
or interpret meaning.30 The intent of the third question juxtaposes the object discovered
through process to the object defined initially in abstract. His progression reflects a
general process of problem-solving in human cognition and can be understood as
describing generation of an intentional object, or purpose.31 We have something definite,
or indefinite, in mind. It requires a process of conscious attention. We activate a visual,
sensory or memory search, noticing where and what distance we are seeing, noting
whether we must move an object, take it apart, compare its components or combine them
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in others to make it the object we‟re looking for. The intended object is recognizable,
either identical, similar to or congruent with what we had in mind. Or we keep looking.
“An intention is a direction of the active (not the receptive) side of the mind,” Richards
says. “It is a phenomenon of desire not of knowledge” (310).

Richards‟ view of

intention is as a motivating force that seeks and finds its object. This is compatible with a
concept of intentionalism posed in in philosophy by Tim Crane who argues that an
intention is composed of both a mode and an object, a way and end.

The assumption

that the way to an end is direct is an especially presumptuous one, especially in a
purposed endeavor such as writing. Thus, indirect processes, conscious and unconscious,
involved in producing the writing are part of the mode to an object. Discovery of mirror
neurons (Iacoboni et al)32 provides a neuro-physical base for what scientists theorize as
an intentional stance in human psychology. Mirror neurons reflect a mimetic function in
the mind through which we read, predict and imitate-through-mental-representation the
body language, behavior, speech and assumed thoughts of others. Mimetic function is
also an emotional link and source of human empathy: our mirror neurons fire when we
see or believe that someone is in pain (Ramachandran)33.
Richards is describing a subjectively internal and mental process, one that differs
from the structural analysis process emphasized by later New Critics such as Cleanth
Brooks. Brooks‟ approach is designed to hold the intentional focus within the text object
so that meaning is a linguistically-derived effect rather than reader-centered construction.
Richards, however, looks at meaning as “utterance,” a linguistically-influenced effect
processed by and within a reader. Richards divides meaning into four functional types
which he presents as aspects of human utterance. There is meaning in: what is said
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(sense); the speaker‟s attitude to what he/she says (feeling); the speaker‟s attitude to his
listener (tone); the speaker‟s intention, (intention). Richards defines intention as the
speaker‟s “aim, conscious or unconscious, the effect he is endeavouring to promote.
Ordinarily he speaks for a purpose, and his purpose modifies his speech” [italics
Richards‟] (176). Three of the four types of meaning involve the context and
suggestiveness which a speaker brings to the object of communication, the text.

So

Richards is assuming that readers have the capacity to discern the presence of factors
which influence intentionality, that the subjective intention of the speaker is discernible
as a function of meaning and that it plays a vital role in how a passage is construed.
Both affective response and intentionality are rejected by the dogmatic arc of New
Criticism. Instead, practical understanding of reading as a meaning-making process in
communication continues through disciplines such as linguistics, phenomenology and
cognitive psychology. J.L. Austin posits a theory of speech acts or speech that involves
human communication for a purpose. Speech act theory distinguishes formal meaning
based on referential conditions for truth (constative) from meaning implied by the
intention of the speaker and the conditions of speech (performative). Examples of the
dual sense in which a statement functions as a speech act can be found in common
conversation: “I wouldn‟t do this if I was you.” In constative terms, this is a declarative
clause, a statement of fact. Constative clauses refer to traditional, formal meaning in
words and depend on formal references and structures (syntax). In performative terms,
the clause is an imperative, an implicit command or warning that means, “Don‟t do it!”
Typologist Lindsay Whaley calls this an indirect speech act, or “a mismatch between the
form of a sentence and its actual use” (234).34 In speech act theory posited by Austin and
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Searle, it is an implicit performative. Performative quality in language refers to
pragmatic, functional meaning and relates to actions linked causally to the act of speech.
Performatives depend on speaker intentions (inferred) and conditions of appropriateness
(Austin) in the context – who says what under what conditions – to discern meaning.
The relation of literary speech acts to speech act theory is problematic. All
writing in a text can be seen as a form of implicit performance connected causally to
stimulation of cognitive and affective activity in an embodied reader.

However, teasing

out the implications of an indirect speech act in a complex narrative does not involve, in
Austin‟s sense, “doing things with words.” Philosopher H. Paul Grice‟s concept of
implicature35 addresses some of the extensive inference a reader must apply in
negotiating the gap between literal and contextual meaning of discourse. However,
Grice‟s notion applies a system of rational rules which assume that communication is a
maximizing of information between cooperative participants. Information is a very basic
and limited goal for writers and readers of fiction. A reader is under pressure –
sometimes consistent, other times intensified – not only to keep track of who says what
under what conditions, but to interpret why. Otherwise reader construction of a story
remains referential decoding and reception of unconnected effect. If a reader interprets
why a real or fictional perspective thinks, speaks, acts or appears in a certain way, the
reader is studying and assigning intentionality, whether or not the reader consciously
distinguishes the authorial design of intentionality. Functionally, fictional language
performs implicitly based on intentions inferred and intersticed among multiple
perspectives: author, narrator, character, narratee (Gerald Prince), reader.
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The importance of suggestiveness, indirectness or implicature is captured in
research by Keith Oatley who investigates the psychology of emotion and literary
cognition.36 Oatley posits that in addition to a basic narratological division between
discourse (language) and story (meaning) there are two other cognitive structures of
importance, one which authors create and one which readers create. Narratives have a
“Suggestion Structure” through which authors organize and systematically present
patterns of implication and which prime (initiate) associations drawing reader emotion,
memory and personal mental representation into play. Readers use a “Realization
Structure” to make the perceived story cognitively concrete. Oatley posits that readers
apply aspects of their primed memories and knowledge to visualize the story, fill gaps
with causal or creative connections and remembered experience.
Oatley‟s scientific approach to how a reader fills causal gaps in the Realization
Structure of a work is supportive of earlier theorizing in phenomenology by Roman
Ingarden who suggested that readers tend to concretize aspects of a text that they find
indeterminate and causally or emotionally significant in apprehending (grasping) a story.
37

Ingarden did not pose the concept of concretization as one of communication or

interaction between text and reader. However, Iser sees the interaction between the text
and the reading mind as the communicative link. Iser contends, “Ingarden‟s
incontrovertible achievement is the fact that, with the idea of concretization, he broke
away from the traditional view of art as mere representation” (Iser 178).38

Ingarden sees

concretization, or the viewer/reader‟s actualization of meaning, as a completion of the
“intentional object,” i.e., the work of art. Iser takes the reader‟s actualization of meaning
further in his analysis of aesthetic response. He contextualizes the act of reading as
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communication between the reader and the text (179) and calls it a “constitutive activity”
of meaning (170).
Iser‟s framework recognizes a work as “the author‟s text” (21) and sees the text as
a “form of communication” but makes no account of the generative, intentional source of
discourse in the communication. Oatley‟s work can support ideas that fictionality
emerges from a system of authorial suggestiveness and priming of associations, however
it remains a study of response, not writing. Communicative intent by authors is made
explicit in external reports from authors such as Michele Roberts, a writer of novels and
short fiction? She is asked in an interview: “Do you write mainly to communicate or is it
a very private experience?”39 Roberts answers:
A book is an ambitious project for me, and it‟s about wanting to be read.
Even if I seldom meet my readers, it‟s important to me that the reader
exists and is giving back [cq] to me by reading. The process is about two
people: the book exists by being read….For me writing is a way of trying
to connect the outside world and the inside world. The reader is essential.
(Roberts 152)
The idea that a novel is only representation, rather than a form of communication,
denies any sense of a “process…about two people.” It may deny process entirely. A
representation is a product.

The idea that a language symbol (representation) produces

language is like assuming a number produces mathematics or an E string on a violin
produces music. Richards warns against a stance that assumes formal aesthetic elements
function independently of their context and or value outside the meaning they create.

In

a discussion of poetic sound and rhythm, he demonstrates that form in and of itself,
devoid of meaningful content, is empty. He composes nonsense syllables to the stress
and rhythm of a canonical poet (Milton), showing that the aesthetics of sound must work
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in the sense, feeling and structure of a specific work, i.e., specific integration of meaning
(221). For Richards there is always a distinction between the means a poet uses and the
ends he attempts to effect (276). Regard for the intention of the poet cannot control
meaning; it can, however, contextualize understanding and motivate multiple meanings.
Richards‟ real target for explication is “ambiguities” which affect how speakers and
writers understand, misunderstand and exchange opinions on morals, religion, politics,
economics, psychology and science.40 He calls for “systematic training in multiple
definition” (324) so that people can carry “mutually incompatible definitions of „poetry‟
in their heads simultaneously” (323).
The escape does not lie through the avoidance of abstract discussion or the
relegation of such matters to specialists, for it is precisely the specialists
who most indulge in mutual misunderstanding…It does not lie in stricter
definition of leading terms and a more rigid adherence to them – this is the
„militarist‟ solution of the problem raised by the fact that people‟s minds
do not all work alike. It fails, because the other people cannot really be so
easily persuaded to adopt our point of view. At the worst they will seem
to. The only way out does, in fact, lie in the opposite direction, not in
greater rigidity but in greater suppleness. The mind that can shift its viewpoint and still keep its orientation, that can carry over into quite a new set
of definitions the results gained through past experience in other
frameworks, the mind that can rapidly and without strain or confusion
perform the systematic transformations required by such a shift, is the
mind of the future. (322)
It is important to note that Richards‟ cognitive stance on intention contrasts that of
folk psychology in that he envisions others as having minds that do not really operate like
ours. “[P]eople‟s minds do not all work alike.” A practical criticism, then, assumes
difference and tries to see though the perspective of an other in order to gain clues to
indeterminate meaning. He contends that a theory of meaning helps address ambiguities
in language and defends against “stereotyping and standardizing both our utterances and
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our interpretations. And this threat, it must be insisted, can only grow greater as world
communications, through the wireless and otherwise, improve” (319).
Obviously, we are in the age of “otherwise.” Digital and wireless
communications have exponentially increased connection and access to stereotyping,
standardizing and also to the non-conventional. Electronic media have multiplied the
shifting frameworks and points of view which Richards saw in 1929 as necessary
strategies for maintaining “suppleness” of mind. The result of accessible and explicit
electronic information has ensured divergent views and flexible connections, however,
access to explicit information seems to create as much fractious support as supple.
Definitions harden and compete rather than shift and multiply. As Martin Nystrand
points out, studies of detail and explicit qualities in writing show that “[r]eaders and
listeners did not necessarily recall things better the more they are spelled out” (16).
Instead they tend to recall meanings they “negotiate” with a writer.
A theory of meaning is a theory of differences. Richards repeatedly notes the
necessity of recognizing difference and variety in cognitive processes and affective
response. Acknowledging and negotiating that diversity can be effectively practiced
through a widespread system in analysis and appreciation of written language.
Close Reading and New Criticism
Close reading is a method for recognizing and negotiating distinctions. A reader
approaches a text through the aesthetic relationships of its language and formal structures
with as little regard as possible for external historical, biographical, cultural or ethical
context. Close reading depends on examination of small passages, sometimes only a few
words or lines. In a structural reading of a poem, the choice of a passage may not matter
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if the object is to detect internal relationships in formal components of a work. In long
forms of writing – a Shakespeare play or in a novel, the longest, most prosaic and protean
of literary forms – the choice of isolated passages is more problematic and dependent on
a guiding question to contextualize both the search and the discoveries.
By mid-20th Century, close reading is gradually being adopted as a basic,
democratizing strategy for critical explication of literature in American higher education.
Close reading is based on New Critical precepts of an autonomous text that exists as its
own means to its own ends. As such the approach provides an opportunity for amateur
and expert readers alike to tease out formal interplay of structural composition in a
section of literature and point out ironic, paradoxical, ambiguous instances of form and
language. One of the benefits is that readers attend to the multiple meanings and
indirection interplaying in language and literary devices at a reader‟s own level of
formalist understanding. A disadvantage is that significance of ironies can remain
ascetic, linguistic ones which lack social semantic implication or broader insight into
ethics or psycho-emotional dynamics of human behavior.
Close reading was developed to aid structural aesthetic criticism, not a full critical
reading of a work. Close reading is an act of detection and description in emblematic
passages of text and, if it holds to the spirit and tenets of the New Criticism which
initiated it, the practice avoids contextualizing or historicizing interpretation. It is an act
of formal awareness and description. Description is a limited function in hermeneutics, a
field historically charged with developing and challenging methods of interpretation of
language and literature, and with critiquing effects in epistemology. Tenets of New
Criticism segregate aesthetic criticism from cultural and ethical criticism which can limit
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impact to one of detailed structural/functional comprehension of a work. Education was
a primary concern of the method‟s advocates. Comprehension is an important but basic
skill in criticism and was more important to New Critics whose theoretical program
focused on and was initially constructed for protection and explication of poetry,
especially with emerging experimentalism in modernism with abstract and “objective”
poetry. Density and compression in poetry makes focusing closely on small segments –
single words, syllables, lines, symbols, stanzas – productive and potentially revealing of
the whole. The loose and by comparison vast amount of linguistic material in the prose
of a novel makes the choice of a small segment strategically very important. Language in
a novel has a more prosaic and often more elusive relationship to the whole form. Thus,
different choices of an excerpt for linguistic explication might reveal a varying degree of
salience to the syntactic or semantic relationship of the structure. In other words, some
passages offer discovery for critical questions beyond the linguistic. The problem is how
to relate the deeper comprehension fostered by close reading to insights and tensions in
literature which resonate ethically and/or hold cultural implications. A text of literary art
treated as a self-referential autonomy does not lose its power to aesthetically express. It
does relinquish power to question, invoke and provoke knowledge when a work stands
only in relation to its own ontology.
The basis for assuming “autonomy” of a text depends on its comparison to
speech. Compared to speech which is context-bound, piecemeal and temporally-spatially
unfixed, a written text has a claim to be autonomous, complete and self-contextualizing
(Olson).41 Writing also is presumed to be an explicit presentation, unlike speech which
features implicit meaning in tone, sound, rhythm, social context and register (distinctive
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use of language for specific situations, such as law, science, religion, advertising, recipes,
sports coverage, etc.).42 The claim of explicitness misses a vital aspect of writing as
purposed communication, Nystrand says. “A text is explicit not because it says
everything all by itself but rather because it strikes a careful balance between what needs
to be said and what may be assumed. The writer‟s problem is not just being explicit. The
writer‟s problem is knowing what to be explicit about [italics Nystrand‟s]” (15-16).
When critics “unpack” potential meaning in close readings of text excerpts, they
assume that a writer knows what to be explicit about at that point in the text and what to
render implicitly. A level of certainty is presumed because the author has generated a
linguistic choice and made it tangible in conventionally understood symbols. Close
reading is an effective and practical reading strategy in part because it creates an
artificially-constrained point of fixation or reference in a fluid dynamic of inference,
suggestiveness, probability and inevitability. On the other hand, one of the most
compelling questions for critics whose job is interpreting applications of conventional
symbols in prose, poetry and drama is how to recognize and account for meaningful
variability in content, structure, style and tone. The critic‟s job is made even more
difficult because locating the source of variability is contentious. It can be seen as an
intentionalist, author-centered problem of aesthetics and subjective expressionism. Or a
conventionalist, reader-centered problem of subjective response and constructed
interpretation. Or an objectivist, language-centered problem of scientific analysis,
structural methodology and linguistic effect. Practically speaking, the three “centers”
cannot be hermetically sealed to contain a universe of one viewpoint. Centers overlap in
context, the author‟s role providing the most personal and compact example. A person
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writing fiction is simultaneously authoring and reading and “sees” from three
perspectives, shifting focus cognitively across author, language and reader points of view
while physically generating text. A reader construes meaning by shifting focus,
envisioning context through authorial suggestion, negotiating communication implied in
the text and constructing internal mental representations. In the text object itself, aspects
of author and reader communication can only be symbolized and structured, i.e.,
represented for instrumental and semiotic engagement. Critical schools such as
formalism, New Criticism and structuralism approach literary language and objects with
a more scientific detachment in order to isolate units, features and forms of language
within their relationship to each other. Such approaches need to control variable
influences, such as author intention, cultural assumption and reader subjectivity so that
the source of variability is assumed to be language itself as a representation. As soon as a
representation is “read,” however, it becomes a phase of communication.
Let‟s return to the original problem for close reading above: how to recognize
and account for meaningful variability in content, structure, style and tone. How to
account for meaningful variability involves movement across critical domains which
categorize intentional, conventional or objective influences differently and
deterministically. Because I accept writing and reading as interactionist functions, and
the text as a nexus of “phenomenal tension” between the two, I need an intersubjective
stance. The stance is available, I argue, in a cognitive approach to literary studies, one
which accepts human consciousness as an embodied process of physical, mental, social
and emotional processes that constitute more than bio-chemical computation or a
collective culture-bound cause-and-effect. Evidence for an intersubjective stance rests in
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the unique quality of human consciousness both to experience and to intentionally
mediate or describe experience. This capacity to shift is concretized in language through
declension of pronouns. It is realized in fiction through use of perspective and point of
view – internal, external; first person, third person; singular, plural; omniscient, limited.
No matter what kind of terminology we use to structuralize points of view, perspective
provides multiple ways to anticipate, explicate and implicate intersubjective
relationships in literature.
The issue of how to recognize meaningful variability is more important to general
reading because it affects how and why readers choose particular passages of a text for
close reading and explication. Adding strategies in perceptual reading to the practice of
close reading can support recognition of meaningful variability and, in some cases,
meaningful conformism (conventionality) in fiction and drama. An attempt to consider
and bridge the intentions of writer and reader is an attempt to acknowledge mutual
agencies at work in cultural meaning-making.
In an examination of Baktin‟s writings in Russian “culturology,”43 Bakhtin
scholar Caryl Emerson notes the theorist‟s skepticism about polar beliefs in intercultural
encounters. Belief that humans are fundamentally the same thus culture is completely
translatable (by immersion, participation, language acquisition or alienation from home
culture) is as utopian and depersonalizing a proposition as a belief that humans are
fundamentally different and culture completely untranslatable. Depersonalization by
either means – cultural determination or biological determination – is untenable because
it does not account for change, learning, intention, or answerability in human response. In
Bakhtin‟s formulation, answerability is vital to integration of culture and is an
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inextricable part of the process of human socialization and learning, Emerson shows in an
examination of Bakhtin‟s models of personhood.44
Without answerability, i.e. evidence of conscious human response and
responsibility, is an ethical literary – or cultural – criticism functional or possible? I
argue, no. Without recognition of singular human thought, change and intention in
cultural interaction, ethical criticism remains a function of systems (biological or cultural)
and a product of impersonal interpretive loops of prescription and prediction, disjunctive
from application.
Bakhtin‟s notion of creative understanding has analogical resonance for ethical
evaluation and meaning-making in the roles of both reader and writer because neither
participant need negate a sense of self or selves and yet neither can “make sense” of
themselves without seeing the “exterior” of the other:
Creative understanding does not renounce itself, its own place in time, its
own culture; and it forgets nothing. After all, a person cannot actually see
or make sense of even his own exterior appearance as whole, no mirrors or
photographs will help him, only others can see and understand his
authentic exterior, thanks to their spatial outsideness and thanks to the fact
they they are others. (Bakhtin in Novy Mir letter qtd in Emerson)
This is an understanding based on a learning response to difference, not on
coincidence of familiarities, consensual assimilations or attempts to fuse cultural others
and personal selves. Bakhtin‟s idea, logo-centric and intentional in approach, maintains
the importance of “outsideness” as a cooperative, bi-directional tension between two
entities that are culturally different and intentionally singular. That‟s a characterization of
an author in relation to a reader, and it is how a reader enters the space of negotiation
with a new author.
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Negotiating Meanings
Discerning meaning in a text is cognitively and discursively problematic,
especially when we consider, like Nystrand,45 studies which analyze what writers and
readers have to do in order to communicate. Readers and writers do not match referents.
They navigate the inferential in a reciprocal negotiation. Nystrand‟s studies show that
the nature of writing and reading is interactive, reciprocal and negotiable.
I argue that the motivation for discourse is not the author‟s intentions or
goals so much as the need to reconcile a gap or discrepancy between the
premises of the writer and those of the reader. It is the phenomenal
tension occasioned by their respective concerns, I contend, that defines the
textual space [bold face Nystrand‟s] in which writers and readers
function. (14)
Textual, or narrative, “premises” are reciprocally processed in two empirical
spaces separated in space and time and ontologically represented by the embodied
cognition of a writer and that of a reader. The closest civilization comes to a general
reader of the human mind is another human mind. We read each other‟s intentions
because we assume others mentally, socially and emotionally process experience like we
do. That‟s why we are prone to conceptual and categorical errors in language and
comprehension. A man or woman‟s head covering can express piety, moral fitness or
communal respect in one culture and authoritarian conformism in another.

One system

may reinforce a focus on individualism and demonstration of a centralizing identity.
Another system privileges communitarian and consensual values which view identity as a
culturally-determined quality. Meaning happens when writer and reader achieve a
balance between a writer‟s assumptions, which are publically exposed by explication and
implication in form and content, and the reader‟s assumptions, which are private,
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situational constructions.

A work of fiction, then, can be considered a writer‟s attempt

to proportion explication, implication and assumption in a virtual field of intersubjective
tension. Tension is considered intersubjective because the source composing meanings
and the source constructing meanings can be separate embodied minds.46
Detecting Intentionality in Practical Criticism
Richards‟ work appears much more psychological in method than the comfort
level of New Criticism allows. He privileges mental traveling, or as he terms it,
“navigation.” Navigation is “the art of knowing where we are wherever, as mental
travelers, we may go” (10). For criticism, it is again a problem of communication which
Richards sees as vital to the cognitive experience or “mental condition relevant to the
poem [italics Richards‟]” (10 ). Literary judgment depends on it. “Value cannot be
demonstrated except through the communication of what is valuable” (10).
Richards offers clear strategies for detecting, not evaluating, intentionality. The
assumption is that intentionality is a contextualizing influence in negotiating meaning of
language and artistic forms. How it is discovered, expressed, hidden, revealed and
interpreted can be of use to the close reader, and, I submit, to the perceptual one who uses
an intentional self-consciousness about language to contextualize self-consciousness of
communicated effects. Many of Richards‟ critical suggestions fall into a general
category of trying to detect an author‟s technique for enstrangement. When an author
calls attention to his/her process, we assume creative intention. Such signs may be as
simple as applying an apt metaphor, presenting an extended description of a particular
place or overtly weaving multiple perspectives and registers (different tone and
composition for different purposes and settings) in one novel (examples already
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presented include George Lamming and Henry Roth). Linguists term such strategies
defamiliarization. “Defamiliarization is the use of some strategy to force us to look, to be
critical” (Fowler 57).47

The problem linguistically is that we can detect

defamiliarization to such reductive degree that we are analyzing syllabic flow for its
relationship to the whole, emphasizing mechanisms of anatomy over dynamics of
meanings and mutual purpose.
Richards addresses the issue by articulating specific, practical strategies in his
commentaries on sense, feeling, tone and intention throughout Practical Criticism. His
approach and tone conveys didacticism but reading his intention more perceptually, a
more expansive goal is apparent: to support a reader‟s more “supple” navigation of
perspectives, meanings and comprehension.
Intention can be discerned in degrees of intervention in which the reader perceives
overt intention or invention (author manipulated language); covert intention or invention
(author created language or structure); situational synthesis (perspective-mediated effects
that move from uncertainty to inevitability).

We can look, for example, in the stress

given a point in an argument by how it is shaped or how the author calls attention to it
through transitional or intrusional phrases (176). Examine control of the plot: “It
[intention] controls the „plot‟ in the largest sense of the word, and is at work whenever
the author is „hiding his hand” (176).
Richards sees intention controlling relations among the other three functions: sense,
feeling, tone. “[T]he form or construction or development of a work may frequently
have a significance that is not reducible to any combination of our other three functions
[sense, feeling and tone]. This significance is then the author‟s intention” (334).
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Intentionality is also found in the overt, the simplified and the distorted: overt
moves which “reorientate opinion, to direct attention to new aspects, or to encourage or
discourage certain methods of work or ways of approach” (177); simplifications and
distortions when the material to be sensed is too complex or unintelligible (178). Be
aware of feelings being exhibited (178), overstressing a thought, feeling or idea, or
creating an effect that is out of proportion. Is the variety in tone too overt and designed to
excite interest? (178). Is there a sense that tact (“the subjective counterpart of tone”) is
required? (178). “When a commonplace, either of thought or feeling, is delivered with
an air appropriate to a fresh discovery or a revelation, we can properly grow suspicious.
For by the tone in which a great writer handles these familiar things we can tell whether
they have their due place in the whole fabric of his thought and feeling and whether,
therefore, he has the right to our attention” (198).
Richards‟ whole approach is designed around a vision of a “mental condition” or
readiness experience for communication. In discourse analysis, we would say that the
givens and assumptions may not have to agree but that they are as Nystrand says
balanced against one another to the degree that the hearer/reader can judge the intention
of a passage without explicitly discerning the intention. An example might be when a
culturally exotic or different behavior is assumed to be the norm and the reader can
assume its normalcy for the duration.
Richards‟ concern for multiplicity of meaning and tracing systematic character of
ambiguities in a work (323) is congruent with postmodernists concern for plural
approaches and deserves consideration in any development of intersubjective studies of
intentionality.
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Chapter 6
Positioned Perspectives

Mary Thomas Crane‟s Shakespeare’s Brain (2001) is a culturally-sensitive
investigation of how to “retheorize authorship” while “embodying the author-function”
(10)1. In it she addresses the reductive risk of accepting an embodied author:
Using this [cognitive] research to retheorize authorship does involve a
potentially essentialist assumption that most human brains share biological
and chemical components, but as we shall see, this assumption does not
prevent a consideration of the ways in which material culture interacts
with, shapes, and is shaped by those physical attributes. (10)

Scientific study of how the mind conceptualizes experience and language does
complicate theoretical stances that do not accept use of language as motivated (shaped)
by embodied minds interacting with their environment. In daily literary criticism, a more
propositional reductionism is at work. Author intentionality still labors in the shadow of
a polemical flag raised more than 60 years ago when W.K. Wimsatt and Monroe
Beardsley warned critics against committing an “intentional fallacy” in interpretation.
“[T]he design or intention of the author is neither available nor desirable as a standard
for judging the success of a work of literary art...There is hardly a problem of literary
criticism in which the critic‟s approach will not be qualified by his view of intention”
(Wimsatt 3).2 Wimsatt‟s discussion of the issue focuses on control of “a standard for
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judging the success” of a poem and to criteria for canonical legacy, specifically, how to
determine “whether works of art are worth preserving and whether, in a sense, they
„ought‟ to have been undertaken” (3). He is clearly concerned with excluding author
influence on how literary merit is perceived but his concern about how a critic‟s
interpretation will be “qualified” by intention is less clear. His core approach to author
intentionality appears to be based on aesthetic legacy rather than critical interpretation.
Wimsatt defines intention as “design or plan in the author‟s mind” and argues that
an author‟s causing of a poem cannot be a criteria for value. An author‟s standard of
success is separate from that of a critic. It is simple to count Wimsatt correct in the basic
notion that an author‟s opinion about the “success” of his/her work is irrelevant.
Hemingway offers a succinct example in a letter to a friend in 1926: “I have read my
own story twice (“The Undefeated”). Disliked it when I read the proof. I thought it was
a great story when I wrote it” (187). 3 The point is that an author‟s opinion regarding the
final form, or actualization, of an intentional object – the “finished” writing – is not
germane to its cultural value. However, irrelevance of author opinion does not negate
the value of knowing, inferring or discovering through empirical means an author‟s
intention which, as Wimsatt defines it, is reflected in a cognitive “design” for the work.
At times post-structural, anti-foundational and cultural approaches to
interpretation appear to accept wholesale a fragment of Wimsatt‟s assertion that author
intention is “neither available nor desirable.” To accord an author – or a reader –
intentionality is to acknowledge an individualized agency that is problematic for
culturally-determined and polemical approaches in interpreting fiction. To acknowledge
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an author as a generative, motivating agency does not accord an author a godly role, only
an originating one in a defined communicative process within cultural contingencies.
Conventionalist critics such as Barbara Hernstein Smith4 do draw an important
distinction between intentions she calls “surmisable” and assumptions that are
“recoverable.” “[T]he poet‟s assumptions are not to be confused with his intentions.
Whereas the latter – his intentions – are specific, personal, and can only be surmised, the
former – his assumptions – are general, communal, and are therefore more likely to be
recoverable” (On the Margins 38). A writer‟s assumptions are often thought to be
culturally visible in empirically retrievable forms such as letters, employment, interviews,
journals, social and professional movement, historical media and documentation, i.e.,
biographical artifacts. This kind of documentation also supports recovery of intentions,
especially when self-report documents a mental state of affairs in relation to a goal.
The personal vs. communal distinction is necessarily broad and does not account
for contradiction to communal beliefs nor does it offer guidance regarding from which of
an author‟s “communal” groups general assumptions should be drawn. Joseph Conrad‟s
metaphor for Africa and those seeking it – Heart of Darkness (1899) – does reflect and
instantiate assumptions of cultural and caste superiority common in Western European
views. However, the discourse and story jadedly indict colonialism in the depicting of it.
Biographical criticism confirms that Conrad‟s communal assumptions are grounded in
anti-colonialist and anti-hegemonic life experiences. He and his family were exiled to
Siberia after his father‟s revolutionary activity on behalf of Polish freedom. However, the
novel stands on authorial intentions and, to some critics, colonialist bias of its own, based
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on Conrad‟s identity as an outsider – a writer, a seaman – and as a member of cultures
that clash, conquer or bide time for the opportunity.
Heart of Darkness was an experimental shift in storytelling for Conrad.
Discourse, tone and images are more interior, symbolic and tonally removed from
experience. The work embeds a first person perspective in a third-person frame. The
protagonist Marlow‟s prosaic and poetic observations stereotype and dehumanize Africa
and its colonizers. The authorial intention reflected in the novel ultimately does not
challenge European caste assumptions on moral grounds but gives them a dark dreading
ontology that makes them viscerally perceptible in transatlantic literacy and the ethics of
fiction. The sick and diminished lunacy of Kurtz‟ manifesto that ends: “Exterminate all
the brutes!” (51)5 effectively dehumanizes a conqueror whose understanding of his role
in ruling may be very different from that of the Africans around him. It is Marlow‟s tone
and summary report on the treatise, a report to the International Society of Savage
Customs, that gives the parody its desolate heart. Critic Wilson Harris calls the novel
evidence of “[t]he capacity of the intuitive self to breach the historical ego” (Harris 263).
6

Frances B. Singh‟s view of the imperialist assumptions in Conrad‟s intentionality is

more culturally situated. He concludes that Conrad turned a story “meant to be a clearcut attack on a vicious system into a partial apology for it” (280). 7
An author‟s assumptions are units of private as well as cultural knowledge that
motivate, inform or challenge intentions given communicative form in writing. If a reader
perceives that Conrad is merely “telling” knowledge (accessing content and discourse
knowledge about a particular domain and testing its aptness for a topic, then writing) then
traces of consensual thought and known fact may be all that can be recovered from
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communication in the text. If a reader perceives that Conrad is “transforming” personal
knowledge (engaging in reflective and “problem-solving” thought on content, discourse
and its relationship to goals, then writing,)8 that means that a comparative and evaluative
level of intentionality is involved, even in assumptions.
Implications of author mediated knowledge and expression draw different
responses in modernism and postmodernism. One approach used by postmodernist
writers is to deliberately reveal signs of mediation by enhancing instability of language
and showing artificiality of texts as representations, notability in metafictional
techniques. One of the responses of modernism is to attempt an objectivity that dissolves
perception of mediation, i.e. achieve a realism of effect. Charles Altieri discusses what
might be conceived as a space in between, what he terms in 2006 a new constructivist
realism. He argues that modernist poets felt a sense of “liberation” in experimenting with
new forms and styles then grew disillusioned when the “stylistic breakthroughs” could
not be effectively used to address “pressing social concerns.” 9 Altieri posits a third stage
of modernists, exemplified by Wallace Stevens, who “realized that they could not
continue maintaining the sharp modernist distinctions between poetry and rhetoric that
enabled them to subsume social into spiritual problems” and worked on reforming
strategies for a new realism that was socially responsible (3).
Alteri identifies “old realism” with T.S. Eliot and characterizes it as bound in
space, an art that describes or represents. The mind is seen as a depersonalizing
instrument of observation (26). Ezra Pound is identified with “new realism” characterized
as “art that makes something present and therefore vibrant and therefore an intellectual
and emotional complex” (27). Mind is seen quite differently than in the “old” objectivist
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model. In “new realism” it is trusted as an instrument of action – percept – rather an
instrument of representation. In this Altieri seems to apply a notion of perception as a
higher-order effect or event of time that materializes in space, i.e., it is not simply as a
sensory response. He relies on Bergson‟s ideas of perception as a phenomenon of time
rather than space, of the brain as an instrument of action and not an instrument of
representation, and of sensation as having no direct connection to perception. The
approach suggests that percepts are constructed in time and realized in a space (14-15).
Altieri‟s new constructivist realism appears to champion a poetry which embodies
what it claims – possesses and displays the fundamental features of what it states/asserts
so that percepts drive the experience of meaning the reader constructs (6, 130). This
requires a cautious reintegration of rhetoric, a turn from the objective poetics prized by
“old” realism, so that there are rhetorical energies creating a sense of the presence, of
pure perception rather than mediated knowledge (139).
For if poetry is to have social force beyond an elite community, it may
have to develop modes of presence that depend on the activity of a
positioned speaking voice as it works its way through various possible
identifications and identities. Constructivist aesthetics can develop a
variety of voices and can make us keenly aware of the dangerous
indulgences these voices elicit, but it cannot readily have these voices
form and maintain sympathies and commitments directly pursuing
improved social conditions. (7)
Though he may articulate limitations of constructivist aesthetics, Altieri has a
strong distrust of rhetoric, sentiment and “sincerity” which he sees as too easily
misidentified as virtuous posture. He calls for a “positioned speaking voice” but a
pluralistically active one, as per constructivism. However, it is clear he sees the benefit
of “positioned” voice, i.e., a perspective. Otherwise, goals – “sympathies and
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commitments” to benefit others – do not form and hold. A perspective positioned for an
object or goal is, philosophically at least, an intentional position.
Though Altieri appears to accept that social responsibility is driven by an agent or
agents, he tries to distinguish an individual agent/author‟s presence from an “authority”
presence. It is unclear, however, how a “pure perception” motivates an audience to
improve social inequities and serve needs. Perception in a broad cognitive
understanding does allow for processes of comprehension and judgment as well as basic
apprehension of material experience, i.e. sensation and sense-making. If social
responsibility is driven by perception, not agents, how does language signal that one
perception needs to be tested against others? If a perception can be “pure,” it can also be
impure. Should “impure” perception, then, be corrected, repeated, retried? Perception as
a concept inheres the necessity of perceivers and perceptual agency.
Some form of mediated interpretation and evaluation is called for or a perception
of injustice will not call attention to itself. It can remain an unmarked event in time, a
situation in a phenomenal flow of unmediated, apathetic continuation. Mediation can be
questioned, contextualized, interrogated, called to justify an action. Empathy –
recognition of attachment or likeness – is one of the most basic mediated perceptions
humans invoke in society with others. But empathy, like perception, is not enough to
incite or accomplish actions that intend a “good” or “right.” Multi-ethnic authors who
represent marginalized voices and subordinated minorities communicate forms of
specially mediated knowledge which can affect a broad base of social awareness and
moral movement in an audience.
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The time period from the 1920s to the 1990s, loosely from the Harlem
Renaissance to the end of the 20th Century, marked a particularly important perceptible
emergence and growth in “positioned” voices in American literature. Multi-ethnic
authors helped infuse American fiction with a “new realism” of their own, producing and
using publishing to expose vibrant, serious and at times bestselling story telling – from
African-Americans James Baldwin, Richard Wright, Zora Neal Hurston and Toni
Morrison, to Italian Americans John Fante and Don DeLillo, native Americans N. Scott
Momaday and Louise Erdrich, Irish American William Kennedy, Jewish Americans Saul
Bellow and Phillip Roth, Asian Americans Amy Tan and Maxine Hong Kingston.
Perception of these authors as, in some regard, representative of race and ethnicity
is based on cultural knowledge networks that move and absorb new elements in loops of
consensus about communal temporality or history. However, these networks must also
represent individual views which are not consensual. For example, literary critic
Houston Baker is a “positioned” voice who does not consent to dominant views
identifying authors in African American modernism.10 His dissent attacks the use of time
as perception of event in categorizing African American work before and during the
Harlem Renaissance. He presents a revisionist interpretation of Afro-American
modernism that begins in 1895 with Booker T. Washington , rather than accept a narrow
window of localized flowering of expression in Harlem in the 1920s. Revising the frame
(beginning and ending) of a “renaissance” in order to culturally re-situate evaluation of
its effects is a challenge to a perception of literary/aesthetic history that accepts
established perceptions of periodicity. It allows Baker, in Modernism and the Harlem
Renaissance, to take issue with interpreters of modernism who suggest that the Harlem
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Renaissance of the 1920s “failed” to produce an enduring birth or rebirth of AfroAmerican expression in the arts or a progressive challenge to segregation in America.
Baker shifts the burden of proof to mainstream interpreters themselves to explain
“failures” of modernism: Did the modernist vision of heightened aesthetics, helpful
technology and idealized quality of living succeed if the modern era produced
totalitarianism, a second World War and nuclear armament? Overall, Baker‟s challenge
is to how dominant white power structures perceive “belles lettres” and assume
knowledge of how to identify masked, “rebel” forms in black expression. If basic
identification is in question, so is the capacity of a white modernism to evaluate
effectiveness and range of a black modernism‟s masked forms in the Harlem Renaissance
or beyond.
Like the better-known or recovered-and-included authors (Zora Neale Hurston
and John Fante are examples) above, less well-known 20th Century authors also execute a
“positioned” voice which represents plural voices of others in a culture. Their voices can
afford no sense of agency, no results of their bearing witness to experience, without
acceptance that embodied mediation of knowledge – authorship – is necessary to
motivate social and literary value. Rudolfo Anaya‟s Bless Me Ultima (1972) extols and
sentimentalizes a historic Chicano identity, the land (la llano, or flatland) and la raza, the
people.11 The story follows the coming of age of a boy in the borderlands of New
Mexico in the 1940s. It is an emotionally-evaluative position as well as a culturallydistinct one, a stance Altieri‟s new constructive realism would be wary of but which
critical readers can themselves position and contextualize historically. Anaya‟s work
interweaves Mexican-American myth, medicine-healing and Christianity, finding
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connections so that Antonio, the young protagonist, is not forced to exclude traditions
that make meaning, even when they conflict. Antonio contends in thought and in
conversation with his friend Florence about which is the greater God – the golden carp of
Cico, the Mexican-American legend, or the God of the Catholic Church. Anaya the
author expresses the rational integration that can occur when heritage beliefs collide with
contemporary cultural beliefs.

Recounting tragedies which occur to people in the

village, Anaya‟s protagonist Antonio thinks that the golden carp might be a better God.
He worries that God does not care or have the power to prevent them but he finds a
rational answer to the simultaneity of heritage belief and acculturated belief. “‟Maybe
God comes in cycles, like the weather…Maybe there are times when God is with us, and
times when he is not‟” and there might be “‟different gods to rule in his absence‟” (19798).
Puerto Rican author Nicolasa Mohr uses gentle ironies and light satire in
depictions of cultural, lingual and economic tension in In Nueva York.12 The short story
collection holds a respectful focus on the humanity of the Puerto Rican characters even in
bleak circumstances. A respectful focus is an intentional judgment but it is rendered
wryly with questions of ethnic equality inextricable to theme and plot. In “The English
Lesson,” Lali and William want to acquire English but the story plays with the irony of
expectations expressed by the enthusiastic teacher and the pragmatic students. The
teacher frequently talks about the equality in America and William makes a joke:
Equality means “everybody got a chance to clean toilets” (64). In “Old Mary,” a 57-yearold Puerto Rican woman believes she has a change of luck. She receives a letter from
William, the secret son she left as a baby in Puerto Rico 40 years before. She remembers
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his blonde hair and his color. He was “whiter even than me” (10). She fantasizes how
she and William will leave New York and find a good place to rent because “William is
white like me…they will rent to us” (15). When he arrives, she finds that being white is
not the major criterion for a change of luck. William is a dwarf. In “I Have Never Even
Seen My Father,” Western science and Puerto Rican “espiritismo” are limned and
debated. Yolanda, a former drug addict and prostitute on probation, argues with her
friend, Lillian, about the diagnosis the Anglo counselor has given her. Yolanda, out of
drug rehab, has been told that her problem is guilt as the byproduct of an Oedipal
complex. The doctor does not ask about her life, she says, her “hustling, stealing,
mugging in a dog-eat-dog world…survival…in a sewer” (35). Yolanda, who never met
her father says she cannot have an Oedipal complex because she has “never even seen my
father” and so, she cannot desire him. Lillian, a psychology major, patiently recounts the
legend of Oedipus. Yolanda asks: “Is that a true story?” (37) Yolanda needs realism to
the basis of her treatment and, ironically, wants the treatment of a mystic spirit woman.
“What‟s a story about the olden Greek days got to do with me and the streets out there?”
(37).

Mohr‟s themes are too detailed and realistic to be unintentional. Ironies of

cultural difference play out without self pity in the characters. The effect is more than an
ethnic realism. It is a presentation of mutual intentionalities in communication and in
conflict.
Structuralist and constructivist approaches in literature and language keep the
focus of analysis on the mediation or representation of form, i.e., a text, providing
valuable insights into the operations of discourse, story and genre. Reader response is
incorporated in recognition that signs, functions and text are inert unless activated and
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actualized in a reading mind. However, the definition of a reader appears to represent an
abstract prototype processor, or a type of reader that represents an interpretive
community (Fish). It is not clear where literary criticism situates an embodied reader
with intentions of her own to negotiate in relation to a text and to an author.
The glossary of The Narrative Reader13, a survey of narratological theories,
defines reader as: “The interpreter, decoder or producer of meaning within a written or
oral narrative. Unlike the implied reader or narrate, the real reader is not immanent or
discernible within the text” (McQuillan 326). Unlike Walter Ong‟s idea of a
“fictionalized” reader which carries a clear sense of an audience being addressed by an
author through the text, a structuralized reader in narratology is a level in a scheme of
contained knowledge. If a reader is an “interpreter, decoder or producer of meaning
within a written or oral narrative,” and a real reader is outside the text, not “immanent” or
inborn by authorial assumption or construction, narratology requires a role rather than a
reader to produce meaning in a text.

This is certainly a control of variables and allows

for theoretic generalization but as Peter Brooks has noted in his study of plot as a
dynamic interplay of reader and narrative, it also limits findings. Dynamics of a real
reader with a text cannot be accounted for with a prototype or a reader schema, such as
the one the narratological definition provides.
McQuillan‟s definition of author draws from Booth and Chatman. “The real
author as a producer of a narrative is not to be confused with the „implied author‟ or a
„narrator‟. Unlike a narrator or an implied author the real author does not exist within,
and cannot be deduced from, the narrative itself” (315). An author is negatively defined
by what s/he is not, as if “author” is a binary representation. Assumption of
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disembodiment is theoretically congruent for the boundaries of structural narratology but
the implication is sweeping for other disciplines, traditions and communities. There is a
sense in the definition that an author can only be understood as a symbol. Symbols are
openly interpretable and malleable. To interpret a person we recognize constraints of
ethics and responsibility as part of an axiological system of values that is very complex
yet very basic. If a person or living entity is involved, ethics apply.
Seymour Chatman‟s narratological study, Story and Discourse,14 charts a
balanced and informative path through the structuralized universe of narrative. His
introduction addresses the nature of narration and narrative.
In the strict sense, of course, all statements are „mediated,‟ since they are
composed by someone. Even dialogue has to be invented by an author.
But it is quite clear (well established in theory and criticism) that we must
distinguish between the narrator, or speaker, the one currently „telling‟ the
story, and the author, the ultimate designer of the fable, who also decides,
for example, whether to have a narrator, and if so, how prominent he
should be. It is a fundamental convention to ignore the author, but not the
narrator. (33)
A “fundamental convention to ignore the author” is hard to challenge.
Structuralist and constructivist accounts provide important understanding of how humans
and cultures produce and narrate experience, how they organize and operate as systems in
relation to other systems and structurally in relation to one another. My concern is how
to accept a fundamental convention in literature or language that depersonalizes
participants in actualized phases of a mediated communication, i.e. in acts of writing and
reading. It seems more fundamental to account for a human in the system instead of a
system in the human.
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An additional concern is the potentially distorted view of fictionality that results
when it is framed as if a narrator authors. That is, pretending that a narrator or “implied
author” presence of some kind creates language; “speaks” it; structures narrative
delivery; casts value judgments about events and participants; is responsible to the reader
for aesthetic effects, successes and flaws perceived in the story; and has the capacity to
negate the presence of intentional communication and mediated meanings. Divorcing the
narrating function from the author does control a variable for structural analytics but the
effect seems, oddly, a mysticism. It supports exegesis contextualizing characters, events
and discourse as somehow inborn in a text and makes it unclear how a critic differentiates
when fictional characters, events and discourse are being presented as evidence
supporting an interpretation and when a critic is constructing or filling in gaps in an
imagined ontology.
Deborah Knight is among those concerned about the conflation of fictionality and
agency. “Any active pretense or imagining that fictional characters are real persons
interacting with one another is at best a facon de parler, at worst a symptom of our failure
to understand the fictionality of fiction” (437).15 She argues that we resort to conflating
characters and people because “we use the same idiom to describe characters and their
actions as we use to describe ourselves and our actions, namely, the idiom of intentional
or commonsense psychology. And we use this idiom because we take as basic the idea
that characters are agents, not that agents are people” (439).
It is important to compare rather than conflate communication of agency in
characters with workings of human consciousness. Alan Palmer,16 for example, argues
for acceptance of a broad array of prose discourse as material indicative of narrative
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consciousness.

Narratological analysis has tended to emphasize signs of discourse –

what characters say, directly in speech or indirectly in thought (free indirect discourse).
Palmer argues that often left out is a reading of what characters do, the manner in which
they do it and what inference about character consciousness the reader can draw from
description, explication, poetics. Palmer‟s instincts are correct in assuming that an author
uses all aspects and inferences related to a character to suggest a dimensionalized human
in fiction. He contends that classical narratology has “neglected the whole minds of
fictional characters” (28). Structuralist tendencies – to rely on overtly signaled
“thought” discourse as a reflection of mental processes – create distinct limitations in
understanding the interdependent process required for an author to suggest – and a reader
to construct – a sense of consciousness in characters.

Still, Palmer‟s stance does not

integrate authorial intention to contextualize constructedness of thought effects.
The tact Dorrit Cohn takes in analyzing fictional consciousness is to provide a
literary typology of techniques17 in contrast to linguistic and structuralist studies (i.e.,
relationships in narrative perspective posed by Genette). “In depicting the inner life, the
novelist is truly a fabricator. Even as he draws on psychology theory and on
introspection, he creates what Ortega called „imaginary psychology…the psychology of
possible human minds‟” (6).18 Cohn situates narrative techniques in the novel across
time and acknowledges authorial relations to narrators, protagonists, characters.
The problem in integrating cognitive and literary concepts remains one of
interaction: how to move in and out of the text to ensure a hold on context and
applicability for affective and ethical concerns.

It is a problem of integrating awareness

of process in the interpretation of a result. When an ideological approach hermetically
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seals movement between processing meaning and producing meaning, it risks dogmatism
that can distort both.
Affective Fallacy and a “Cognitive Criticism”
Wimsatt terms the approach of early New Critic I.A. Richards a “cognitive
criticism.” Although Wimsatt and his collaborator Monroe Beardsley write deferentially
regarding Richards‟ contributions in separating poetic language from scientific language,
they reject affective response to poetry. In an essay which further envisioned poetry as
closed to all but verbal detail and functions of language, Wimsatt and Beardsley warned
of interpretive mistakes involved in committing an “affective fallacy.”19 After posing
irrelevance of an author‟s opinion, Wimsatt adds reader subjectivity as a “confusion” to
be avoided. “The Affective Fallacy is a confusion between the poem and its results (what
it is and what it does)…It begins by trying to derive the standard of criticism from the
psychological effects of the poem and ends in impressionism and relativism” (The Verbal
Icon 21). A doctrine restricting subjective response, even as evaluative criteria, seems
short-sighted and unenforceable. It does not make sense even when the response is a
damaging or threatening form of social, moral or political approbation – experienced, for
example, by Whitman in 1855 for Leaves of Grass, James Joyce for Ulysses (1918), John
Steinbeck for Grapes of Wrath (1939), and Salman Rushdie (1988) for The Satanic
Verses, a narrative for which an Islamic cleric issued a call for the author‟s assassination.
The corrective to an ideologically restrictive response is open access to multiple
perspectives, or as Richards terms it, “multiple definitions.”
Ironically, negative reaction to central, dogmatic tenets of New Criticism helps
spur a democratizing influence in a field, a development of approaches termed reader
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response criticism, opening the way for critics to value the role a generalized reader as
well as specialized readership. Reader response theories present direct opposition to a
radical, rigid objectivism in New Critical and, by extension, to linguistically-discrete,
structuralist criticism. Focus on the reader challenges the possibility that a text can be so
objectified as to be interpretable without the individual and affective consciousness of a
reader.
Wimsatt‟s concern is for the object of criticism and for the field of objective
criticism. “The outcome of either Fallacy, the Intentional or the Affective, is that the
poem itself, as an object of specifically critical judgment, tends to disappear” (The
Verbal Icon 21). Focus on the text is maintained tightly in structuralism and stylistics.
Michael Riffaterre uses linguistic arguments to suggest that analysis based solely on
structural units – analysis notably presented by Roman Jakobson20 and Claude LeviStrauss in an examination of Baudelaire‟s poem “Les Chats” – may not be relevant to
analysis of poetry.
Can we not suppose, on the contrary, that the poem may contain certain
structures that play no part in its function and effect as a literary work of
art, and that there may be no way for structural linguistics to distinguish
between these unmarked structures and those that are literarily active?
Conversely, there may well be strictly poetic structures that cannot be
recognized as such by an analysis not geared to the specificity of poetic
language. (Riffaterre 28)21
In Riffaterre‟s formulation above, finding “strictly poetic structures” that are
“unmarked” would mean discovering literarily inactive structures or the structural aspects
of a poem that do not contribute to the effect. The idea of “inactive structures” is hardly
understandable to poets who believe that every rhythmic, metaphoric and semantic unit is
integral to total effect. The idea of inactive structures is also contentious for Stanley Fish
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and his reader-response approach that emphasizes the cognitive effect of differentiating
individual words in a phrase. The site of meaning shifts in reader-response theory,
moving from narratological schemes of an implied reader as a structure of the text (the
“narratee” posed by Gerald Prince) to Fish‟s stance that the reader‟s interpretive
experience becomes the text, i.e., arguing that the text has no meaning except within the
cognitive activity of a reader.
Phenomenological approaches help shepherd the shift of meaning to a locus in the
reader.

Georges Poulet suggests reader response involves a complete loss of

subjectivity. He poses a view of the reader as a passive subject experiencing a one-ness
in the act of reading, a “take-over of my innermost subjective being” (Poulet 45).22 He
senses a “second self…which thinks and feels for me” (45) and the presence of an other,
awareness of “a rational being, of a consciousness…” that “ even allows me, with
unheard-of license, to think what it thinks and feel what it feels” (42). Wolfgang Iser
responds with a more active phenomenological role for the reader, one that is aware of
“boundaries” with the author and the text, and “gaps” in story and understanding which
need to be filled with personal background and knowledge.23
Fish helps move reading closer to a perceptual response. In Fish‟s influential
essay, “Literature in the Reader,”24 he challenges the “affective fallacy fallacy” by
claiming that the “objectivity of the text is an illusion…The illusion is one of selfsufficiency and completeness” (82). He vests meaning in the “event” of reading, in the
subjective and informed experience of the reader as part of an interior operation that is
“never ending (never coming to the point)” (98). Meaning is indeterminate and, to some
extent, inexpressible. “The meaning of an utterance, I repeat, is its experience – all of it –
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and that experience is immediately compromised the moment you say anything about it”
(98).
New Critic Cleanth Brooks also argues that meaning is affected by attempts to
capture it in language. Brooks holds that a poem is so unified and complex a total pattern
of structural and textural tensions, that a moral message or specific meaning cannot be
paraphrased, summarized, simplified or reduced from the whole. The “poetic symbol
gives cognition” and is not translatable (The Well-Wrought Urn 260).

For Brooks, the

attempt to expand a poem in literal sentences de-symbolizes and, in a sense,
paradoxically de-cognizes it.
The “compromising” of meaning-as-experience through verbal/written report is
analogous to a strong problem in consciousness studies, that of explaining the nature of
qualia and the human capacity for first person/third person subjectivity of experience.
Subjective experience of qualia involves the ability to experience what something is and
to know without knowing how we know what it is like. We know what it is like to see
red, absorb the immensity of a vast still sea, smell a cookie baking, feel texture in a
turned page. Qualia is a notoriously ephemeral topic for neurocognitive studies to
concretize and analyze. Science, as do arts and humanities, must often rely on self-report
in language of what an experience is like.
Physicalist scientists follow a Lockean notion of empirical existence as divided
into primary qualities which we perceive as size, shape, motion, number and solidity, and
secondary sense properties: color, aroma, taste, sound. These are things experienced or
perceived as properties of the physical form that “possesses” them. The opposing view
is that qualia are not properties of things but an idea or phenomenon in the mind, a
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proposition exemplified in philosophic study of “What is red?” Science says that red is a
colorless electromagnetic radiation of a certain wavelength reflected by the surface of
perceived objects in the world. Though made of colorless waves, red has been visually
perceived, cognitively named and conceptualized, socially ritualized and culturally
manipulated by humans since ancient times. If red is not in the world, is it only in the
mind, and how is it recognized?25
Reader-response theory posits meaning in the mind of the reader so the
experience of “red” even in symbolic form of graphemes on a page would be situated as
an experience of cognition and not a represented or material property.

Fish terms

meaning an event, i.e., the experience itself and not the product (description) of an event.
If we describe using language or signs, we create another event with another immediate
meaning. The mind is not transparent to itself and language is not transparent to the
reader, no matter how explicit or literal the signs appear. Merleau-Ponty in
phenomenology, Peirce in semiotics and Derrida in deconstruction make the point that
language as sign and system cannot see through itself to a one-on-one correspondence.
Difference, induction and the differing-deferring of signification are always already in
play for the reader, and also for a writer.
In reading, Fish contends that straight forward, less stylistically deviant utterances
(ordinary language) are only alleged to be transparent. They can be interesting objects of
analysis if we attend to them differently, i.e., if we change the analytical approach. Fish‟s
analytical approach has the effect of changing perception by slowing the reading
experience, by attending word by word to simple assertions or “unpromising material”
(76) – a clause from a sentence, a list of names – then attempting to capture for each
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element analytic content in answer to the question “What does it do?” In one sense, he is
suggesting an epiphenomenal exercise, an attempted self-report of qualitative experience
with a focus on structural functions, referential positions and inferential connections in a
unit of language. In another, he seems to call for a more scientific description of the
operational cognition of informed reading.
The method, which he demurs as method “because neither its results nor its skills
are transferable” (98), focuses on a reader‟s attempt to follow, analyze and comprehend
steps in decoding, indicating, projecting and discarding connections in the cognitive
operations of reading – while reading. He poses a clause from Pater‟s The Renaissance:
“That clear perpetual outline of face and limb is but an image of ours.” His analysis
addresses what “that” is doing, what “clear” is doing, what “perpetual” is doing, etc.
Reading it “makes us do something”(77). Much of the method Fish advocates in 1970
creates more of a critical report of an interaction with an object than a subjective
cognitive response. He does succeed in two things in particular: in theorizing
“psychological effects” in opposition to Wimsatt‟s warning against affective fallacy; and
also in moving analytical focus (not meaning; he disputes any fixed meaning) from the
text object to the reader. More determinately, he moves the focus to what he terms a
“precise interaction” between the two (90) . However, the approach he demonstrates
requires such word by word attention that it remains as linguistically tied to the text as
New Criticism, although Fish has an anti-formalist intent very different from Richards.
Fish deems attempts to discriminate formal structures and stylistic devices in a text
restrictive, unnecessary and too exclusionary of the ordinary, prosaic language which a
reading experience requires in the process of comprehension.
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No fixed and artificial inventory of stylistic devices is possible, since in
terms of contextual norms anything can be a stylistic device. The
temporal flow of the reading experience is central and even controlling; it
literally locates, with the help of the reader, the objects of analysis (Fish
95).
This is an important claim regarding the identification of artistic or stylistic
devices in a work: the reader can perceive any aspect of the text as a stylistic device in
the “temporal flow” of the experience. Fish will build on this and other aspects of
reading-as-meaning in his influential 1976 essay, “Interpreting the Variorum,” which
turns his somewhat embodied, somewhat real and informed reader of 1970 into an
abstract cultural construction of the interpretive systems which inform him/her. In that
relationship of reader to text, both reader, text and author have disappeared and
interpretive systems “write” the representation (text) a reader experiences. Since
interpretive systems and texts are disembodied abstracts, subject-object distinctions are
assumed to be programmed, not negotiated in communication. His stance
deconstructively sees meaning as an inherently plural and relative concept discernible in
culturally determined contexts.
Back in 1970, however, Fish is still contending with what he sees as the misstep
of Richards‟ approach to reader response. He faults Richards‟ for what he calls
“severing [cq]” sense from feeling and for privileging emotional affect over the cognitive
analytics involved (90).26 Richards had posed a divided sphere for scientific and poetic
language, calling one factually correspondent to reality while the later is emotional and
effectually reflective of human reality without being correspondent. Fish attacks the
separation of language into literary and non-literary forms and champions the discoveries
to be made in analyzing ordinary structures in poetic language. Fish champions the
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prosaic within the poetic. Fish‟s point in emphasizing reader response over affective
segregation is that texts are never objective objects. Language can never make the same
point or have the same meaning, even in the same reader. Meaning does not exist as a
product but as the metaphor of experience, and experience is the analogue of meaning, as
ultimately unfixed and unfixable a quality as seeing red.
Author intentionality, however, attempts to tether qualitative experience to
perspective, especially when authors are writing in critical modes like Fish and Richards.
Conscious minds may come closest to tethering its processes in expression by reporting
on experience in a present progressive dynamic: I am thinking... We can even report
internally on external experience: You are breathing… She is turning the page…. It is
fading…We cannot report faster than thought though authors attempt the seeming of it.
Here‟s Faulkner, showing Joe Christmas experiencing states in between action and
thought. Joe is on the run after killing a man who beat him and goes to the house of a
blonde waitress he wants to run away with.
And just beyond an open dark door beside him was a pile of luggage,
several bags. Perhaps he did not see them. Or perhaps looking saw once,
faster than thought. I didn’t think she would have that many [cq]…But he
did not pause, already turning toward the door which he knew. It was only
as he put his hand on the door that he became aware of complete silence
beyond it, a silence which he at eighteen knew that it would take more
than one person to make. (Light in August 200)
The novel is set in past tense yet never settles there. The author needs only some
participles – “looking,” “turning” – and a disarmingly open destabilizing mode created
by the conditional, “perhaps,” to suggest a chameleon temporality, a sense that Joe
looked, is looking or could have seen “faster than thought.” We cannot see, read or think
faster than thought but the author, always already experiencing, allows a reader, an “I,” in
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company with Joe, an “other,” to collapse subject-object distinction and meld a sense of
the moment without concern for orientation in time. It is now and the bags are
significant. They are more than one woman will need, and behind the door is a vast quiet
Joe must enter. We know from childhood in light ways and dark the presence of a
strained, inter-intentional silence that expects us but does not want us. It is not really
describable. It is a property of the atmosphere between the participants. Verbal
description could compromise qualia. To voice the word “silence” is to admit that it is
not there. To write the word silence is to be within it.
An author can be viewed as a composer of qualia, suggesting illusions of
Lockean material properties as epiphenomena, a blend of the physical and qualitative
properties of existence. 27

When an author cognitively suggests, a reader has what

Nystrand calls a “choice point:” s/he can cognitively realize a suggestion, or not,
according to a personal subjectivity that involves an even more ephemeral component of
intentionality than qualia. The component is trust of the embodied author and we hear an
appeal to the reader from Brooks, one of the most committed adherents to the discrete
aestheticism radical of New Critics. In the introduction to Light in August, Brooks
defends such formal experimentation and its author:
In spite of the difficulties in Faulkner‟s manner of narration, there is
method in what he is doing, there is order in the apparent confusion, and
the irrelevant and discordant elements do finally resolve into a larger
harmony. But the reader must be willing to trust the author and his
method; he must give himself up to the story that is being told; most of all,
he must lay aside those preconceptions and stereotyped expectancies that
are almost the standard equipment of a reasonably well-educated
American of our day. (vi)28
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An interpretive community that is pluralistic in perspective, culture, caste, gender
and style can problematize even trusted intentionalities in a fitting and productive
context.
Subjectivities
The reader in Fish‟s 1970 configuration is not quite physically Fish but is still
subjectively “me” and “real.”
This reader, of whose responses I speak, then, is this informed reader,
neither an abstraction, nor an actual living reader, but a hybrid – a real
reader (me) who does everything within his power to make himself
informed … I suppose that what I am saying is that I would rather have an
acknowledged and controlled subjectivity than an objectivity which is
finally an illusion (87).
The sense of an independent reader with qualitative experiences vanishes, or
deconstructs, in Fish‟s later work. He dislodges locus of meaning from the mind and
subjectivity of a reader and places it in the disembodied collective of an interpretive
process.

New Critics‟ autonomy of a text is radically eroded by Fish‟s poststructural

argument that a text not only lacks objectivity, it has no formal properties or specifiable
features, authorially intended or otherwise. It is a product of and created by the
interpretive framework applied to it. The autonomous self of a reader becomes an
interdependent interpreter‟s self. A reader writes a text, theoretically speaking.
To grasp subjectivity pragmatically and cognitively, i.e., in relation to an
embodied reader and writer, w cannot assume that culture or an interpretive community
experiences our private qualia of taste, color, texture, or knows as we know the color of
Ahab‟s sea, the pain of Willy Loman‟s obsolescence. The inner life of an intentional
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being presents the “hard problem” of consciousness, says philosopher of science David
Chalmers. “Why should physical processing give rise to a rich inner life at all? It seems
objectively unreasonable that it should, and yet it does” 29
Even before the advent of protagonist and antagonist roles in drama – a
representative embodiment of self and other – human capacity to fictionalize (pretend or
intentionally deceive) spins an informing thread in subjectivity. Fiction poses and
manipulates questions about the position of a “self,” a “subject,” an “agent,” all
problematic terms in a culture of criticism wary of fixed identities, fixed power. We find
that in cognitive research and protocols in literary criticism, subjectivity is assumed to be
an uncentralized feature of the mind or body. It is a product of self-systems which
operate in multiple contexts. Author Salman Rushdie‟s view of a “writing self” provides
an expression of one such state of cognitive authorial hybridity:
There‟s a writing self which is not quite your ordinary social self and
which you don‟t really have access to except at the moment when you‟re
writing, and certainly in my view, I think of that as my best self…To be
able to be that person feels good; it feels better than anything else
(Rushdie qtd. in Cohen)30
Formally, being subjective reflects a conscious position of one‟s self in relation to
an act, thought, experience, expression or an other. Subjectivity is defined as
“consciousness of one‟s perceived states” (OED definition 1a). It is fitting that OED‟s
first quotation of the term is from the poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge, an icon of authorfocused Romantic expression and idealism: “In the object, we infer our own existence
and subjectivity” (Blackw. Mag. X 249). Coleridge makes perception of reality a seeking
of implicit likeness in a distanced pattern.
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We can see, narrate and evaluate experience in the first person point of view
(thinking, seeing in the “mind‟s eye,” hearing “inner speech”). We can also virtually
distance ourselves and perceive, narrate and evaluate from a third person stance
(observing/reporting “as if” we are outside seeing in). The capacity to report the
qualitative perception of a self in the act of experience is a uniquely developed capacity
of intentionality and one of the most problematic questions for a neuroscientific theory of
mind – representational or computational – to address.
Pretense forms a state of preconditioned tension linking a state of being (what is)
with a representation of possibilities. A pre-tension attenuates and contextualizes
perception, creating an analogical condition – an “as if”– to frame logical causal
relations of “if…then‟s.”

An author will assume an “if,” may even hide it and

intentionally offer a “then,” as in The Cave, a stylistic, satiric allegory about Platonic
appearance and reality, in which Portuguese Nobelist Jose Saramago31 addresses the selfconsciousness of pretense in a conversation between a poor potter and his daughter. “I‟m
just pretending, To yourself, of course, You‟re old enough to know that there is no other
way of pretending, although it might not seem like it, we are only ever pretending to
ourselves, never to other people” (284).
Saramago‟s pretense gives the appearance of being simultaneously directed
outward to the reader, inward to the character and self-consciously to the author.
Saramago has a signature style for juxtapositioning narrative subjectivities. He links
narrative exposition and intrusion with character speech and thought with a series of
commas that maintains a breathless but identifiable flow and rhythm in page-length
paragraphs of prose.
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How come you know so much about the subject, Because I‟ve lived, I‟ve
looked, I‟ve read, and I‟ve felt. What does reading do, You can learn
almost everything from reading, but I read too, So you must know
something, Now I‟m not so sure. You‟ll have to read differently then,
How, The same method doesn‟t work for everyone, each person has to
invent his or her own, whichever suits them best, some people spend their
entire lives reading but never get beyond reading the words on the page,
they don‟t understand that the words are merely stepping stones placed
across a fast-flowing river, and the reason they‟re there is so that we can
reach the farther shore, it‟s the other side that matters,Unless, Unless what,
Unless those rivers don‟t have just two shores but many, unless each
reader is his or her own shore, and that shore is the only shore worth
reaching. (The Cave 62)
Saramago does not use quotation marks, periods or line breaks to indicate who is
speaking or when speakers change.

Stylistically, this could create a fragmented,

confusing effect if the author did not manage distinctions of rhythm, content and voice
for seamless integration. It gives his work a sense of “social psyches” (Booth) in action.
Because his punctuation, diction and structure are distinctively controlling, his intentions
for the effect remain clear even in translation. He is graphemically attached in any
language.
Strategies to imitate and process subjectivity have been common in fiction since
the earliest known novel emerged in the 11th Century as a six-part Japanese saga of court
intrigue and romance. We find Lady Murasaki, author of The Tale of Genji (1008),
composing fictional consciousness through an external, omniscient third person
perspective that also, as the following excerpt shows, moves into a limited omniscience at
times in order to express Genji‟s mental states and thoughts. “Genji too was longing to
see his son, but while Princess Fujitsubo was at Court he was resolved to keep away.
Perhaps this would make her realize how completely he had been frustrated by her
harshness…” (28).32 Because Genji is translated, we need to keep assumptions general
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and take care with semantic references. It is clear in the context of the situation,
however, that Genji‟s viewpoint is presented as one that understands a theory of mind: he
assumes that he can agitate the mind or emotions of the mother of his secret child by
avoiding her.
Moving forward in time, we find Daniel Defoe emphasizing an internally focused
consciousness emblematic of a man alone on an island. Here Robinson Crusoe is trying
to look on “the bright side” as he describes his state of mind in a journal.
I spent whole hours, I may say whole days, in representing to myself in the
most lively colours how I must have acted if I had got nothing out of the
ship…that I should have lived, if I had not perished, like a mere savage;
that if I had killed a goat or fowl by any contrivance, I had no way to flay
or open them, or part the flesh from the skin and the bowels, or to cut it
up, but must gnaw it with my teeth, and pull it with my claws like a beast.
(128) 33

The thoughts are self-conscious third-person report. He introjects a model of
himself as he is (fortunate to have a knife and gunpowder) and as he might have been
(tearing raw meat like a “savage” or “beast”). The notion creates a vivid cognitive
mimetic of beastial behavior that contrasts the remorseful, spiritual and deonotological
moralism in the journaling that follows.
Nigerian author Chinua Achebe creates a character consciousness that is
fleetingly, sparingly self-reflective in the highly principled and rigid Okonkwo who must
be a success – unlike his lazy father – and who must be obeyed.
For the first time in three nights, Okonkwo slept. He woke up once in the
middle of the night and his mind went back to the past three days without
making him feel uneasy. He began to wonder why he had felt uneasy at
all. It was like a man wondering in broad daylight why a dream had
appeared so terrible to him at night. (75)34
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The simple direct narration screens Okonkwo‟s minimizing of his fateful decision
to conform to village law and join in the killing of a servant boy who lived with him and
called him father. Okonkwo‟s son knows the truth and withdraws further from his father
until, in adulthood, his distance is a spiritual schism. He converts to Christianity and
joins the missionaries who accompany the colonizers.
The examples above show subjectivity attached to perspective or to an explicit
state of mind. To be subjectively conscious is to be physically-located, i.e., attached.
The antonymous state, objectivity, is an opposing position though not a binary one. It
reflects a capacity to detach personal feelings or beliefs. Much productive debate in
literary theory from the 1960s to the beginning of the 21st Century centers on the
improbability of detachment and true objectivity. Cognitively, we think and evaluate
from an embodied perspective. This means that representations and beliefs contain a
presumably personal slant, an attachment to learned or pre-existing patterns of response.
Biological determinists see attachments as genetically programmed. Cultural
determinists see attachments as situationally shaped, relativistic. In the construct of
post-structuralism, the natural world exists but cannot be truly known because our
conscious and unconscious knowledge of it is indeterminate, mediated by the Symbolic,
i.e., social, linguistic and ideological discourse structures. We are so shaped by the
artificial – plural discourses and the conventional networks that inscribe them – that we
live in constant tension of not recognizing the real. Moreover, according to Lacan, we
cannot engage nor achieve a pure materiality.35
Interactionist approaches acknowledge both biological and cultural constraints
and argue that human growth and development – i.e., changes which constitute instances
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of release or detachment – depend on complex interaction of internal and external
experience. One sphere may have a contingent hierarchal influence but optimal
functioning requires both. In according mutual intentionalities in a writer and a reader,
we acknowledge an interactionist view of literature as a form of communication, writing
as a site of negotiated intentionalities. Natural and cultural influences combine to
motivate human behavior that is both constrained (not controlled) and indeterminate (not
random). Literary art has an important function in the interaction, to make light in the
dark and sense of the eclipse.
Reader and writer subjectivities are dynamic not simply because the mind is
actively negotiating conscious and unconscious information. The intentional mind is
navigating a personal system of selves. Neuroscientists have not located a centralized, or
conscious and governing self, in the decentralized functions of the brain. Decisionmaking, judgment and higher cognitive function activate the frontal cortex, however,
there‟s no one brain “module” governing the electrochemical panoply of ever-changing
neural patterns involved in decisions as goal-directed as which restaurant to take Mom on
Mother‟s Day, as emotionally-charged as when to marry or as rationally-challenging as
reading Finnegans Wake. The mind is a coordinated phenomenon in which an individual
perceives or postulates a self “in charge,” a “Central Meaner” or at least a perceived
psychic core that centripetally gravitates and releases self identities according to the
contingency in which they play a role. However, neuroscience contends that there‟s no
one consciousness in charge. An individual mind appears to hold in constructive tension
a group of “selves” loosely defined by the context in which they function as “actors” or,
as a semiotician like Greimas might term, “actants.” For example, we may see ourselves
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as actants in schemas of work, play, family, gender, ethnicity, class, heritage, etc. This
empirical notion of plurality in a single mind creates a theoretical congruence with basic
assumptions in cultural studies where individuals can only be seen as products of social
conventions (conventionalism).
Thus far, findings in neural science support a cultural understanding of
subjectivity as an uncentered consciousness or virtual space of plural selves.
Consciousness, or a state of attentive awareness, is only a small part of brain activity.
Most of our neural action is unconscious, below or beyond active awareness. Trying to
understand the contrast between the two levels leads Bernard J. Baars, a researcher in
mental modeling and cognitive architecture, to support a “Global Workspace” theory of
consciousness. He sees the function of consciousness as necessarily narrow, terming it a
“gateway.” The unconscious is in a constant state of monitoring sensory perceptions,
processing unnoticed stimuli, regulating body organs and strengthening or weakening
patterns of synaptic connection. Among the most influential capacities of the
unconscious is its shaping of context for the events we see, know and think. The
unconscious provides images of orientation, space or boundaries for the things we see,
hear and sense. Further, the unconscious shapes choices by framing events with beliefs,
assumptions and basic approaches based on patterns connected and learned.
While the unconscious tends to act in discrete and involuntary patterns,
consciousness requires voluntary control of an automatic routine, i.e., an intervention.
Though constrained in awareness, consciousness has expansive scope. “The narrow
limits of consciousness have a compensating advantage: consciousness seems to act as a
gateway, creating access to essentially any part of the nervous system” (Baars 1997, 292).
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36

The “conscious access hypothesis” suggests that consciousness, located partially in

the frontal cortex, integrates access and interpretation across widespread brain regions
and functions. Baars is among neural scientists who see consciousness as a gateway to an
integrative “global workspace” where we actively attend, remember, visualize people,
places and things, plan, evaluate, decide and “talk” to our “selves.” In global workspace
theory, “self” is a plural concept of “executive interpreters.” 37
Technically indefinable and not locatable, consciousness itself is basically
understood as awareness of the self.

This awareness is an effect that is “spun,” to use

Daniel Dennett‟s physiologically-based construal that conjures an image of unseen hands
wafting and woofing threads on a virtual loom. We “spin a self” out of abstractions
derived from principles of organization (Dennett 413-14).38 Researchers have not found
evidence of a “Central Meaner” in a Cartesian sense. Depending on function or need,
intentions or actions – i.e., a context – we create a “center of narrative gravity” that can
centrifuge a coherent identity from fragments of related experience (426-7).
Literary critic Wayne Booth prefers to see the self as a “social psyche” (241).39
He suggests that readers resist the notion of the isolated individual self as “atomic unit”
(239) – a role glorified, agonized and antagonized in Western literature. In its place they
can create a sense of an “affiliated” I, me or my. “To be joined, in other words, is my
primary, natural condition” (240). This is an especially important stance, Booth says, in
order to appreciate and critique ethics in fiction.
Booth seems to suggest that a subjectivity of affiliative conflict (in which one
seeks/desires a group or an other) is more ethically productive than an atomic or
antagonistic (one fights/rejects a group or an other). He sets up George Orwell‟s 1984 as
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a typical narrative of a lone and stereotypically heroic individual who does not conform
to the laws of an unjust system. The suggestion we can draw is that the real conflict to be
revealed is Winston‟s need to affiliate, i.e., love an other. The story to a Westerner,
however, is intracultural: its givens are prosaic not exotic, universal not global. To
paraphrase Tolstoy, all totalitarian societies are totalitarian alike but an oppressed citizen
is oppressed after his own fashion.
If we take an author constructivist view, we find that constructing a character‟s
need to affiliate is a necessary and classic tensibility of plot that involves internal conflict
(affiliative intentional desire) and external conflict (obstructive social intervention). That
form of tensibility (capacity to stretch and tauten) works in a range of fictional forms,
from light irony and romantic comedy (Jane Austen‟s Pride and Prejudice) to dark drama
(Hawthorne‟s The Scarlet Letter). I believe Booth is correct in discerning that fiction can
represent more complex questions and ethics in human choices when the emphasis is on
affiliative conflicts. This is especially demonstrated in multi-ethnic fiction where plots
are complicated by intercultural constraints. Conflict in a character‟s personal desire,
confusion or behavior can be intensified and triangulated between the demands of a
dominant culture and a “home” culture. Multi-ethnic authors may find critics and readers
raising ethical questions related to depiction in fiction, i.e., how an author formally
depicts – in plot, characterization, dialogue, setting, theme and style – the more
contentious issues: acculturation, alienation, disenfranchisement, role models, resistance,
rebellion, historical grievance, accommodation and hybridity. Multi-ethnic/cross-cultural
authors often find themselves facing a reader‟s public subjective concern based in social
and moral conventionalities – “What does this story say about “us”?” A question derived
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from interest in intentionality would be less defensive and exploratory: What are you
saying to me?
Whether a fictional depiction is fair or unfair poses a complicated but legitimate
question that can create an overdetermined moral and aesthetic burden for cross-cultural
authors. In issues of acculturation and political change, depiction can be too easily read
as a snapshot of author belief, not author intentionality, and be treated as apostasy in a
given orthodoxy. The death sentence an Iranian cleric decreed against a Muslim born
Indian author, Salman Rushdie, is one of the most extreme examples in the 20th Century
and in international literary history. Especially for multi-ethnic or cross cultural authors,
the capacity for readers to read intentionality fairly requires concerted effort to promote
broader and more integrated strategies to help readers, and leaders, navigate tensions
reflectively instead of reactively.
Distance within a self is a prerequisite for effective reading and writing. Selfexpression is not a romanticized ideal in the workaday practice of applied aesthetics.
Terming writing a “creative illusion,” Walter Nash contends that the motive is not selfexpression but the “escape from „I‟.” Authors commit themselves to “following the timehonoured prescriptions of compositional craft, always brings the writers farther from the
fact of „I‟ and nearer to the fiction of another” (44-45).40
Exploring author intentionality is as anathematic to some authors as it is to many
critics. As author Barry Lopez says, “I‟ve never written a story to make a point – I‟ve
never known, in fact, how a story was going to end until I finished writing it” (This Is My
Best 297).41 Paul Auster is even more blunt: “Writers know nothing about their own
work, and the less they talk about it, the better. The work speaks for itself. Or else it
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doesn‟t. Let the reader draw his own conclusions. As for me, I sit in the dark and listen
to the words inside me” (34).
Other writers do express intent in a vision or a “wanting” for a book. Nigerian
author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie won the 2007 Orange Prize for a novel which takes
place in the 1960s during the civil war between Biafra and Nigeria.

I wanted it instead to challenge the idea that Africa is just place where
people die of war…I don‟t sit down and say, I‟m going to write this book
because I want to challenge this or that view.‟ But by writing about the
experiences of Africans – complex people in complex situations – the
challenge inadvertently emerges. (Poets & Writers)42
At the extreme end of the intentional spectrum is an author like John Irving who
hears “authority in a storyteller‟s voice” and he knows where it comes from:
“foreknowledge.” He says: “If you don‟t know the story before you begin the story,
what kind of storyteller are you? Just an ordinary kind, just a mediocre kind -- making it
up as you go along, like a common liar.”43
Lying, for purposes common or artful, requires strategies of intended effect or
projected end. Conventions of story-telling have a special role for deception. It is a
consensually-motivated intentional state, termed memorably by Coleridge as a willing
suspension of disbelief in the reader. When it‟s done through writing fiction, the means
is a process of semiotics – a reading of signs not limited to the representational alphabetic
form of language. It is a perceptual reading of one thing that substitutes significantly for
something else. Semiotician-turned-novelist Umberto Eco has suggested that significant
substitution can occur in total, as through metaphor, similarity and analogy, or in part as
through metonymy, association and relation. Eco‟s more arresting definition captures the
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shifting valence of a sign when he says that semiotics is “the discipline studying
everything that can be used in order to lie” (qtd. in Danesi 17).44 In other words, a sign
can inhere values, inference and reference of other signs.
This is a quality poststructuralist theorists might recognize as an unstable
Derridian iterability in language. It is a quality that novelists recognize as opportunity to
take “the path of most resistance,” according to novelist and creative writing instructor
John Dufresne. “Writing isn‟t about freedom…Art is about selection. Art is not
life”(40).45 And in his/her art, the author is not one person, but not exactly two either.
The author writes the story; the narrator tells it. One of the author‟s first
obligations is to create this storyteller, this persona. Persona from the
Latin for mask, role, person. The author puts on his storytelling mask. (In
a nonliterary sense, a persona can be one‟s public image or personality.
The public self, in this case, as opposed to the private self. We are always
more than one person.). (221)

Subjectivity of an author is an intentional mask which a reader need not remove in
order to perceive a face for fiction. Authors use a range of techniques to speak through
masks of varied transparencies, to shape the malleability of language into communicable
meanings through fiction. Among the strategies used to access and apply art and craft
are cognitively-based concepts of priming, markedness and tensibility. To read for those
signs, we read perceptually, in tension with the propositional. Analyzing a work for signs
of the concepts does not unmask an author as much as reveal the complicated and plural
axiological (aesthetic and ethical) implications motivated by the creative process of
composing fiction.
A perceptual reading that keeps an author in mind runs multiple risks in
interpretation including confusion of values of enstranged devices and linguistic signs.
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However, communication, whether spoken or written, exists as a process and product of
the risk of connection. Balancing close linguistic reading against perception of a
positioned perspective creates productive tension and we must be conscious of an
intending perspective in order to question it. If we ignore it or pretend an author is not
present, we run a greater risk of ignoring distinctions and accepting any value in fiction
as a conventional given. That would seem to defeat the purpose of a critical enterprise
schooled in seeing, not simply recognizing, literary objects.
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Chapter 7
A Perceptual Reading of Coetzee‟s Foe

A goal of perceptual reading is to make literary processes more discernible and
percepts more identifiable. I define percepts in literature as intentional aspects of
embodiment which writers compose and readers construct. Percepts may involve: 1)
orientation, perspective and movement in space and time; 2) personification and
subjectivity; 3) interactivity, including speech, agency, passivity, collaboration and
complicity; and 4) interpretation of transitive states and tensible qualities of language in
fiction. Percepts are formulated through use of language, artistic device and formal
components of narrative prose, including plot, characterization and perspective.
We can explore how a perceptual reading complements close reading by applying
joint strategies in examination of a complex narrative such as J.M Coetzee‟s parodic and
allegorical novel, Foe.1 Foe is a stylistic and austere treatise on the agon of authorship
and the ethics of storytelling. The novel is a metafictional narrative, one that comments
on the nature of story-making as part of the story itself, so thematically and tonally the
novel offers an apt opportunity to locate strategic points in intentionality.
To read closely, we read more semantically with comprehension of propositional
language, rhetorical roles and referential deference. We acknowledge that understanding
what is said is not equivalent to understanding what is meant. In other words, we read
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with awareness of testable propositions. To read perceptually, we read more syntactically
with apprehension of visual images, grammatical roles and semiotic inference. We grasp
that what is suggested or gestured is not equivalent to grasping what is said. In other
words, we read within a cognitive dialectics, with awareness of another perspective that
knows, sees and communicates from different angles.
In Coetzee‟s envisioning of the 1719 classic Robinson Crusoe by Daniel Defoe,
the protagonist is not a shipwrecked adventurer but a literal castaway: an 18th Century
woman who is set adrift along with a dead or dying ship‟s captain after a mutiny by the
crew. Reader expectations are tested, constrained and expanded by the use and nature of
first-person perspective embodied in the participating narrator, Susan Barton. She knows
the value of the true-adventure tale she has lived on the harsh island of Cruso [cq] and
his mute black manservant, Friday. But she doubts the value of what she has written.
She seeks a “real” author who will buy her story and make it larger, make it matter. She
is also aware that Friday, speechless and illiterate, has a story that cannot be
communicated and that without it, the story of the island is incomplete and, perhaps
worse, less compelling. It is there in the ethical and aesthetic negotiation of who owns,
writes and authenticates a story that Coetzee creates layers of competing intentions in the
generation and production of a narrative. Susan‟s narration is constructed of shifting
perspectives and moral ambiguity amid intricate layers of implicit and explicit address. A
basic, body-based desire emerges in the reader: to apprehend (locate and grasp) the
plural consciousness located within, behind and beyond the narrative of Foe. Our desire
is both mimicked and transformed by the intentional characterization of Susan Barton and
by the authorial consciousness she alternately seeks, questions and becomes.
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The aforementioned understanding of the narrative of Foe is a function of reader
construction of the story, not the sequenced words. We are strongly reminded by the
ambiguities in Coetzee‟s style that a narrative plays on two structural levels, one of
language (discourse) and one of meaning or signification (story).2 Another way of
grasping the difference is to understand the relation of plot to story. Plot is the sequential
design or given order (logic) of space, time and action in discourse. Story is the nontemporal effects a reader construes and connects.
To read perceptually, we begin with plot, accumulate explicit and implicit
information and create mental representations that temporarily fill gaps in interpretation.
Plots begin with the first line.
“At last I could row no further” (5).
The plot opens spent, exhausted. The sense of strain is evident on a temporal
level, too. We begin “at last” even though, for the reader holding the book and for the
plot initiating its sequence, it is obviously “at first.” The tiny paradox between words and
where an embodied reader enters in relationship to them is a signal to attend closely to
avoid disjunction. It has taken Coetzee only two words to signal from a cognitive
position far ahead that we have entered in the midst of action. Three words more and we
perceive the act: to “row.” A word sometimes forms a semantic universe of its own and
verbs especially act as compact action narratives. They imply subjects, objects and space
needed for an action or state of affairs. To row, for example, encompasses a rower
(subject), paddles (instrument), a boat (object) and water (space). In cognitive
representation, it is called a schema -- a model of necessary or known components in
relation to one another. From memory, cultural and personal, we retrieve a generalized
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script – i.e., we can infer a sequence of discourse or actions involved in a conventional
act such as rowing – so that in an instant, we recognize “given” information on which we
assume a basic knowledge of the act.
After we understand the givens in a sequence, we expect “new” information. 3
We barely have enough to go on. What is being rowed? Intransitive, the clause
has no object. Motion is recursive, reflecting back to the subject, an “I” with intransitive
agency, able to row without prior reference or proper name. We can only know him/her
tentatively and the space vaguely. Is it lake, river, sea? If we have no information about
historical context for the story we may even theorize a rower at a local fitness center.
Any, all or others can be “primed” by the word; priming is the process of bringing prior
knowledge or memory to the surface for easier access and retrieval as needed. A reader
fills the space around the rower with images apt in individual experience, vague or
distinct, it does not yet matter. We are still barely perceiving a scene and do not even
know who rows.
“I” speaks and rows; at this point s/he both narrates and exists in the story. Even
the action we depend on so completely for a schema, an image of spatial tension, is
conditional.

“… I could row…” “Could” signals a modal, a “maybe” state of affairs.

There are limits on capability suggested and immediately enacted with the next words:
“…no further.” Forward movement in space is stopped. Are we adrift? So soon?
Foe‟s first sentence begins with a sense of time in motion and ends with a sense
of motion stopped. Who is adrift? “I” the subject-rower or I the subject-reader? We
are not the same, even phenomenally as Iser has shown. There is an “asymmetry
between text and reader,” discernible gaps, negations and differences which the act of
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reading makes cognitively palpable. “The gaps function as a kind of pivot on which the
whole text-reader relationships revolves” (169).4 A text cannot fill its own blanks. As
Merleau-Ponty notes, indeterminancy is a feature language requires to constitute a system
of meaning. “[L]anguage influences language” through expression of it.5 Language is
dependent on expression in speech or writing because otherwise, linguistic signs via
sound or sight would be iconic, co-existent with their meaning and no expression would
be needed, no clarification or communication with others.
Expression assumes a perspective that produces meaningful signs and a
perspective that induces meaning from signs. Expression can even take the form of
absence.
Blanks and negations both control the process of communication in their
own different ways: the blanks leave open the connections between
perspectives in the text, and so spur the reader into coordinating these
perspectives – in other words, they induce the reader to perform basic
operations within the text. The various types of negation invoke familiar
or determinate elements only to cancel them out. What is canceled,
however remains in view, and thus brings about modifications in the
reader‟s attitude toward what is familiar or determinate – in other words,
he is guided to adopt a position in relation to the text. (Iser 169)
So who is adrift? “I” the subject-rower or I the concretizing subject-reader?
Which one of us is the object of the implication? Which is most attached to an
admittedly vague event? The reader assumes it is s/he who seems to be spent, fatigued,
unable to row. The reader‟s perspective is subject-attached, i.e., responsive to the
cognitive schema “I” represents. After perceiving a subject in motion in time and space
– what Mark Turner would call a small spatial story – it did not occur to me to ask: Is the
text adrift? That would have been a distancing, object-attached question, i.e., responsive
to the.representative form of an object, not to its content, meanings and communications.
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The intentionality question is: Who expresses adrift-ness? In the fictional world,
“I” expresses explicitly: I had to stop rowing. That‟s not what s/he said, however. “At
last I could row no further” is a rhythmic construction, trimeter if it is scanned with
stresses on “last,” “row,” and “fur-,“ if poetic beats are plied like strokes of a paddle.
Alternatively, the line can be read with a spondee (equal stresses) on “…row no…”
dramatizing a cadence with equal beats on “row,” “no,” “fur-.” Either reading casts
melodic strokes in the act of rowing.
Such discursive economy that compresses time, space, action, poetic cadence and
the intentional state of a character can only be achieved by an author firmly in control of
his signs and his intentions. It is the embodied author expressing the quality of being
adrift and the first line is a particularly revealing index (pointing sign) to authorial
presence.
Lines immediately subsequent lines are just as inscribed or written but they do not
appear as intentional. They read:
My hands were blistered, my back was burned, my body ached. With a
sigh, making barely a splash, I slipped overboard. With slow strokes, my
long hair floating about me, like a flower of the sea, like an anemone, like
a jelly fish of the kind you see in the waters of Brazil, I swam towards the
strange island, for a while swimming as I had rowed, against the current,
then all at once free of its grip, carried by the waves into the bay and on to
the beach. (5)
.
The difference lies in the fact that the reader is being explicitly informed with
“givens” after the first line implicitly cued personal schema and assumptions. The
physical distress, audible sigh, slide overboard, fanning of hair, slow strokes beachward –
all are blanks being filled like clusters of pointillist dots that texture rather than define
suggestive images for the negations involved in being adrift. We do compute important
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details. The exhausted rower is probably female: she has “long hair” and uses a
feminine metaphor for her image: “like a flower of the sea.” We also receive a spatial
hint about where she may be adrift: in the Atlantic below the equator (“waters of
Brazil”). Aesthetically, the phrasing is wave-like in rhythm. Still, while the details
appear to be particularly visual in intent, they fill conventional needs of narrative and
answer problems of logical content. Filling in is a connective activity of problem-solving
and while satisfying, it involves already contextualized boundaries and reflects the
“evaluative” stage of creative cognition.
Before we land on the beach of Coetzee‟s inventive inversion of Defoe‟s desert
island, we need to draw some distinctions in aspects of critical and creative intent.
Authors of fiction use both. So do most writers no matter what their intent. Creative
cognition is an unavoidable everyday occurrence. It is implied in the process of thinking
and becomes apparent in a finished product or answer.
At this point a proviso is in order. Our assumptions as critical readers and fellow
writers must be that every word generated and positioned by an author of fiction is a
product of pain-staking choice. However, in communication with a reader, words and
artistic structures bear varied intensities of attention, significance and meanings, i.e.,
weight of intentionalities. We cannot gauge distinct intentions according to the effort
involved in cognitively processing or inscribing them. Creating one minor plot point,
detail of characterization or apt metaphor may exact a ridiculous cost to an author in
terms of time and cognitive effort. However, as soon as the idea becomes an expressed
intent within the aesthetic form and content of fiction, its intentionality becomes a felt
quality understood for its value in relation to its function in communication rather than to
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its cost in production. A goal of this investigation is to find interpretive strategies that
help us recognize, though not resolve, the tension between what is meaningful to an
author and meaningful to a reader in order to have better insight into how mutual tensions
in intentionality are negotiated in inscripted communication. There is methodological
delicacy in using a Nobel prize winner and one of the international community‟s unique
fictional stylists to explore issues of intentionality, conventionalism and creativity. A
critical writer plying risky hypotheses in the halting exploratory process of discovery
juxtaposes problem-solving issues openly in the process.
Creative Cognition
Research in creative cognition looks analytically at the cognitive processes used
in creative activity. In reviewing research that attempts to define and conceptualize
processes in creative thinking, Ward, Smith and Finke find that “creative
accomplishments, from the most mundane to the most extraordinary, are based on those
ordinary mental processes that, at least in principle, are observable” (Ward, Smith and
Finke 189). 6 They approach creativity as a norm of human thought processes, not as the
province of a special group of gifted individuals or cultures.7 They acknowledge an
extensive continuum of creative functioning from the mundane to the extraordinary.
What they reject is the idea that “extraordinary forms of creativity are the products of
minds that operate according to principles that are fundamentally different than those
associated with normative cognition, and that are largely mysterious and unobservable”
(191).
Everyone functions creatively but we use generative processes to very different
degrees, intensities, combinations and levels of motivation. Ward et al use two broad
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criteria to judge whether an outcome is creative: novelty and utility (190); other
researchers may use terms like innovation and aptness. In artistic disciplines, innovation
implies significant variation on, or contradiction of, previous patterns, approaches and
“schemas” (elements in a unit of action or knowledge). One of the most common
indicators of creativity is “our undeniably flexible use of language through which we
craft an infinite variety of novel constructions using a relatively small set of rules” (190).
8

The common goal in creative processes is to go beyond the literal, the direct, the given

information and to generate new configurations and possibilities, no matter what are of
expertise we apply, from art and science to parenting or retail sales. The idea is to invent.
In reviewing contemporary research in creative cognition, Ward et al formulate
two broad phases of creative cognition: the generative and the evaluative. Both are
descriptive, heuristic processes, not predictive or proscriptive. Physical cause and effect
of “creative” thought to word-on-page is obscure. No one sees the neural connections of
Nobelist Jose Saramago as he allegorically complicates the life of a poor potter while
politically commenting on rapid/vapid technologizing and creeping urbanization in his
novel, The Cave. No one saw the neural connections of Shakespeare scrambling to
integrate a snippet of heroic tragedy from Book 10 of Sir Philip Sidney‟s Arcadia, about
the blind Paphlogonian king who tried to throw himself off a cliff in penance. The
thwarted suicide takes two sentences in Sidney‟s Arcadia. 9 In Shakespeare‟s mind, it
grows into a complex setpiece on the moor in King Lear, 93 lines of devilish humor,
unachievable suicide and human redemption. In both cases, we derive indicators of
intentionality based on patterns in previous work and the treatments we see an author
affording interaction of form and content. Saramago‟s thematic intent is clear: to show
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technologized cultures that they are removed from truth and knowledge, binding minds
and bodies with shadow play in Plato‟s Cave. Shakespeare‟s dramatic intent is emotional
and redemptive: to dramatically purge a blind father‟s guilt with a mad son‟s humanity.
All that we can apply from cognitive research are broad mental processes, structures and
constraints that could theoretically support such conflations and leaps of vision and
insight.
Ward et al pose the generative phase as one of constructing. We retrieve existing
information in the form of representations or models, what Finke calls “preinventive
structures.” These can be symbolic patterns; diagrams; models of three-dimensional
forms and objects; instances of an event; examples, prototypes or stereotypes of things
we know; verbal combinations. As we generate existing information, we synthesize or
transform models, finding associations and analogizing how one trait or function can
work in a different place, position, relationship or context. In the evaluation phase we
interpret. We examine models and examples for desirable aspects, attributes that are
novel, implications that would emerge from application and given parameters. It is
important to remember that creative cognition is not a two-step process; it‟s a
collaborative one in which the mental models examined for utility and novelty in the
exploratory sphere give us information about how to focus or expand ideas in evaluation.
Then we generate more.
From the broad description of the process, it‟s apparent that “there are no sharp
boundaries between creative and noncreative thinking” (193). How then do we know
when something is extensive enough in innovation and apt enough in application to be
considered really creative? Ward et al suggest that the more remote an association, the
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more creative the solution. If in a generative phase we settle for the most common, usual
and culturally-known associations for a flower – daisy-like with petals, a yellow center
and a stem – we might miss the novelty and odd utilities a Venus flytrap might bring to a
situation. It is considered less creative to choose the proximate, usual or common
associations. It is more creative, not to mention challenging, to retrieve remote
connections and envision how and if they apply.
Another difference between creative and less creative approaches is attentional
focus. In psychometric tests of creative word association, less creative responses tended
to focus tightly on narrow sets of possibilities in association; more creative responses
attended to a broader scope of possibilities and were drawn from more remote
associations. The more creative types “defocused” their attention so that distinctions
between proximate (close) associations and remote ones were blurred. They enlarged
the generative field by spreading attention over a more expansive set of connections
rather than intensifying attention on a small set of connections. In the realm of
connectionist neural research, it means that when we focus attention narrowly, we highly
activate a limited number of nodes (groups of neurons). When we “defocus” attention,
we activate equally across larger clusters of nodes.10
The issue of mastery of craft comes into play especially in the evaluative phase
because it is there that master writers more efficiently assess novelty and utility of an
idea. 11 Knowing the conventions and formal properties of the narrative, writers have a
“tacit” or unconsciously active awareness of how an idea can fit and how it might be
alterable in inventive ways. In general, mastery of a craft allows a writer to see fitness in
novel ways; expertise also produces more knowledge over all, i.e., it provides more
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connections and associations to retrieve. That is important to the span of options the
mind can scan for novel concepts. However, mastery can become problematic when it
reinforces reliance on pathways of prior experience.

If we have solved a concrete

problem in the past in a certain way, that model of problem solving or association will be
among the first to pop up in the generative stage. These “structuring effects” are what
leads a writer or thinker down a path of least resistance, or a so-called “garden path”
(Ward 1994).

12

A typical generative approach is to fill the frame of a “novel” idea

with a specific instance that we know. Features are already there ready to be tweaked.
Unfortunately, that limits the remote associations we can draw; it gives a sense of the
new idea already always having been there in familiar form It leads us down a path of
least resistance. One way to avoid accessing the known, “proximate” concepts at the tips
of synapses is to keep the frame of the novel idea empty, so to speak, until we have
created an abstract image or characterization of the “novel” idea first. Abstractions are
generalized images and designs which tend to formulate outlines and properties of a
concept rather than a specific instance. We can create abstractions by approaching the
problem from another angle, or at a distance, or from an opposing or outside perspective.
In other words, we can defocus long enough to find general properties of a new idea
instead of focusing tightly on the example that appears to correlate most closely.
Lastly, it is important to touch on the integration of critical strategies in creative
cognition. Analytic relationships are obviously in play when writers evaluate ideas,
images and designs in relation to a purpose. Flower and Hayes (1980) examined verbal
protocols in a group of expert and inexperienced writers and found a significant
difference in the object to which they were responding in order to generate ideas.13
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Experienced writers tended to generate ideas in response to the rhetorical situation or
purpose. Inexperienced writers tended to create ideas according to a topic. Also an
indicator of critical distance is metacognition – or reflective awareness of what one
knows and what one is doing – in a task. While it is not possible to observe a writer‟s
physical metacognitive activity, some metacognitive observations in writing may
constitute intentionality perceptible to a reader.
A final critical distinction can be made between knowledge-telling, the retrieval
and reporting of appropriate content in memory, and knowledge-transformation, the
reflective struggle a writer engages in deciding what to say and how to express it.14
Summarizing, for example, is more likely a task of knowledge-telling. Finding and
integrating evidence or details to support an argument or create an effect is more likely a
task that transforms knowledge for audience and purpose. This suggests that a reader can
look at the role of key passages – whether explicative, descriptive or persuasive in
relation to the audience or purpose – and analyze intentionalities designed to tell against
those appearing to transform knowledge.
In summary, we can extract potential signs of intentional creativity, craft mastery
and critical complexity from:
-

Use of remote associations over proximate or close ones.
Creation of an empty frame in order to avoid structuring effects, i.e., to avoid
following paths of least resistance in pursuit of a goal.
Generation of ideas from a different, abstracted perspective.
Execution of ideas in tensile, interactive relation to rhetorical purpose.
Evidence of metacognition.
Knowledge-transformation as opposed to knowledge-telling.

An author‟s intrinsic intentionality is especially challenged and engaged in higher
levels of risk in accomplishing the cognition-based processes above. Those processes
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pose higher levels of challenge in the “translation” to public symbols (writing).

I have

already suggested a higher gradient of intentionality is evident in Coetzee‟s first line as
opposed to those immediately subsequent. That sense relates to the last of the six
indicators above, in which there appears to be a deeper intention to transform knowledge
(initate both discourse and story, content and form) with the first line and to “tell”
knowledge in the paragraph that follows.
Returning to the female castaway beached on Coetzee‟s island, the contour of the
story begins to build psychologically and spatially. I see contour as the internally
bounded scope of possibility, or volume, in the novel. Leonardo da Vinci “rated contour
drawing as the first requisite in the making of a picture, more important even than
shading and lighting…The outline created the volume and gave it its form and therewith
the semblance of an object” (Langer 166).15 The contour of an image connotes a certain
magnitude and in fiction, the contour of a story is a cumulative perception built through
internal and external points of view and perceptions of movement forward/backward,
up/down in imagined space and time.
We left Susan Barton flat, spatially and psychologically at sea-level, sprawled
face-up, sun-scorched and sea-soaked wearing only a petticoat “baking dry upon me” (5).
A shadow comes between her and the sun – the head of a man “with a dazzling halo.” It
is a black man, “a Negro with a head of fuzzy wool”(5). Conventionally for the time and
place, she mistakes his silent attitude and regard for that of a cannibal (6).
Unconventionally, they end up in a “strange backwards embrace” after she hurts her foot,
the slight black man lends her his back and she leans-rides-hops awkwardly with him up
a hill. They are ascending, and so is the contour and magnitude of the story.
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Perceptually, the point of view is spatially rising diagonally and vertically through the
perspective of the main character. At the same time, Coetzee pings the dark of the
reader‟s moral consciousness with a sounding of racial themes, using Susan‟s
stereotypical thought of cannibals and their awkward physical pairing as they move
forward, upward, together. The image of her as a self-conscious burden on his indifferent
back is emblematic of their relationship throughout the story.
At this point the perceptual contour – the virtual arc within which the reader
relates spatially to and identifies with the story – is given a slight external pull. We have
for two pages identified mimetically, i.e., been engaged empathetically through cognitive
mirroring of actions and projections of intent, through the author‟s use of traditional
dramatic exposition, metaphor, dialogue and reports of mental states. As Susan struggles
up the hill with Friday, she pauses as if in formal deference to an audience and describes
the island. Her linguistic register (style of vocabulary, composition and rhetoric specific
to a social purpose) changes to that of a reporter or epistolary writer:
„For readers reared on travellers‟ tales, the words desert isle may conjure
up a place of soft sand and shady trees where brooks run to quench the
castaway‟s thirst…But the island on which I was cast away was quite
another place.‟ (7)
The reader is aware of a sense of public description in the passages that follow.
We look again at a graphic sign – the single quote mark at the beginning of each
paragraph – and confirm that it is an index of her “speaking.” Two pages more and we
are addressed directly again:
„I have told you how Cruso was dressed; now let me tell you of his
habitation.‟(9)
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Occasional second-person references follow in 36 pages of dramatic first-person
narration and depiction of Susan‟s castaway experience with a tyrannical and patronizing
Robinson Cruso and the mute and mutilated Friday, who, Cruso claims, lost his tongue to
Moorish slavers. We “feel like” Susan‟s epistolary audience but are not certain about our
role or hers. Her voice has an authority of detail about the island but, oddly, not
ownership of it. She is an awkward outsider in a sealed “I”-land space of master-slave
duality. Cruso is the taciturn master/colonizer directing Friday, a mute servant/subaltern
who has somehow escaped one degree of explicit slavery for another – being rescued
from cannibals if Cruso is to be believed – and is relegated to serving as the aging
Cruso‟s companion, cook, helpmate and builder of terraces in seedless, rocky ground.
Cruso has taught Friday imperatives, i.e., basic words for commands like fetch and dig,
and little else. Cruso prizes silence and solitude. What Friday desires is physically and
dramatically muted. What Susan wishes is explicit: rescue.
Her graphic rendering of the island is concrete and creates an ironic
counternarrative to the island life in Defoe‟s version. Foe‟s island is a spartan land of
wind, rain, fish, birds, apes, bitter lettuce and little foliage. Robinson Crusoe‟s island is
everything the castaway needs at the time he needs it: fortified terrain, lush woods,
protected inlet for a boat, edible fauna in the form of conveniently domesticated goats,
and his scavenging from the ship on the shoals gives him creature comforts and tools to
build more. DeFoe‟s presentation of Friday on the island, as a loquacious, obedient
Anglophile of Indian/cannibal heritage and light skin, is a contrast to Coetzee‟s
characterization of a tongue-less black African who hums, plays six notes on a reed flute
and seems to live a separate, parallel existence to the subordinate one with his master.
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Familiarity with an original Crusoe and with Defoe‟s novel is not critically
necessary to apprehend the depth of interrogation Coetzee will imply for the metaphor of
an island and for the enigmatic vagaries of authorship. Defoe is the 18th Century author of
other novels with protagonists of adventurous, eventually redemptive repute (Moll
Flanders). He is historically characterized as a calculating journalist and political
pamphleteer with a penchant for scavenging the true tales of others in the creation of his
fictions. Coetzee‟s imagining of the island and post-island world remains inventively,
stylistically his. He poses the troubling thematics of authorial role and colonial ethics
from a postmodern perspective that prefers to overtly decenter what it inscribes.
Coetzee‟s vision is so distinct that each time the novel story or discourse winks at the
reciprocating image of Foe-as-Defoe, the gesture signals something precious and coy
because it is the author and imaginings of the moment which are in charge. Coetzee is no
stranger to self-conscious authorship. Interviewed, Coetzee contends that a writing self is
inescapably autobiographical: “All autobiography is storytelling, all writing is
autobiography” (qtd. in Attwell 391).
Coy qualities are most evident when accompanied by a shift in the perceptual
contour, as in the midst of Susan‟s chronicling Cruso‟s death aboard the rescue ship. Her
writing suddenly addresses itself outward beyond the dutiful reader to someone behind.
„Do you think of me, Mr Foe, as Mrs Cruso or as a bold adventuress?
Think what you may, it was I who shared Cruso‟s bed and closed Cruso‟s
eyes, as it is I who have disposal of all that Cruso leaves behind, which is
the story of his island.‟ (45)

So we perceive that the embodied reader has never been the intended object of
Susan‟s communication. We are merely the proxy-narratee.16 It feels a little foolish to be
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caught in the sudden bulge upward and outward in the internal contour of a image, as if
something suddenly inflated and we are wedged somewhere between Susan-the-selfconscious storyteller and Foe the intended reader.
We must re-contour again when we find that Susan does not really intend to be
the author. She wants Foe to write the story of the island more artfully than she. The
metafictional trope that readers are authors and authors readers wends through the story
like reversible thread. Susan lays legal claim to ephemeral property rights, the story of
Cruso‟s island, but the story she has participated in is not so clear. Friday is a cipher to
her and Cruso is an unreliable narrator of his own life. One day he claims to have come
from wealthy family. Another he is a poor boy of no family captured by Moors as a
cabin-boy and branded for servitude. The most fantastic story comes during fevers: he
had saved Friday from being eaten by fellow-cannibals. “‟So in the end‟,” Susan says,
“‟I did not know what was truth, what was lies, and what was mere rambling‟” (12) In
the triadic role of a meta-narrating-character she is a charged with priming questions
about the nature of memory, story-telling, fictionality and truth. She, too, can ramble.
The reader is pulled sympathetically close by the “true” story of her arduous overseas
search to find her adult daughter who was kidnapped and taken to the wild, cannibal
interior of Brazil. Additionally, Susan‟s assertive feminine personality appeals to the
reader‟s need for tension in relationships because there are no real perils or dangers on
the island to challenge the characters.
But Coetzee opens dissonant gaps in the reader‟s trust of her as we distance
ourselves to consider small breaches in trust or ethical position. Off-handedly she
exposes a telling detail about her arrival on the island which she had initially withheld:
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her rowboat held the corpse of the captain of the mutinous crew that had set her adrift.
She hints that she was the captain‟s mistress.
„So befuddled was I that I thought myself still aboard the ship, in the
Portuguese captain‟s bed.‟ (29)

When she talks of being a gentlewoman taking in sewing in Bahia, she loses
constancy of her role as the seeking mother of a lost adult child. When she and the
fever-stricken Cruso are rescued and taken aboard a merchantman bound for Bristol, she
refers to Cruso as her husband and claims that they were shipwrecked together because it
is a less morally problematic explanation than being cast away by Bahia mutineers with a
corpse. She tells the Bristol captain on the rescue ship that
„I would rather be the author of my own story than have lies told about
me.‟ (40)
Her subsequent direct epistolary address to a commercial writer, Mr Foe,
undercuts what she says in a way that is much more calculating than the unreliability
experienced with Cruso‟s memory problems and possible hallucinations. It is a strategic
contradiction about her intentions for her story and shows that she is a creature of
authorial intention, not yet mistress of her own. At this point, the reader is not sure where
and what she is. Thus we cannot apprehend how she can grow or change, as complex
characters in fiction are apt to do.
The story solves our dilemma somewhat by mounting struggles for Susan and
Friday in London. Struggle is its own island in human experience and conflict the only
vehicle sent in rescue. Susan and Friday inhabit a new-old island made of class, caste
and authorial ambivalence. In penury they inhabit squatter‟s lodgings in the city. Friday
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is largely hidden from public view while she writes letters to Foe who, on the run from
debtors, does not read them, nor is it clear that Susan sends them or even in the end writes
them down (133). Foe wants a juicier, more impressive story than Susan‟s honest report
of hard-scrabble existence on a barren island. He locates a lost daughter, a “mad child”
(79) named Susan in search of a mother whom she claims is the castaway Susan Barton.
The girl sketches a strange biography that suggests a painful history of Susan as a woman
who abandoned her daughter at a young age. Susan cannot convince the girl otherwise
and nearly goes mad herself trying to both absorb and repel the story. When finally she
comes face to face with the elusive and calculating Foe, the girl and a woman witness are
also there. Recognition and resolution are expected. What Foe gets is Susan‟s
metaficational version of an Aristotelian reversal (recognition that incurs a substantial
turn of events).
“I am not a story, Mr Foe. I may impress you as a story because I began my
account of myself without preamble, slipping overboard…But my life did not begin in
the waves…[T]o no one, not even to you, do I owe proof that I am a substantial being
with a substantial history in the world” (131). Approaching the girl Foe wants her to
accept, a creature she considers a “substantial ghost,” Susan appears on the verge of
doubting her own “substantial” story and history until she gets close enough to actually
perceive the girl. She kisses her, grips her and looks for something familiar. “Was this
truly my daughter‟s flesh?” (132). She decides that Foe as an author “[lacks] skill in
summoning ghosts” because he has created one “who resembles my daughter in no
respect whatever” (132), ensuring not even the plainest priming of family identity like
blue eyes and brown hair.
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Susan as a narrating character has experienced one of the most presumptive and
intentional assaults an author can make on his/her creation: externally forcing on her an
event that is neither spontaneous in character nor inevitable in the scheme of the story.
Direct experience of the girl – holding, touching, close seeing – proves the young woman
a creation perceptible but not familiar. The girl is a forced and failed conceit “from
another order speaking words you made up for her” (133). Susan experiences her deepest
doubts about her own existence – her story – after the realization. With an ontology we
might consider a meta-irony, a fictional character questions her continuing need to
narrate, to author the story in which she exists.
But if these women are creatures of yours [Foe‟s], visiting me at your
instruction, speaking words you have prepared for them, then who am I
and who indeed are you?...[I]n the same room as yourself at last, where I
need surely not relate to you my every action…I continue to describe and
explain…I tell of your looks and my looks, I relate your words and mine.
Why do I speak, to whom do I speak, when there is no need to speak?
(133)

She voices the mystery and doubt at the core of writers‟ work: if others can see
for themselves and there is no need to speak, why speak? Why write? The answer is
because someone else may “speak” you. Susan says: “Nothing is left to me but doubt. I
am doubt itself. Who is speaking me? Am I a phantom, too? To what order do I belong?
And you: who are you?” (133).
No matter to which “you” she refers – whether it‟s Foe the internal author
character or Coetzee the external author-writer or we the external reader-meaner – the
question is authorially self-conscious and ambiguous in intent. To what “order” do any
of us in this inscripted sphere of communication belong? Perhaps it is an order of
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intentional consciousness, one aligned along multiple points of view through which a
mind can project perception, something articulated by philosopher Daniel Dennett in his
notion of intentional stance.17 Such an order for the scene above might embed five orders
of intentionality, i.e., shifts in perspective-taking: Coetzee realizes that Foe knows that
Susan doubts the perceiving-reader‟s awareness of her existence and the embodied
author‟s intention to honor her authorship. Dennett contends that humans efficiently
process only three orders of intention. In the scene above, the intentional stance is so
manipulated in design and rationally projected in effect that Susan, fictionally realizing
that she, Foe and all that surrounds them are fictions, not only continues attempts to
empirically describe her world, she poses defining questions of relational intent in order
to get a grip: “what,” “who,” “to whom?”
As conceptually obvious as Coetzee‟s effect might be, his intentions pose a
complex critique that demonstrates how a convention of storytelling – a narrator or
character – contains inventions of agency with a perspective-breaking dynamic of
creative and critical “freedom.” Foe the author-character defines freedom as meaningless
without embodied intention, or “desire.”
„Freedom is a word like any word… It is but the name we give to the
desire you speak of, the desire to be free. What concerns us is the desire,
not the name.‟ (149)
Another way to envision an “order” of authorial stance is as a culturally-situated
intentionality occurring centripetally in the voices and language of a novel, a Bakhtinian
“zone of dialogue contact” which posits an author presence speaking with and through
narrative perspectives in a work. To envision it two dimensionally we might pose an
image like a bull‟s eye or a dart board in which a center is surrounded by concentric
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circles or fields. In three dimensional space we might pose a planet with unseen
gravitational force at the core. In Bakhtin‟s view of intentionality, an embodied author,
Coetzee, would be a central and centralizing force speaking with and through the
invented Foe, the invented Susan, the silent Friday, the now-dead Cruso, even the lost
daughter and the shadow imprints or cognitive palimpsests of originating influences
(embodied Daniel Defoe and the invented Robinson Crusoe).
In order address Susan‟s existential doubts, Foe the author-character does not rely
on speaking as a demonstration of materiality. He grasps literally at interaction with
Susan and kisses her. Perceptually re-centered as a self, she narrates her responsiveness.
From the viewpoint of literary aesthetics, “the kiss” is a risk. It is one of the most
conventional and hackneyed interactions of intimacy in literature and drama but it always
redefines the quality of space perceived between two objects. It is “their” space. We the
reader, and the author who writes interaction into being, watch from outside the zone of
contact. In the novel, the interaction functions as a face-to-face perception of Susan and
Foe‟s mutual intentions to matter, to mean, to be authors of their relational existence.
They can recognize each other as two beings who are equally created if not created
equally. When Foe speaks, we hear a world view of fiction an embodied author might
address to those struck by a flagging ontology or frightening doubts, those who need to
feel urgent in purpose and struggle against contingencies toward light of a “different
order:”
„Let us confront our worst fear, which is that we have all of us been called
into the world from a different order (which we have now forgotten) by a
conjurer unknown to us, as you say I have conjured up your daughter and
her companion (I have not). Then I ask nevertheless: Have we thereby
lost our freedom? Do we of necessity become puppets in a story whose
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end is invisible to us, and towards which we are marched like condemned
felons? You and I know, in our different ways, how rambling an
occupation writing is; and conjuring is surely much the same.‟ (135)
It is a fuzzy metaphysical loop, this “conjuring,” and it poses fiction
phenomenally as a “different order.” Rambling is a term Coetzee poses as a metaphoric
image and qualitative description of a state between truth and lies, as when Susan Barton
characterizes her inability to know the reliability of Cruso‟s stories.
‟I did not know what was truth, what was lies, and what was mere
rambling.‟ (12)
There is a potential sense of local, not universal, divination in Foe‟s reference to
“a conjurer unknown to us.” It evokes an author alone in a room “calling” characters into
a rambling world. They are conceptually free and literarily constrained, so much so that
they ramble to the edge of authorial gravity, perceive the caller and call back: “And you:
who are you?” The conjurer knows the created. He sees the edge, hears the call. The
created do not know the conjurer.
The end of the novel attempts to dramatize the indeterminacy of rambling by
offering ambiguous truncated fragments suggestive of finality and continuity. The first
fragment is a short scene at night in Foe‟s quarters which features an unidentified firstperson narrator. We are subjectively primed by first-person reporting to assume that it is
Susan making her way up the stairs to Foe‟s quarters, perhaps in a dream. Given the
story‟s recent, self-conscious disquisition on fictionality, however, the first-person
omniscience logically suggests a fictional persona of the embodied author examining the
post-mortem future. Characters are dead or dying. The stunted body of the lost daughter,
an authorial conceit unaccepted by Susan Barton, lies lifeless on the stairs, light as “a
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sack of straw” (153), literally a straw-woman. Inside the apartment the bed holds
peacefully-desiccated bodies who appear to be Foe and Susan. Friday, wrapped mummylike to his face, still has a pulse. The author-persona lies down with an ear to Friday‟s
tongue-less mouth to hear something of the island. Friday emanates sounds of the island
narrating itself in a wash of waves, call of birds, cry of wind, in the primal natural
language of his I-land which remains when authors in their beds lie gone. One‟s island
is a metaphor for one‟s story and island is a perceptual semiotic that moves with the body
inhabiting it. 18
The final ending fragment opens with a postmodern nod to the originating author
of island survival. “Daniel Defoe, Author” has a plaque on the building. In his room are
three bodies. On his desk a manuscript with the “true” beginning, one that includes the
salutation of the letter that is the epistolary tale, the inception of the novel:
„Dear Mr Foe, At last I could row no further.‟ (155)
The floating authorial consciousness is taken in by the story‟s beginning, as were
we, and slips overboard, climbing down underwater to a shipwreck holding particles of
alternative narrative: the dead bodies of Susan Barton and her Portuguese captain, the
undead body of Friday who has a chain around his throat, semiotic of the enslaved.
“From inside him comes a slow stream, without breath, without interruption…it runs
northward and southward to the ends of the earth. Soft and cold, dark and unending, it
beats against my eyelids, against the skin of my face” (157). The novel ends with eyelids
closed against a naturalized stream of otherness that suffered the story and could not tell.
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A Moral Contour
The perceptual contour of the story is complete. Although it ends in ambiguous
postmodern fragments, the ending is visually and classically close to where it began: A
narrative “I” is at sea, though with a crucial difference. The “I” has sought another and is
not alone. Now we can try to make sense of the moral contour of the story which at first
glance appears as stunted and manipulated as the lost straw daughter on the steps. We
seem meant to understand that stories of lost Fridays fill the seas of the known world and
that colonial narratives posed by those in authority are as unreliable as Cruso‟s memory,
as monotoned and linguistically coercive as the only quoted utterance of Friday in the
novel. Cruso instructs him to repeat impossible tongue-curling la-la-la‟s:
‟“Ha-ha-ha,” said Friday from the back of his throat.‟ (22)
Thematics which question authorship, ownership and authority are explicit
intentional interrogations and effects in the novel. But what do such themes suggest
ethically beyond: be the author of your own story because another author will make it
his/her own? Susan is a thematic emblem. A marginalized other, a white woman in the
18th Century, she struggles to author her identity and be more agent than reagent.
Friday‟s role is ethically, intentionally undeveloped, something requiring a “moral
aesthetic completion” from the reader (Rose).19 But surely there is more to be drawn
from an ethical fiction if we perceive a moral imagination at work creating scenarios
invested with conflictive cause and effect of perceptibly human affiliations, attachment
and values.
The affiliation of distant conjurer to the conjured, of an author Coetzee to
authored characters, is abstract and meta-conscious. The conflict it renders is analytic
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and structural. The most perceptible and conscious affiliative complexity in the novel
rests with Susan‟s relationship to Friday. Susan is haunted by “ownership” of Friday,
from her visceral, repelling and dissonantly poetic musing on the violence done against
his tongue (84-85) and her desperate wish to be noticed by and simply to matter to him
(97-98), to her ineffectual, irrational journey to Bristol to buy safe passage for Friday on
a ship “home” to Africa. Her goal is to be “my own mistress at last” (111), to stop
mistressing others. It is an intention constantly thwarted. Even in authorship she
considers herself a “muse” or vessel of the story Foe will write. Her personal concern
and responsibility for Friday‟s day to day survival is frequently militated by her social
presumptions and complicit investment in his slave status. She is obsessed by his
mutiliations. He was made impotent verbally and sexually, and his speechlessness is not
a simple lack. It is full embodied loss, taken by force. By whose hand, Coetzee leaves
open, suggesting that a story about whom to blame (Moorish slavers? Cruso himself?) is
less compelling than the conflict of living in aftermaths. Susan‟s mission is to somehow
recover Friday‟s story of the island; otherwise the story is incompletely authored and
authorized, as is any history in which only one perspective of an event is instantiated as
the perceiving source of judgment. “The story of Friday‟s tongue is a story unable to be
told, or unable to be told by me,” she tells Foe. “The true story will not be heard till by
art we have found a means of giving voice to Friday” (118).
Friday as a character is shackled by the ethical aesthetic he bears, made heavier
with the weight of allegory and historical allusion. It is hard to hold his symbolic
valence at the periphery of perception. The ethical predicate of Friday is intransitive,
indefinitely in foreground: He suffers. Susan sees and reports on his depressive state
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since they escaped the island. The cold of England debilitates him, He lives in a cellar
physically unhealthy, inactive and, hidden from the taunts of street urchins who trumpet
news of the neighborhood cannibal. Like other writers who illuminate a colonial ethos
and the interdependencies of its aftermath, Coetzee uses the “suffering body” as moral
totem. Examples are numerous: the tortured “barbarian” girl and the Magistrate in
Waiting for the Barbarians; the instinctive eponymous survivor of predatory authorities
in The Life and Times of Michael K; Magda‟s darkening psychology of colonial isolation
In the Heart of the Country; the terminally ill professor Mrs. Curren whose cancer is a
self-scathing painful metonymy of the anger of apartheid‟s homeless in Age of Iron. In
Coetzee‟s works the distance between the worlds of black and white seem light years
apart in empathy and understanding. Nowhere in his work is this more evident, perhaps,
than in Disgrace (1999), a novel about a shunned and disaffected white academic coping
with antagonism in family relationships and his ineffectuality as a father. David Lurie
and his adult daughter Lucy are trapped in a spark of violence in the social transformation
of post-apartheid South Africa. Lucy is raped by black men who want her small holding
of land. By novel‟s end, David is slowly working his way toward being a better person, a
“good person,” by accepting his daughter‟s pregnancy and by working in a crematorium
for unwanted animals. He learns humane protocols of respect and comfort for the
maimed, the starved, the unsustainable. Though the novel ends with an oddly tender turn
to human empathy, the bleak, pitiless depiction of black on white violence sparked public
outcry that Coetzee‟s novel fiction dramatizes an unfair, incendiary negativity in a nation
in the throes of a monumental shift to black power from white minority rule. Some take
Coetzee‟s general emphasis on objective style, linguistic precision and unemotional
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stance as one that lacks compassion and, worse, lacks political capital for postcolonial
causes. Others view it as the only way to present truths which humans do not wish to see.
He is on record as saying that he not a “herald of community or anything else…I am
someone who has intimations of freedom (as every chained prisoner has) and constructs
representations – which are shadows themselves – of people slipping their chains and
turning their faces to the light” (qtd. in Attwell 341).20
Coetzee‟s characters often respond less enigmatically than he but they still leave
the impression that human agency is a risk of belief, of turning to the light. “To have
opinions in a vacuum, opinions that touch no one, is, it seems to me, nothing,” says the
dying classics profession in Age of Iron. “Opinions must be heard by others, heard and
weighed, not merely listened to out of politeness. And to be weighed they must have
weight” (163).21

It is fair then to ask whether ethical stories must venture discernible

opinions or judgments in order to carry moral weight. Realistic depiction of violence, as
in Disgrace, is not a moral judgment any more than depiction of David Lurie‟s slowly
growing empathy for the sick animals he prepares for euthanasia. However, the scenes
do not have equal implications as social information. Moral weight in witnessing human
cruelty is oppressive and explicit; we see someone responsible and, perceptually at least,
feel called on to account for it. Moral weight in witnessing an act of empathy is
expressive and implicit; we create a responsibility of our own accord. Constructing the
journey of antagonistic human beings, fictional or otherwise, to states of implicit empathy
requires moral imagination of high and intricate degree. It is an imagination that even a
country may attempt in a process to reconcile violent and inhuman truths of the past.
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Foe is an especially problematic novel for locating and evaluating a moral
aesthetic. It demonstrates a postmodern penchant for distancing text by imbuing it
metalinguistically with evidence of its own production. It is primarily through a
postcolonial framework engaging ethics of authority that the thematic content of Foe
breathes a moral aesthetic. Coetzee extends Spivak‟s vital question, “Can the subaltern
speak?” with the companion one: “Will the subaltern author?” Coetzee‟s answer is:
possibly. Near the end of the book, Susan uses a pencil and slate to teach Friday words
and alphabet. Friday fills the slate with semblances of letters until she takes the pencil
from his hand and looks into his eyes in an attempt to gauge whether he understands. He
seems “stupid” to her. “Long and hard I stared at him, till he lowers his eyelids and shut
his eyes” (146). Closed eyelids are a cultural semiotic in the novel, signaling antipathetic
or unbridgeable outsidedness. In some cultures, eye contact is considered disrespectful
and Susan‟s attempt seems particularly invasive. She grips his chin and turns his face.
“His eyelids opened. Somewhere in the deepest recesses of those black ;pupils was there
a spark of mockery? I could not see it. But if it were there, would it not be an African
spark, dark to my English eye?” (146). Friday‟s eyes are closed when he plays his flute
and when he spins and dances in English robes, an activity that entrances and transports
him and also keeps him warm in miserably damp cold. Susan plays and spins with him
but he is inured to her presence. She senses that it is not dullness or muteness that keeps
him “shut up in himself,” but “a disdain for intercourse with me” (98).

She seems to

resent Friday‟s most powerful shield of self-protection: his intentionality to remain
outside the reach of her socializing norms, his intention not to answer her.
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In contrast to attempts to invade or be immersed in the culture of another, M.M.
Bakhtin poses an interdependent stance that recognizes “outsideness,” a relatively closed
sense of an outer self.
There exists a very strong, but one-sided and thus untrustworthy, idea that
in order better to understand a foreign culture, one must enter into it,
forgetting one‟s own, and view the world through the eyes of this foreign
culture…In the realm of culture, outsideness is the most powerful lever of
understanding (Bakhtin Novy Mir letter qtd. in Emerson).22
“Forgetting” one‟s culture (a form of assimilation) is not only a dubious goal but a
depersonalizing one. Bakhtin sees “outsideness” as the “lever of understanding” that
allows one to be responsible and answerable to other cultures while learning, changing
and growing in the interaction with vital differences. Difference is a perception Bakhtin
sees as prerequisite for genuine learning. He privileges an outside perspective as a form
of other-oriented narration that helps us inflect, stress, value and creatively understand
our dynamic inner self. His articulation of socially-constituted selves differentiates
between a provisional inner self (“I-for-myself”) that is open and still being, in a sense,
authored, and an identified outer self (“I-for-others”) which is perceived by others as
concrete and somewhat finished. Both selves are interdependent but it the embodied
other outside which/against which they stand that invites creative understanding
(Emerson 511).23
Susan‟s inner and outer “I‟s” literally inter-author one other in letters, journaling,
narrating and inquiring. She is coyly and sometimes painfully aware of how Foe might
see her. She frequently tries to “see” through Friday, to no avail. Friday‟s closed I-forothers is all that Susan and the reader have access to. He is minimally responsive to or
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interactive with anyone after Cruso dies. He “follows” or “shadows” Susan. When she
gives him the slate at Foe‟s urging, the new form of expressive mediation (he already
authors himself in music and dance) seems motivating to him.
Writing as a matter of practice constitutes and communicates a cultural layer of
disciplinary “outsideness.” There are hints that Friday‟s interdependence of inner and
outer selves might be one day socially sustained through writing. Near the novel‟s end,
Friday sits at the author‟s table in Foe‟s garret, enacting a cross-cultural mimetic. He
wears an English wig and long robes, practically for warmth, literarily for a semiotic of
postcolonial mimicry too overt to be unintentional. Child‟s pencil and slate are gone.
He writes on paper, pen in hand practicing “o‟s.” In this way the story hints lightly,
barely, at his eventual capacity to be answerable and interactionist in language other than
the lost orality of his own. The ending equivocates further, giving him answerability in a
surreality of being dead but alive in the bowels of a slavers‟ shipwreck. The language is
purely semiotic, “where bodies are their own signs” (157), and his power is instantly and
distantly allegorized in a stream of naturalized otherness. In Friday‟s world, however, it
is the eyelids of the author persona facing him which remain closed, too challenged by
answerability and engaging differences.
Focusing on the morality we perceive in Foe‟s mimetic of affiliative and
consequential relationships, specific questions of ethical behavior come to mind: Does
Cruso treat Friday fairly? Is Susan truthful? Does she treat Friday fairly? Does Foe the
author-character respect the integrity of Susan‟s story of the island? How significant is
the moral imagination Coetzee the embodied author applies to the discourse and story? Is
the author‟s world view, or ideology, communicated in the story?
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The first four questions are drawn from fictional interactions depicted or alluded
to in the novel. The last two questions involve intentionalities of the embodied author.
The first group may be academically or intellectually interesting. The latter group are of
ethical consequence because they depend on recognition of an embodied human
consciousness at work. It personifies the stakes of an ethical question. Even derived
intentions have compelling value because, as Bakhtin suggests, an embodied other
contributes difference to the creative understanding we need to author and answer
ourselves.
A “bad” character or negative depiction in a story does not reflect “bad” traits in
an embodied author. Neither can we assume that a “good” character or positive depiction
in a story represents moral virtues in an author. That would not only be a form of
intentional fallacy (Wimsatt and Beardsley), it would correspond rather than analogize
fiction and reality. Fictional worlds cannot be confused with possible worlds, in the
analysis of Ruth Ronen (51),24 although the two references are sometimes used
interchangeably. Willie Van Peer also argues the impossibility of fictional worlds.

A

possible world can, theoretically at least, be actualized, i.e., it could happen. “[F]ictional
worlds are by definition non-actualizable…The problem is that in fictional worlds, states
or events may occur that are literally impossible, for instance violations of the law of the
excluded middle occurring regularly in postmodern fiction” (1046). 25

If we are to

argue that fiction “has” an ethics or motivates, as Wayne Booth suggests, “an ethics of
telling and listening,”26 we need to clarify who and what warrants our moral concern.
Subjects of imaginary concern are characters or plot consequences we can discuss
in fictionally-situated exemplars and case structures. Subjects of warranted concern lie
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outside the fictional world. They are embodied by an author and untold readers, the
living or once-live humans who negotiate questions of help, harm or evaluative
information in a story. Ethical dilemmas remain insulated philosophical exercises until
we contextualize frames of originating intention (“telling”) and receiving intention
(“listening”) in order to differentiate perspectives and evaluate ethical impact. To
approach those tasks, we need a practical methodology to help analyze ethical
dimensions of an imaginary world and evaluate implications in reality.
M. Johnson‟s definition of “moral imagination” appears particularly germane to
the creative and critical processes of an author of fiction.27 Johnson suggests that a moral
imagination is an “ability to imaginatively discern various possibilities for acting within a
given situation and to envision the potential help and harm that are likely to result from a
given action” (202).

Generating possibilities and evaluating them (the two steps in

creative cognition) are hallmarks of imagination which everyone has. The difference in
identifying a moral imagination is in the focus on projecting potential help or harm that
might result from an action.28
Experimental psychology offers a process approach to categorizing evidence and
levels of moral concern. Applied ethicists Dennis Moberg and Mark Seabright define
moral imagination as an ethical decision-making process that creatively generates and
evaluates implications and effects of actions involving self and/or others.29 Moberg and
Seabright structure applicability of their argument on Rest‟s model of moral reasoning,30
arguing that moral imagination is involved in each of four psychological processes upon
which ethical actions depend: moral sensitivity; moral judgment; moral intention and
moral behavior.
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Moral sensitivity involves awareness of how one‟s actions affect others. As per
Rest‟s model, moral sensitivity can be shown when one identifies a course of action,
decides who warrants moral concern and attempts to see the situation through the other‟s
point of view or perspective taking (Moberg and Seabright 848).

Moral judgment

involves interpreting whether a situation or issue requires application of a rule-based
ethical system (which acts according to rights and duties, law or cost); a relationshipbased system (which values emotional attachment, empathy, intimacy); a case-based
system (which uses paradigmatic cases to analyze, analogize and generalize about cases
at hand); or flexible application of any/all (863-864).
Moral intention addresses how and why one chooses a moral value or
alternative over other values. This is a process that involves knowledge of a concept of
self, a moral identity, and one‟s relationship to a moral community. Moral intent
considers how self-sanctions (personal standards) and social sanctions (inhibiting or
regulating influences of others) are processed in relation to choosing a moral action.
“[P]eople choose the moral alternative because of the very personal stakes that are at
issue; the choice signifies who they are and who they appear to be to others” (867).
Moral behavior involves following through with a moral intention and deciding how to
effectively implement an ethical judgment in relation to the affected parties (872).
The sketch of model processes above provides a general framework for
developing an ethical criticism that is congruent with a cognitive or perceptual approach
to interpretation. The processes narrate a schematic arc of intentional activity from
awareness to action which can be applied to a fictional character, embodied author or
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embodied reader. I can apply the processes to illuminate perceptions of Susan‟s ethics
and Coetzee‟s moral imagination.
Susan‟s ethics seem contradictory. Her actions toward Friday are ambivalent and
off-putting in many of the moments an attached human could be expressing empathy. A
memorable example is a long Beckett-influenced monologue that deflects emotion with
modal qualifiers and recursive philosophical questions while imagining with visceral
sensory effect the mutilation of Friday‟s mouth (84). His disability repels her. Another
instance is that of the early “thought picture” (Shklovsky) on the island when Susan halfrides Friday as he helps her up the slope. It is an image distinctly primed again in a
section late in the book when she is frustrated that „“Friday will not learn”‟ and that she
has no “freedom” because of him. She calls Friday „”the old man of the river,”‟ one who
is carried through a flood on the shoulders of a kind soul and then will not get down,
abusing the helpmate like a „“beast of burden” (147-148). Foe didactically reverses her
conception of who rides and who is ridden but the shrill self-pity in her acts of speech jar
and distance the reader. In sum, her voice creates ethical disjunction and duplicities. The
narrating role we entrust to her seems overtly subordinated to Foe, the author-character,
and covertly to Coetzee, the author who writes. A self-conscious diction does not reveal
her self and seems to be articulate of another. Duplicity, or more fairly, doubleness in
intent, is held at expert equilibrium throughout the novel, giving us the sense that
Coetzee‟s is a parallel voice, ensuring that the turn to metafictionality at the end is an
elegant, precise, poignant appeal on the part of a character to be allowed to be herself.
When we apply a framework to discern moral imagination of the author at work,
ethical oppositions between Susan‟s narrating, or authoring, role and her character action
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become clearer. We focus more closely on what Susan does, not on the doubling intent
of what she says. A search for signs of moral sensitivity, judgment, intention and
behavior narrow her interactions with Friday and make them more distinct. Though
Friday flees and hides from the rescue crew, she does not leave him on the island. In
London, she spends the first three guineas she earns as an advance on the castaway story
to buy warm clothing for Friday. She tries to sensitize herself to Friday‟s “language” on
a flute, echoing him and trying to dance his dance; she stops when he pays no notice. She
tries to access his point of view but, frustrated, gains no insight.
She exerts moral judgment that is rule-based by writing Friday‟s freedom into a
document he can carry around his neck and arduously travels to Bristol with him to buy
passage on a ship back to Africa. She exerts moral judgment that is relationship-based by
refusing to release him to a predatory captain who will sell him a second time into
slavery. She charts a moral intention according to self-sanctions, choosing the difficult
and debilitating moral value of continued complicity in slaveownership rather than
“liberate” Friday into the hands of an unknown slaver. However, words immediately
following her action provide the reader with an uneasy reason to socially sanction her.
“A woman may bear a child she does not want, and rear it without loving it, yet be ready
to defend it with her life. Thus it has become, in a manner of speaking, between Friday
and myself. I do not love him, but he is mine” (111).
The attempt to honor Friday‟s humanity is reduced to infantilizing and
patronizing it. Precise and systematic undercutting of moral judgment is an overt
intervention (a sign of author intentionality noted in I.A. Richards‟ approach to practical
criticism) perceived so frequently in Susan‟s thought/writing/behavior that it leaves no
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doubt that Coetzee is making the reader aware of contemporary social sanctions against
complicity in human oppression. His spare prose directs a pitiless light on cultural
anachronism. Susan equates Friday to a cannibal, beast, child, dull blackfellow. She
cannot escape her background or her time. She has moral imagination enough to
question who is speaking her but not enough to ask why the author does not “speak”
Friday.
Coetzee‟s mute Friday is a deliberate and morally necessary contrast to
literature‟s other Friday, a loquacious light-skinned native brought to England with
Daniel DeFoe‟s original Crusoe, ever ready and eager to serve. Coetzee‟s moral
imagination composes a Friday who remains outside English culture, beyond English
authoring, until he agrees to use implements of written language to begin a process to
author himself. Coetzee‟s career in fiction is marked by characters coiled around their
own social antipathy, their racial inequities and behavioral excess, their psychological
distress and insular epiphanies realized in acute acts of language. It is a career spent
authoring moral intention in the guise of struggling vessels like Susan Barton, ambivalent
storytellers like Foe and dislocated bodies like Friday‟s.
In sum, reading with an author in mind does not prove deleterious to
interpretation or effect. It posits a nuanced, responsive spectrum of analogues to study.
Readers grasp and interpret intentional gestures perceived through composition of
perspective, characterization, plot, thematics, signs and symbols. The result is a sense of
cognitive pragmatics in which readings grasp, contextualize and constructively mediate
tension in author-reader communication. Perceptual reading forms a complementary
strategy with close (semantic) reading.
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Conclusion

Interdisciplinary research and development of a cognitive literary approach can
open non-polemical pathways in intentionality studies. Assumptions that intentionality is
not relevant, discernible, detectable and/or meaningfully classifiable in fiction have been
addressed by application of three cognitively-based concepts – priming, markedness and
tensibility – in literary frameworks to help readers locate and evaluate distinguishing
qualities, nuanced effect and meaningful signs of intentionalities in fiction. The
strategies also help writers better understand and identify processes of creative suggestion
and communication in literary composition.
While intentional values remain interwoven and inextricable in effect and affect
in a work of fiction, analysis shows that not all intentional values in language are the
same. Even within a paragraph, there are gradient degrees of intentionality as
examination of creative cognition in the opening of Foe shows. More nuanced an issue
than discerning intentionality is evaluating how an author’s intent, creative and/or
critical, affects a reader’s interpretation of meaning. As the examination of narrative
distance in perspective in Underworld shows, an author’s composition can create varying
degrees of perceptual ergativity in which the subject-object distinction between readerand-text and author-and-text makes a transitive pivot. If the effect is seen as simply
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aesthetic, i.e., an empathetic attachment that puts a reader in a story, the ethical
communication of the author’s critique of media exploitation of voyeuristic tendencies is
minimized. If we read the scene closely for semantic and propositional intent, the
perceptual aesthetic is minimized. In actively negotiating axiological tensions, author
and reader mirror perceptions of consciousness, though not the content. There should be
no confusion about whether authorial intentionality acts as determinate constraint on
meanings or as motivated context for communication. Authors consciously and
unconsciously motivate; readers evaluate and cognitively construct using intentions of
their own.
Nuanced and pluralistic approaches to implications in intentionality remain
germane to expansion of diverse, multi-ethnic canons. Critics cannot ignore the
intentionalities of authors with special knowledge of oppression and marginality; neither
can critics assume positivistic depiction of events in fiction. Applying strategies to
interpret markedness patterns in artistic devices helps readers resolve the tension of when
to read with and against an author’s aesthetic intentions. As the discussion of tensible
connections shows, artistic devices – small or large, language-specific or perceptuallyunifying – constitute sites of integrated and sometimes contradictory tensions between
intentional and conventional values. A responsive criticism which addresses ethics and
responsibility has tensile design as perceptible as the plotting strategies of an author.
Sometimes the design resolves tensions, sometimes reveals a state of affairs. Other times
it addresses cause and effect relationships, including the effects of its own intentionality.
Critical discussion of ethics and responsibility in a culture implies affect on individual
subjectivities. Intentionality cannot be defined simply as a pole of influence in an
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individual or culture; it is a private and public play of motivations toward goals. That
intricate and problematic sense of play is communicated effectively in fictional language
and form. Fiction remains a vital, dynamic field of problem-solving processes in the
cognition of an individual reader and, through critical practices, in the consciousness of a
culture.
Overall, a call for reading perceptually is not a call for foundational privilege in
interpretation. It is a reading that integrates evidence of 1) intentional and receptive
values in writing and reading, and 2) language-based relationships in a text (close
reading). A reader remains the construing entity in fictional communication, the site of
interpreted information. A writer remains the projecting entity. Significance is drawn
from the dynamic relationship of one to the other as perceived through the projection, a
work of fiction. Understanding the intentional values that affect negotiated meanings is
as critical as detecting conventional values of the cultural product. To understand
negotiation we often need to reach beyond the givens of our conventions – to extraliterary, non-disciplinary – frameworks. The perceptual reading of Foe shows ways in
which creative cognition (Ward et al) and models of moral imagination (Moberg and
Seabright) affect perception of what is intentional and what is conventional in relation to
story, language, plot, character and symbols. A model of moral imagination provides
flexible articulations of moral sensitivity and intentions in a realistic frame based on
psycho-emotional-behavioral responses. It provides articulated processes through which
moral content of character actions, speech and thought might be understood in the context
of fiction and allows a critic to separate and distinguish them from implications about the
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personal ethics of an embodied author. A perceptive reader gains additional insight into
the scope and content of moral imagination an author applies to a fictional world.
Reaching beyond a disciplinary frame can provide compelling complexities and
balance for reception-based criticism in literary and cultural study. It can also inform
pedagogies in creative writing and rhetoric, increasing writer awareness of cognitive
effects in generation and composition of writing.
In a literate society, writing is basic skill and entitled competency. Sitting down
to write we have many purposes, among them to capture, communicate and represent
aspects of human, inhuman and non-human existence. We are not replicators of reality,
merely carriers of its forms, percepts, consequences, concepts and possibilities in genres
from fiction to non-fiction, drama to poetry, notational to advertising. Writing, and our
imperfect practice of it, is an act of consciousness which can be examined by others.
Writing becomes us, so to speak.
To write is to be made indelible and transitive, marked though invisible. It is not
a trick of consciousness, convention, praxis nor aesthetics. It is purposed confluence of
all propelled by intention. Stop reading. I am here without you. The intention remains
when reading stops, quiescent, intrinsic and inextricable. It’s all for the sake of bread
crumbs, Hansel and Gretel’s trick to find their way home when they are lost in the forest.
We write to leave traces, be traced and remain lost, rarely to be joined. We write to call
the birds. In the fairy tale, birds pick bread crumbs from the trail, consuming the
children’s way home, leaving only the way forward to the unknown where Hansel and
Gretel confront what comes, solve the consuming problem of a witch with a clever trick
then escape home the wiser for interaction with the unknown.
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Figuratively it is the journey of a creative writer and perceiving reader, separated
by time and space. Writing minds leave crumbs. Reading minds glide by, take some,
leave some. The journey of the crumb-maker and the bird is the intimate untold story in
every tale.
My goal has been to make a prosaic process, fiction and its communication, more
perceptible by integrating ideas from traditions in literature, linguistics, cognitive science
and creative writing. The investigation supports development of a pragmatics of intent in
order to balance anti-intentionalist precepts posed by later New Criticism, structuralist
and constructivist approaches. Basic to this vision of a pragmatics is 1) situating effect
and affect in an embodied mind; 2) acknowledging mutual and/or oppositional
intentionalities which an embodied author and embodied reader bring to the process of
fictional communication; 3) accepting language as communication that requires cognitive
translation of consensually-agreed upon symbols into private representations in an
embodied mind; 4) searching for areas of narrative tension in the assumption that an
author’s fictional consciousness shows itself more discernibly when it is navigating
tensions of selection, proportion, intervention and tone.
Investigating the intentional flow of meanings from an author to a reader through
language, and from a reader through language to personally intended understandings, I
find that reading with an author in mind is analytically beneficial for an actively
perceiving reader. It supports critical interrogation with and against language while
reading with and against a positioned voice / perception of author’s consciousness.
Such a stance requires development and awareness of cognitive strategies and an
approach to reading that complements traditional close reading with a perceptual reading.
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Development of pragmatic strategies such as perceptual reading, analysis of priming,
search for markedness patterns and examination of tensible connections make us more
aware of how interconnected are writers and readers in evaluating the sign values
suffusing their worlds. Writers may suggest what to perceive slowly and what to race
through, what to study, what to neglect. Readers choose to see for themselves.
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